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Two photon processes induced by heavy ion collisions have been consid-

ered. An approximate formalism for calculation is derived. The event rate

is interesting at low photon-photon mass but is limited by the form factor of

the nuclei at high mass. The event rate is compared with that at LEP and

found to be favorable at the mass of charm mesons but unfavorable at higher

masses. It is further noted that two pomeron processes are similar in

configuration and are prolific at low pomeron-pomeron masses.

I. INTRODUCTION

Any charged particle carries with it a virtual photon flux . In e+e~

processes, it has been common to approximate a somewhat intricate formalism

by the equivalent photon approximation (EPA) where the photons are nearly on

the mass shell and hence are transversely polarized.

Then

d a = Oyydn2) dni(o)iqi2) • dn2("2»q22)

where dn(w,q ) are ..;e equivalent photon spectra. In Fig. 1 is shown

schematically the production mechanism with the relevant kinematic

quantities. For electrons which are regarded as point particles

dn = a/it du/w dQ2/Q2 [(1 - w/E - u>2/2E2) - (1 - w/E) W

- a/it du/u dQ2/Q2 [(1 - w/E) (1 - Q m i n W ) ]

The Q dependence is

f(Q2) = 1/Q2(1 - Qmin
2/Q2)

which is shown in Fig. 2. The integrated photon flux is then

N = a/u • ln(Ye> *
 ln«W2/Qmin2) " 10

The number of events

Ne+e- - N
2 O Y Y • / Le+e- dt.

Y Y

= (a/7t)2 (In

When the colliding particles are nucleons or nuclei

dn = a/it du/to Z2 dQ2, s
2 [(1 - w/E) (1 - Qmin

2/Q2) D + a>2/2E2 C].

*This research supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy Under
Contract DE-AC02-76CH00016.
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C and D are elastic or inelastic form factors and may be a function of
2

Q . Then the number of events is

and the ratio

\ z\ (I y )2N Z\ Z\ (In y7) L / f(o/) do/
Z1Z2 =

 1 2 Z Z1Z2 .

Ve" (ln Ye)2 V e "

In an electron collider the produced particles are at small angles because

the virtual photon flux is highly peaked along the particle direction and the

particles collide head on. In a hadron collider the particles collide at an

angle and the c m . of the two photon system will have some motion out of the

beam pipe which may prove to be of advantage.

The obvious reason to study two photon processes is that they offer a

clean way to produce pseudoscalar mesons, T)c, TH,, say in sufficient quan-

tity for the decay modes to be understood. A primary difficulty is that the
2

photon behaves like a vector meson at low Q (where most of the interaction
2

occurs) giving rise to the vector dominance model. At higher Q the photon

interaction becomes more point-like with clean pseudoscalar meson produc-

tion. The transition from these two descriptions of the photon is well
2

studied , and in principle can be calculated in detail.

IX. RECENT TWO PHOTON RESULTS

As an example of two photon physics at a collider we discuss some rele-

vant data from the PLUTO experiment at PETRA at DESY, Hamburg. Other experi-

ments have observed similar results and drawn similar conclusions. Produc-

tion of the following final states has been extensively studied (1979-1985).

e+e~ •*• e+e~ + hadrons

e + e " •> e + e ~ + h + h ~

e + e ~ •*• 7i°, T), T) 1, A2 etc.,

a + e " •*• e + e ~ + pp

e+e" • e V + eV; •> }
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In this six year period a great deal has been learned about two photon inter-

actions, when previously almost no data existed. Certainly an increase in

the data sample would improve the understanding of a complicated process.

Most of the work in two photon physics has concentrated on the production of

hadronic final states and analyzing the data either through structure func-

tions or as total cross sections. The photon structure function as measured

in the reaction e+e~ •* e+e~ y*Y with Y*Y * hadrons where one of the

photons y* is far off the mass shell was thought to be a conclusive test of

QCD. Subsequently, theorists have become revisionists. The photon structure

function can be measured and compared to various QCD and quark model predic-

tions. Figure 3 shows the measured photon structure function of the PLUTO

group with the quark model and the QCD leading log prediction superimposed.

(We see that both model calculations agree with experiment quite well.) It

should be stressed that the calculations predict, not only the shape of F2,

but its absolute normalization as well.

One difficulty remains however. To compare data with predictions we

2
must subtract a piece from F2 corresponding to low Q photon interactions

(the so called hadronic piece of the structure function). This presentation

suppresses the hadronic piece which cannot be calculated in QCD. It is com-

mon to assume F^^* - a(l - x) and with this assumption all is well in

describing the observed F2.
2

The total cross section, however, is dominated by the low Q or hadronic
2

part of the interacting photon. We can parameterize the low Q data using a

Generalized Vector Dominance Model (GVDM) first introduced by Sakurai and his

co-workers. Using the model as a parameterization of the data (normalized to

Q = 0 data) one sees that the total cross sections are explained by an

incoherent sum of the GVDM cross section and the quark model cross section.

Again one shouldn't take this observation to mean that the quark model is all

that one needs in the real world, since the leading log QCD calculations are

indistinguishable from the quark model calculations within experimental

errors,, We use the quark model calculation because it is well defined, while

the QCD calculations are still subject to open debate. In Fig. 4 we display
2

the total cross section as a function Q and W and show that it is completely

explained by an incoherent sum of GVDM and the quark model calculations.
2

Further, as Q increases the GVDM calculation fall away, and the entire cross

section is explained by the quark-model (or equivalently leading log QCD)
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calculation. So we obtain the intuitively satisfying picture of the two

photon interactions being predominantly a Generalized Vector Dominance Inter-

action at low Q and becoming a point-like interaction (corresponding to the

Quark Model calculation) at high Q .

We get confirmation of this interpretation when the hadronic final

states are analyzed as two particle "jets", i.e., we look for an axis in the

data with respect to which the particle transverse momenta are minimized. If

we now add up the particle momenta along this axis, we can calculate the

total particle momenta perpendicular to the y-y axis in the y~Y center of
2 • 2

mass. If we plot events as a function of p-j for different ranges of Q ,

again we find that the PLUTO data agree with thfc same incoherent sum of

quark-model and GVDM predictions as before (Fig. 5). One further conclusion

can be reached. Namely, that at high p^ (as defined above) we are dom-

inated by the point-like part of the YY cross section. In Fig. 6 we display

the ratio, ~Ryv> of data to quark model expectations as a function of Q
o

and pj-. Foi this plot we conclude that for both large Q or large pf we

approach the quark model expectations.

It is clear that two photon physics is a sensitive way to study the

transition from soft (hadronic) interaction of the photon to the hard, quark

model like interactions. Once theoretical QCD calculations are more predic-

tive, two photon interactions will provide a sensitive test of these calcula-

tions.

The productive resonances in two photon interactions has also been of

interest. Figures 7 and 8 show the typical caliber of such investigations in

the case of YY * "H * + PYn+7i~ and YY "*" A2 * ^'p "*" tt*(it+ir"). Recently great

care has been taken to understand all the systematic results of such analy-

sis. This has led to new results on the adequacy of SU(3) in the radiative

width relations.

r ^ Y Y = l (^. ) 3 V - Yy(^§ sinO - cose)
2

3 2In fact the YY width of it*, »l, V have all changed by several standard devia

tions in the last year but SU(3) still gives a reasonable description of the
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data (within a standard deviation) with a mixing angle 9 « 18.5".

At the RHIC, in the resonance region one would hope to observe the two

photon production of the •% and nc if sufficient luminosity were avail-

able. It had been hoped to see these states at the lower energy machines,

PETRA and PEP, but the luminosity has not been sufficient to yield results.

III. TWO PHOTON PHYSICS AT RHIC

It is clear that if sufficient luminosity for two photon interactions

were achieved, the high energy physics community would be interested in

exploring it, not only for QCD studies but also to study the T)c and •%.

Furthermore, the YY QED channel e+e~ •* e+e~(X+u~ may provide a good luminosity

monitor for the RHIC machine itself.

We consider the YY luminosity of RHIC and compared it to the expected

luminosity at LEP, a contemporary electron machine.

At RHIC we may consider that the two photon bremsstrahlung spectrum can

be produced coherently from the entire nucleus being stored or incoherently

by the proton constituents of the nucleus. Coherent two photon production

will be appropriate (as we will see) at Q » 0, while incoherent production
2

will occur at all Q s.

We write again the photon flux from a charged particle as

d2 u, °2
dn = 7 ~ Q2

 (1 " I> (1 " - Q.

For incoherent production of photons

, 2 -

D(Q ) - £ (JF,(X.,Q ) dx.) « (0.3)Z

where each proton just contributes according to its constituent structure

function. We can then establish a figure of merit, M i n c, which compares

the total two photon event rate from individual protons in the nucleus

N, _ events Z 2 ln(Y )2L, _ (0.3)2

u m c Z.ZO _ z Z,ZO

N + _events
e+e

If we perform this calculation for Au and set LZ1Z2 " ^ > an<* Le +e~ "

10 3 1, M*-nc - 10~5 and we are forced to conclude that at LZ]Z5 *• 10
26 and
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Yz = 100, LEP would be a better machine to study two photon physics at all

Q , if MJ-nc were all the story.

However, for coherent production of photons from the entire nucleus, the

photon flux per nucleus becomes

2 Q 2

dn = £z2^i2_(1_|) (i-i^) F(Q
2)

where F(Q ) is the clastic form factor of the entire nucleus. We may write,

approximately,

, ... 2/3.2
F(Q2) - e" 2 0 A Q

which for Au becomes F(Q ) - e~70QQ . We next consider the Q dependence

of dn

,-.2, 1 ,. Qminx -aO2. -a(Q2 - Q2. )
f(Q ) = - 7 ( 1 ST") e t̂nin e x ^nin

Q 2 Q
where

2 2 2
2 to1 t r u>

2 2 2
We have plotted f(Q ) as a function of Q in Fig. 2. The maximum of f(Q )

2 2 2
occurs at Q m a x " Qmin + l/a« Furthermore f(Q ) is zero almost

2 2 2 2
everywhere except for a band around Qmax °f AQ = ±(Q max - Q min) * ±

;
2 2

f(Q ) dQ by an impulse
function

2 2
0 0 2 2 2r ei~1\ *~Z 1 Tnax - min - a Q . -a(Q - Q . ) nkn2

J f(Q ) dQ « —= = e tain e ^ a x \ i n 2AQ
Q . 0^.
mm Tnin

„ i_ _A .-«<&.. ^
2a

2 2
Remembering that Q m i n = (w/y)

2 2 2
d « ° z dfa) Ĵ  1 -(a/Y )wn it w 2 ,OK4a (-)

4 2 f ,

11 a2 2 (u,2)3
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with the function g(x) = 1/x3 e~a/Y x (x = w 2 ) . If we take x m a x <• y
2/a

(w - 5 GeV)

and e~a/Y "max ra e s o t h a t ttle entire x dependence in the relevant

region comes from the 1/x terra and we can ignore the exponential term (we

set it equal to 1/e).

Then our figure of merit becomes

MC 0 h =
N z z Z

Ne+e"

2.7 x 103

8w .mm

2a

(ln(y

^ ^w4

2 + ^
, ) ) e e

1
4wmax

- ) 2

and for small a) (less than 3 GeV) M c o n is greater than one. We conclude
2

that at Q a 0 and in the resonance region, one could do better at the RHIC

than at LEP in pursuing two-photon physics. We estimate that about 5000

T)c's a day could be produced (which realistically translates to 5 a day

using a BR x Acceptance = 10" )• In the same period one would obtain about

50 %'s/day (or realistically 0.05 a day).

In addition, there may be experimental difficulties in this energy

region, since an energy loss of 5 GeV/nucleus translates to a AE/E - 5/2 x

10 = 2.5 x 10" which is easily within the momentum acceptance of the

machine. So the recoil nucleus cannot be tagged in the energy region in

which RHIC does better than LEP. We conclude that RHIC is not a machine

where major experiments in two photon physics will be performed. However if

one wants to study the two photon production of resonances below 6 GeV RHIC

is competitive with LEP.
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We add a note of caution to those who may be interested in using the

reaction ZZ •> ZZp.p. as a luminosity monitor. There is a large signal from the

Drell-Yan process in certain kinematic regions, and one would have to be sure

that the muons produced by the two photon process are unaccompanied by

hadrons before a luminosity monitor based on dimuon production would be use-

ful . Another note of caution is that the two pomeron process will be domi-

nant over much of the kinematic range, since the hadron (nuclear) form fac-

tors dominate the photon flux at high energies and Za € 1 even at the highest

values of Z. The double poroeron process will not be very different in char-

acter to two photon process.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of two photon production mechanism with relevant
kinematic quantities.
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Chapter VII

GENERAL QUESTIONS AND THEORY
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SUMMARY FOR THEORY AND GENERAL SESSION AT THE RHIC DETECTOR WORKSHOP*

S. Kahana

Brookhaven National Laboratory

One might say that this was truly an historic occasion since it is

certainly the first time that any practical aspects of experiments at RHIC

are being discussed. It is not the first time that the theory you are

hearing about has been aired, although I think it is the first time that the

theorists have been in such a small group that they were able to benefit

so much from each other's criticisms and comments. Certainly an indication

of how informative the week was is that I am standing here, presumably the

least knowledgeable of the participants, presenting the work of other

people.

I began early in the week with an outline of the purpose and function

of the Theory or General Group» I followed Helmut Satz who had already

introduced the subject with a talk on the Monte-Carlo lattice gauge theory

of phase transitions. Manifestations or signals of the quark-glaon plasma

have been put in front of the entire workshop throughout the week,

principally by Hwa for lepton pairs and by Matsui for strangeness. I won't

pass over this ground again, but will mention possible other probes later.

Our time was spent, then, in defining the nature of the phase transition,

hydrodynamically evolving the plasma and mixed phases, and in trying to see

what are the analytical tools one needs and just how credible these tools

are. This was handled on two levels, first in a hydrodynamic treatment

which is presumably valid after equilibrium sets in. The hydrodynamics were

skillfully used by Larry McLerran to also go backwards in time, where it

doesn't apply, to find the plasma formation energy. On a second level one

had traditional multiscattering, cascade formulations of the nuclear

collision.

Let me remind you that at Helsinki the JACEE collaboration1 presented a

set of events (Fig. 1) which show a discontinuity in the transverse momentum

distribution against energy density which could, if taken seriously, already

herald the existence of a plasma. This provides a nice banner for our
*This research supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under
Contract No. DE-AC02-76CH00016
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present deliberations. I will now outline the subjects covered in our

sessions and list the people who delivered these, in alphabetical order.

David Boal talked about two cascade codes, one for Aj on A2 first treating

the components of the nuclei as nucleons. This is applicable at lower ener-

gies and is thus very useful for the analysis of upcoming experiments at the

AGS. Secondly he introduced, what one might call a quark gluon cascade

code, with some perhaps doubtful antecedents, but nevertheless with an

interesting structure. Laslow Csernai presented perhaps the most elegant

treatment of shocks, detonation, deflagation and so on. He also touched on

matters that were relevant for the AGS. Much of this classical hydrodynamic

theory harkens back to the the last century. Rajiv Gavai discussed putting

finite density on the lattice as well as treating the phase transition at a

finite critical temperature for vanishing density. He began with calcula-

tions by other people and listed what he expects to do if we get a hundred

additional hours on the Cray. Hwa outlined the theory for dilepton and

photon signals and a vary interesting treatment of the approach to

equilibrium. This latter involved the space-time aspects of the collision

in a simplified form which allows one to concentrate very well on the sub-

ject. HcLerran introduced and fully developed the hydrodynamic evolution of

the quark-gluon plasma, reaching favorable conclusions about the lifetime

and formation energy. Hatsui revisited the hydodynamics, emphasizing both

its QCD origins and the possibility of excess strangeness production. Frank

Paige went through the history of 1SAJET, HIJET and then later queried the

use of modulated jets as a high p-p signal of plasma formation. Phil

Siemens had some interesting remarks to make about confinement questions and

also about jets. The other attendees made their presence felt from time to

time.

I begin with a description of what was discussed most and then converge

down to what was discussed least and last as we tired. Much of this was led

into by Larry McLerran, giving us some review of work he has done over the

last few years but also some quite new material. Fig. 2 shows the tradi-

tional Bjorken2diagram for the space-time evolution of the plasma in the

longitudinal direction. The pre-equilibrium period occurring just after the

collision vertex remains shrouded in mystery and still wants considerable
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examination. Once equilibrium is reached the longitudinal expansion hardly

depends on any dynamics. It is assumed to be close to free streaming or the

result of a Lorentz boost. The real dynamics and thermodynamics go into the

transverse development. As we will see the system spends only a short time

in a purely plasma phase and considerable time in a mixed plasma plus hadron

gas phase. A discontinuity, probably a shock wave eats away at the mixed

phase from the outside, converting the mixed phase to hadrons. The progress

of this discontinuity necessarily determines how long the plasma will last.

So that the two important questions we returned to from time to time were:

the plasma formation mechanism about which we know little but which is

crucial for determining the initial energy density, and secondly the

transverse dynamics which determines the lifetime of the plasma. The

spatial rapidities of the boosted hyperboli in Fig. 2 are often identified

with the momentum rapidities of plasma particles. This identification is

not strictly correct, of course, but in a sense summarizes the aspects find

assumptions that B.jorken2 put into his description of the plasma. Then we

come to some particular contributions of McLerran. His point of view has

altered slightly3 over the past year and as a result the initial energy

density keeps rising. The hydrodynamics is essentially controlled by

conservation laws'*. One uses for the energy-momentum tensor that of

a perfect fluid. One also needs, on a classical level, an equation of state

for the plasma: If we are restricted to the central rapidity region with

vanishing baryon density then the hadrons are a relativistic pion gas. Thus

we may take for the pressure the very simple forms,

P * -we pion gas (la)
\

P - 2<e-4B) quark-gluon plasma (lb)

with B the MIT bag pressure describing confinement or its absence. Fig. 3

specifies a set of initial conditions for the energy density as a function

of the perpendicular dimension, for the velocities, and for the tempera-

ture. You can see the temperature profile has a small amount of mixed phase

at the edge of the plasma and outside, some hadrons. The evolution is

really quite simple. The plasma quickly gives way to the mixed phase, the
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mixed phase in turn is converted slowly into hadrons. Eventually, of

course, there is a freeze out to hadrons, in a favorable situation only

after an extended time.

It is evident the evolution is to a large extent dominated by entropy,

which is approximately 3.6 times the final pion multiplicity. If entropy is

conserved, if the process is truly adiabatic, then there is just a transfer

from the plasma to the mixed phase to the hadrons. The entropy must even-

tually get out into the hadrons and that is what will determine the lifetime

of the plasma. The latent heat drives the initial expansion and what

happens according to HcLerran is that you essentially spend most of your

time in the mixed phase cf the plasma. One should keep in mind that

transfer of entropy, energy etc. must take place at or near the speed of

sound and formally at least this speed vanishes in the mixed phase. So

there may be very strong signals of a long time spent sitting at or near the

critical temperature. McLerran finds in his hydrodynamic simulations that

you can get perhaps as much as 20 fm/c units of time in the mixed phase.

Eventually, of course, the final gas must cool, at some temperature it will

freeze out. In calculations by Sean Gavin5 the freeze out is at quite a

low temperature, near 50 MeV, which leads to this mass staying together or

cooling down for a rather long period of time. And we are promised that by

the time Larry arrives here again in June he will give us the transverse

momentum vs. multiplicity distribution, in addition to the particle distri-

bution functions which are required in determining signals.

Ruuskanen told us in very simple fashion how the shock which eats up

the plasma, progresses. In general what we are worried about is the inter-

face between the hadrons and the mixed phase as shown in, Fig. 3. If there

is a discontinuity or shock at this surface, then very simple considerations

such as momentum, enthalpy, and number conservation determine what happens.

The shock velocity is given in terms of the thermodynamic parameters in each

region, actually in terms of changes in pressure and energy density.

Ruuskanen evaluates the shock velocity as

i [9A-5-3/(A-l)(9A-p]
9

in units of the sound speed TT C . The parameter A in eq. (2) is again the
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ratio of the entropy in the mixed phase to that in the hadrons. This ratio

is what you mus*: g-:;i rid of in order to destroy the mixed phase, and he

finds that fcr A . „, not a high value, the shock propagates slowly. Fig. 4

is a plot of the 6iiock velocity against this parameter. The ratio of

entropy in che mixed phase to that in the hadrons starts very large and

decreases quickly, but as long as it is still above 2 the crucial surface

will propagate rather slowly. Whether the absolute flow is in the same or

opposite directions to the motion of the shock surface determines whether

the process is detonation or deflagation. For deflagation, the situation

which seems to obtain here, the flow and shock are opposite and combustion

is rather slow. The analyses of McLerran and Ruuskanen get us the lifetime

of the plasma or some good estimate of it and very fortunately it seems to

be long.

We are left with considerations of the formation time and energy, i.e.

the approach to equilibrium, and I think the arguments here are somewhat

less transparent and need much more elaboration. I have sketched them out

as presented by McLerran and Matsui. The initial energy density will depend

on the average transverse mar's or transverse momentum and on the multiplici-

ty density in the fashion

hiCRr.A

where 4TTR2A. is the transverse surface area. The scaling variable x when .

related to the rapidity, by x - ytf, introduces one factor of time while

the uncertainty principle for <%> - Tf"1 introduces another. So it

appears that e comes out proportional to l/t2f and that is how it was pre-

sented at Helsinki3. But now it appears that the particle production

multiplicities depend strongly on the field strengths, and these are higher

following the reduced expansion ascribable to a shortened formation time.

Matsui, Kerman and Svetitsky6 find

dy x\

One finishes this argument by relating the formation and multiplicities in

nucleus-nucleus collisions to those in the pp collision theoretically, and
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then using something like JACEE to get you the experimental ratio of the

multiplicities. You end up with the formation time being rather small,

and an energy density

e -ij- (.25 - .5) , (6)
Tf

i.e. a very strong function of the formation time. This yields an ef

- 100 GeV for a 100 GeV/A + 100 GeV/A collison, which is rather large.

Just for perspective the absolute maximum energy you would get, including

that going into the fragmentation regions and not jus; into the central

rapidities, is the energy in the center of mass system times the Lorenz

contraction. This is of the order of 3000 GeV. Thus ef is still not

large in comparison and perhaps not at all unreasonable. Why I think this

is a controversial subject, is that after equilibrium the known evolution of

the energy density with proper time is rather slower. Thus picking off the

precise moment at which the initial steep dependence meets the equilibrium

behavior is difficult.

I will deal briefly with the contribution of Gavai on finite density on

the lattice. We are aware that two phase transitions are possible, one

associated with deconfinement and one with chiral symmetry restoration7.

Calculation8 for SU(3)a yield equal critical temperatures Tc « Tcjj for

these transitions at zero chemical potentials, but as indicated in Fig. 5

the corresponding densities for vanishing temperature may differ pc *

Pch9* Putting baryon density on the lattice is a non-trivial matter,

involving technical difficulties that are somewhat alleviated in the

quenched approximation for the fermions. Kogut and collaborators9, using a

somewhat sparse lattice have extracted a critical chemical potential for the

chiral transition. Gavai and Satz intend to repeat these calculations with

denser lattices and, thus, improved statistics. The divergence difficulties

introduced by a finite fermion chemical potential seem difficult to remove

in the Euclidean treatment of the action for dynamic fermions. Perhaps more

than improvement in the lattice is required here.

My penultimate subject is the work on event generators by Paige, Ludlam
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and Boal. These provide in some sense an alternative to the hydrodynamic

evolution of the collision. There are two approaches to event generation,

one discussed by Frank Paige in some detail and implemented in elementary

collisions for pp as ISAJET10, and for nuclear collisons with HIJET by Tom

Ludlam11. HIJET uses ISAJET plus some very primitive idea of what the

nucleus looks like. The claim is made that HIJET is adequate for detector

design, perhaps the only relevant consideration here. There exist, however,

improvements that though crude may yield a schematic treatment of plasma

generation. During the nucleus-nucleus collision the multiperipheral dyna-

mics which Paige employs tells us the rapidity distribution of produced

particles. There is a small number of slow particles which are able to

materialize in the nucleus and a much larger group, nerhaps just an excited

hadron, that wouldn't in the elementary collision materialize until well

outside the nucleus. The one point I want to make here is that the

materialized particles are responsible for energy deposition in the nucleus

and one could, Frank and I have discussed this in some detail, get some idea

of the local energy density created in the collision. Then we thought that

one could use this density, when it becomes larger than some critical value,

to switch to a thermal treatment of the quarks and gluons, from the confined

description in Frank's initial treatment of this problem. By many scatter-

ings this miniplasma might spread throughout the nucleus; i.e. one would

have some way of describing plasma generation.

An alternative to HIJET is provided by Boal's cascade involving quarks

and gluons directly. These elements interact essentially perturbatively

with some non-perturbative refinements included as well. In the initial

phases of the collision the quarks and gluons certainly do not act perturba-

tively, but nevertheless, this may be a good structure to start with.

Boal's procedure is not unlike a suggestion of Rudy Hwa, that at an early

point in the formative collision one simply assumes that the confinement

stops, the individual nucleon bags break and the quarks and gluons stream

out.

One result of Boal's is seen in Figure 6 which shows the initial

distribution of gluons together with the evolved distribution. The eventual

distribution of gluons is much softened, after the cascade has been carried
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on for - 10~23 sec. It is interesting that he can get such results;

whether they are correct or not is not important at this early stage. His

hadronization consists simply of projecting hadrons from the quark-gluon

distributions, and although simple minded, provides a quick and dirty path

to event generation. One overall approach would be to use the cascade for

the initial phases of the collisions and then use hydrodynamics later,

after equilibrium is reached.

There is one type of signal which I should perhaps discuss, associated

with high pi- There are also direct measurements of temperature, which

were little emphasized this week. Fig. 7 shows a plot of, essentially,

temperature T - E/S against energy density, e * E/V. The rise in T at low

e, already documented at LBL [12], should be amenable to further study at

the AGS. This is followed by the nice, long, plateau promised in the hydro-

dynamic simulations of McLerran. To establish the existence of the decon-

fined thermal degrees of freedom we must see the rise at still larger energy

density. This may be observable from the early stages of the collision.

Returning to a high px signal, Frank Paige wondered whether one could

compare jets from pp to jets in M . There are background problems, but the

modulation of these jets by the plasma or the mixed phase constitute a self

probe of the plasma, a coloured probe at that. The jet is of courss a

quark, or other coloured object, trying to stream out and Phil Siemens

pointed out that since the plasma interior is a colour conductor strings are

not going to form uneil the jet hits an exterior surface. One recalls that

the principal means of energy loss for a high energy electron traversing a

thin metal is through plasmon excitation. Whether this analogy works here

or not is not clear, nevertheless the plasmons are important long range

collective features of the coloured plasma13.

I close with the warning that something about quantum mechanics must

come in to this; fluctuations are very likely to be large but not too large

we hope. Before dealing with such complications, however, we should

certainly construct a useful event generator, preferably including a plasma

generation trigger. This requires a major effort and, given the rate at

which theorists work, we hope to finish this sometime before Rl'TC is built.
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HYOROOYNAMIC EVOLUTION

Fig. 2 Bjorken-McLerran evolution of the plasma formed in a re lat iv i s t ic
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MIXED
PLASMA

HADRON

M

r± 1

Fig. 3 Initial conditions for solving the simplified hydrodynamic evolution

of the plasma. Distributions at the formation time tf are given

for velocity in the z direction vz, the energy density and

temperature against the transverse radius r • The nature of early

stages of the evolution for the temperature is also shown.
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Fig. 4 The velocity of the shock wave, at the Interface of the mixed and

hadron phases In Fig. 3, Is Indicated as a function of the ratio A

of entropy In the mixed phase to that In the hadronlc phase.
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Q-G

Fig. 5 The phase diagram for phase transitions between hadronic (H) and

quark-gluon matter (Q-G) in terms of the temperature T and quark

chemical potential ji. A difference between critical chemical

potentials for the deconfining and chiral-restoration transitions is

shown.
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DILEPTON PRODUCTION AT RHIC

Rudolph C. Hwa

Institute of Theoretical Science and Department of Physics

University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 97403, USA

The use of diplepton as a probe to diagnose the creation

of quark matter in relativistic heavy-ion collisions is

discussed. The most favorable kinematical region to

distinguish thermal pairs from Drell-Yan pairs is pointed out.

What I shall present here are the highlights of a piece of work which

Kajantie and I have recently completed concerning the measurement of dilepton

(and photon) as a means of diagnosing quark matter.1 I shall emphasize the

general idea of the problem and the results, and refer the details to our

paper.

The main difference between lepton-pair production in hadron-hadron and

nucleus-nucleus collisions is that in the latter case the dilepton can be

emitted over an extended region in space-time so that one has to keep track of

both energy-momentum and space-time. In the h-h case one usually considers

only the Drell-Yan (DY) process. In the A-A case there is also the DY process,

which we define to be the creation of dilepton from the anniliation of quark

and antiquark originated from the incident nuclei. Those pairs must be

distinguished from the ones emitted in the quark-gluon plasma as well as from

the hadron phase if a distinct signature of the quark matter is to be

identified. Let us use "thermal emission" to refer to those dileptons emitted

from the system in thermal equilibrium, in contrast to the DY process.

In the thermal regime lepton pairs are still formed by qq annihilation,

but the quark and antiquark distributions bear no resemblance to those in the

original nuclei. The convolution of two thermal distributions yields another
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thermal distribution for the dllepton, which appears in the integrand in the

following expression for the probability of detecting a dilepton of mass M at

rapidity y and transverse momentum q_:

dMzdy exp
MT

- Y ~ c°sh (y - n) (1)

where M™ * (M2 + q | ) 1 / 2 , n is the spatial rapidity, i.e. n » tanh"1 (z/t), and

the integration is over all space-time during which thermal emission can take

place. ML enters the expression because the energy of the dilepton is

E • Mp cosh y. T is the temperature appropriate for a space-time cell at some

proper time T.

The integration of (1) c /er the transverse coordinates yields a trivial

factor uR2, if R. < R_, under appropriate impact parameter conditions. The

remaining integrations over dt dz are, however, non-trivial; in tera>R of x and

0 it is Tdrdn. The n integration can be carried out in the approximation cosh

(y - n) = 1 + l/2(y - n)2» giving rise to a factor (T/tL)1'2, and leaving

essentially

(2)

The limits of integration should be from T. when the quark-gluon system is

first thermalized to Tf when the hadron phase ends with freeze-out of the

hadrons. Actually, there are other factors that should modify (2) as soon as

the system enters into the mixed phase at the critical temperature T ; they
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involve hadron form factors, etc., due to hadronic annihilation into virtual

photon. That part of the integral from x_ (end of quark phase) to x* is

complicated but is damped by the Boltzmann factor exp (-E/Tc) for Mj, » Tc» We

therefore expect its contribution to the final total rate to be proportional

to MT~
1/'2 exp (-M-/T ) . To focus on the quark phase we shall concentrate on

the part of the integral from x. to x_ and identify the range of H_ for which

the thermal emission from quark matter is dominant.

To evaluate (2) we need the x dependence of T which is known for

hydrodynamical expansion.2 A useful way of expressing that dependence is to

write1

T3x - C (3)

where the right-hand-side is related to entropy density which in turn can be

related to observable particle-multiplicity under the assumption of adiabatic

expansion through the mixed and hadron phases. It then follows from (2) that

the thermal rate from quark matter can be written as

dM2dy

where T = T(x.). TO get maximum contribution from this integral tL should be

chosen such that the peak of the integrand (occurring at M_/5.5) is between the

limits of integration, i.e.

T c ^ MT/5.5 ^ Ti (5)

For such values of M_, the contributions from the mixed and hadron phases are

unimportant by comparison and the dependence of the dilepton rate on WL is

power-behaved, namely M ~6.3
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It is (5) that we want to bring to the attention of the experimentalists

so that they know where to look for the best signals of the quark-gluon plasma.

Unfortunately, T and T, are both theoretical quantities at this stage. If we
c l

take T c » 150 MeV and T± » 450 MeV, then (5) implies 1 < Mj < 2.5 GeV.

For flL < 1 GeV there would be significant contamination from hadronic

annihilation and resonance decays. For M , > 3 GeV the thermal rate begins to

be damped exponentially and eventually at higher M_, and DY dileptons dominate.

The best way to be certain that a dilepton signal is of quark-matter

origin is to check the multiplicative factor (dN /dy ) 2 in (4). Thus, a
IT IT

sensible procedure would be to lower >L from some region of high value, say

> 5 GeV, where the DY process is known to dominate; as the dilepton rate

increases exponentially, one checks to see whether the rate's dependence on the

associated particle multiplicity is quadratic. If so, then a good case can be

made for claiming the observation of some evidence of quark matter. Otherwise,

one can only say that some of the assumptions made in our work must have been

invalid. The non-observation of the (dN /dy ) 2 dependence when H_ of the

dilepton is in the range (5) neither confirms nor denies the non-existence of

quark—gluon plasma.

The work reported here was done in collaboration with K. Kajantie. It was

also supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract number

DE-AT06-16ER10004.
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CAN ANTIBARYONS SIGNAL THE FORMATION OF A QUARK-GLUON PLASMA?*

Ulrich Heinz, 3NL

and

P.R. Subramanian^ and W. Greiner
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ABSTRACT

We report on recent work which indicates that an enhancement of

antibaryons produced in the hadronization phase transition can signal the

existence of a transient quark-gluon plasma phase formed in a heavy-ion

collision. The basis of the enhancement mechanism is the realization that

antiquark densities are typically a factor 3 higher in the quark-gluon

plasma phase than in hadronic matter at the same temperature and baryon

density. The signal is improved by studying larger clusters of antimatter,

i.e. light antinuclei like 5, in the central rapidity region. The effects

of the transition dynamics and of the first order nature of the phase

transition on the hadronization process are discussed.

Although there is widespread agreement that high energy collisions

(Elab ^ 10 GeV/A) between very heavy nuclei (A > 200) will provide the

conditions to form a quark-gluon plasma , the question how one would

experimentally verify that this plasma had been formed has up to now not

been answered satisfactorily. Various signatures have been suggested3:

direct photons'* and lepton pairs5 as electromagnetic probes for the initial

hot phase of the plasma, strange particles as a signature for the presence

of many gluons in the plasma6*7, and rapidity fluctuations as a signature

*Contributed paper for the "Workshop on Experiments for RHIC", held at
Brookhaven National Laboratory, April 15-19, 1985

^On leave of absence from the Department of Nuclear Physics, University of
Madras, Madras 600 025, India.
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for an (effectively) first order hadronization phase transition in the final

stage of the collision8 are the more specific ones, but other features of

the particle emission spectra (like px distribution and multiplicity) may

also contain information. Unfortunately, all of these signatures are

affected by an hadronic background from the initial and final phases of the

collision, are sensitive to the degree of local thermalization reached

during the collision or, like the K+/ir+ ratio, may be affected by the nature

of the phase transition (entropy production)9. It is highly unlikely that

the existence of the quark-gluon plasma will be proven through one of the

above signals by itself; corroborating evidence from as many different

channels as possible will be needed to make a convincing case for this new

state of matter.

In this paper we investigate the possibility of forming clusters of

antimatter (antinuclei) from the antiquark content of the plasma phase in

the hadronization phase transition. This is motivated by realizing that,

due to restoration of chiral symmetry and their approximate masslessness,

light quarks are much more abundant in the quark-gluon plasma than in a

hadronic gas of the same temperature and baryon density. Therefore one is

tempted to conclude that the chance to coalesce several antiquarks to form a

(color-singlet) piece of antimatter should be higher during the confining

phase transition than in a hadronic gas in equilibrium with the same

thermodynamic parameters. This way of reasoning is similar to the one which

led to the suggestion of (anti-) strange particles as a signature for the

plasma6; however, there are a few differences, several of which are in favor

of non-strange antinuclei:

(a) All of them (except the antineutron) are stable in vacuum and

negatively charged, and therefore more easily detected in an experiment

than strange particles.

(b) The chemical equilibration time in the plasma phase for light

antiquarks is typically by an order of magnitude faster than for

strange quarks7, and equilibration of their abundance is not so

sensitive to the achievement of high temperatures (> 150 MeV) in the

collision.

(c) Due to their masslessness light antiquarks, at least in a baryon number
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free (u^ = 0) system, are even more abundant in the plasma than

strange quarks (at T • 200 MeV by about a factor of 3).

The disadvantage is that non-strange hadronic matter has a higher

annihilation cross-section than strange particles, leading to a partial loss

of the signal in the final hadronic expansion phase. Furthermore, the light

quark abundances may be affected by the phase transition itself: in the

transition a major rearrangement of the quantum chromodynamic (QCD) vacuum

state takes place, developing a type of gluon condensate leading to color

confinement and a condensate of light quark-antiquark pairs <qq>10 resulting

in the breaking of chiral symmetry, a large constituent mass for valence

quarks inside hadrons, and a small pion mass. The coupling of the light

quarks to the change of the QCD vacuum may thus affect our predictions for

relative hadronic particle abundances below the phase transition. These

complications will here be neglected but are discussed more extensively in a

forthcoming publication11.

Our approach will be based on the assumption that the quark and

antiquark content of the plasma phase is completely carried over into the

hadronic phase during the hadronization phase transition. In other words,

we assume that the phase transition happens fast on the timescale for qq

annihilation into gluons which is typically 1 fm/c.7 Even if this is not

true, our assumption may not be too bad since the quarks and antiquarks

initially are in equilibrium with the gluons, and the inverse process is

also possible as long as not all of the gluons have been absorbed into

hadrons and into the creation of the nonperturbative (gluon-condensate)

vacuum around the hadrons.

The conservation of the quark and antiquark content will be Implemented

into a thermal model for the two phases (hadron gas and quark-gluon plasma)

within the grand canonical formulation, by Introducing appropriate Lagrange

multipliers ("chemical potentials"). After hadronization particle

abundances for the different types of hadrons in the hadron gas will be

determined by the requirement that all the originally present quarks and

antiquarks have been absorbed into hadrons through processes like 3q •>

N,A,..., or q + q •>• TT,p,...) etc. These hadronization conditions determine

the chemical potentials and hence the relative concentrations of all hadron
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species in terms of the above mentioned Lagrange multipliers which control

the total quark-antiquark content of the fireball.

The point where hadronization of the plasma sets in is determined by

finding the phase coexistence curve between a hadron resonance gas and a

quark-gluon plasma in thermal equilibrium. Since we are interested in

particle abundances, the hadron gas is described explicitly as a mixture of

(finite size) mesons, baryons and antibaryons and their resonances as they

are found in nature12>19, rather than using an analytical (e.g.

polytropic) equation of state. Strange particles are here neglected, but

will be included in further studies. Their impact on the phase transition

itself is small. All particles are described realistically by using the

appropriate relativistic Bose and Fermi distributions:

Shad " e(ehad + Phad " Vb,had> *

The subscript "pt" denotes the familiar expressions for pointlike hadrons

with mass mi, chemical potential ui» degeneracy d±, baryon number b±t-

and statistics 0j (6* = +1 for fermions, 6̂  = -1 for bosons):

a oo
ppt _ i t
Pi " 7 T 1

de

6,2 i / * e^^T-

d . <*> ,
eP

fc = _ i _ / e2/e2-m2 ^

-Pt i t -/-2_2 de

6 i

These point particle expressions are corrected for a finite proper volume of

the hadrons by multiplication with a common factor (1 + s? ./4B)"1; this
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Fig. 1. (a) The critical line of phase coexistence between hadron resonance
gas and quark-gluon plasma, for B • 250 MeV/fm3 and different
values for cts. (b) The baryon density along the critical line as
it is is approached from above (pqgp) and from below (phld)*
(c) The energy density along the critical line; the shaded area
shows the amount of latent heat, (d) The entropy per baryon, (e)
the critical pressure, and (f) the entropy density along the
critical line*
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prescription was derived by Hagedorn within the framework of the so-called

"pressure ensemble"13. The parameter 4B defines the energy density inside

hadrons and parametrizes the volume excluded from the available phase space

for the hadrons due to their own finite size . In our case the sum over i

extends over all non-strange mesons with mass < 1 GeV and all non-strange

baryons and antibaryons with mass <̂  2 GeV12.

The chemical potentials ui are determined by requiring chemical

equilibrium with respect to all processes that can transform the hadrons

among each other. These processes, like N + N ~ N + N* + ir, n - 2TT, A ~ N +

TT, N + N ~ mir, etc. have in common that they conserve only baryon number;

hence all chemical potentials can be expressed as multiples of a single

chemical potential for the conservation of baryon number jî  through \^ »

kiPb where b^ is the baryon number of hadron species i.

The quark-gluon plasma phase is described as a nearly ideal gas of

light quarks and antiquarks and gluons, with perturbative interactions15 and

vacuum pressure -B. The corresponding expressions for P, e, pj, and s are

given in Refs. (11,15,16).

The phase transition line Tcrit(ub crit) between the hadron

resonance gas and the quark-gluon plasma is determined by the three

conditions:

P. , • P (mechanical equilibrium) ;had cjgp

T. , • T (thermal equilibrium) ;

\i, « 3ji (chemical equilibrium) .

The last equation imposes chemical equilibrium for the hadronization

processes 3q ~ baryon, 3q •* antibaryon, q + q - meson.

In Fig. la we show the critical line Tcrit(jj]j crit) for B » 250

MeV/fra3 and different values for the strong coupling constant as

describing the interactions in the quark-gluon plasma. Larger values of B

and/or <xs reduce the pressure in the quark-gluon plasma phase and push the

phase transition point (i.e. the point where Pqgp becomes larger than
Fhad) towards larger values of T and |i.

Figs, lb-lf show the critical values along the phase transition line

for the baryon density, energy density, pressure, entropy density and
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Fig. 2. (above) The quark and antiquark densities along the critical line
in Fig. la, as it is approached from above ("quark gluon plasma")
and from below ("hadron gas"), (a) B - 250 MeV/fra3; (b) B - 400
MeV/fmd. For this figure cts - 0 was chosen.
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Fig. 3. (opposite page) Densities of different hadrons at the critical
temperature Tcrit^q.crit) as a function of vq Crit»

 as

obtained from hadronization of a quark-gluon plasma (solid curves)
or in an equilibrium hadron gas (broken curves)* Note that
generally all solid curves lie above their respective broken
partners, reflecting the effect of the quark-antiquark
overabundance in the plasma. Note also the larger gain factor for
antibaryons and antinuclei. (as - 0; B » 250 MeV/fm

3.)
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entropy per baryon, in the limit as one approaches the critical line from

below and from above, respectively. One sees that the transition is first

order and that there are large discontinuities in all the extensive "*

quantities: there is a huge latent heat of the order of 1 GeV/fm3 (somewhat

smaller at larger baryon densities) shown by the shaded area in Fig. lc, and

a large latent entropy (the entropy density typically jumps by a factor 2 to

5 across the phase transition, Fig. If); the latter also shows up in the

entropy per baryon (Fig. Id) implying that it is not correlated with the

discontinuity in the baryon density (Fig. lb).

In Fig. 2 we show that not only the baryon density p. • •»• (p - p_),

but also the quark density p and antiquark density p_ themselves are

discontinuous across the phase transition, typically by a factor 3. (The

quark and antiquark contents of the hadronic phase was determined by

counting 3 (anti-) quarks for each (anti-) baryon and 1 quark plus 1

antiquark for each meson.) This means that in an equilibrium phase

transition many excess qq pairs have to annihilate during the hadronization

process. The time scale for annihilation, although short7, in a realistic

hadronization process need not be small compared to the phase transition

time, because in this realistic case there is no heat bath which can absorb

all the latent heat, latent entropy and excess qq pairs: the speed of the

phase transition is rather given by the rate of change in temperature and

density as dictated by energy, entropy and baryon number conservation which

control the global expansion of the hot nuclear matter.

To take an extreme example, let us assume that locally the phase

transition takes place so fast that qq pairs don't have time to annihilate

at all. (This says nothing about the time the system as a whole spends In

the region of phase coexistence which may actually be rather long17.) To

simplify things further we assume that during the phase transition neither

the volume nor the temperature changes, and that therefore after

hadronization the quark and antiquark densities computed as above are

exactly the same as before. This is not a realistic scenario since it does

not conserve entropy (the entropy density in the final state is still lower

than initially, although not quite as low as in an equilibrium hadronic

phase at the same temperature and baryon density). To obtain at the same
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time entropy conservation and conservation of the number of quarks arid

antiquaries, we would have to allow for a change of volume and temperature.

Such computationally more involved calculations are presently being done.

Until their results are available, we will take the outcome of the above

simple-minded hadronization calculation as an indication for the qualitative

behavior to be expected.

Fig. 3 shows the expected densities for different hadrons and light

(anti-) nuclei, assuming hadronization of a quark-gluon plasma with

conservation of quark and antiquark content (solid lines), as compared to

the corresponding values in an equilibrium hadron gas at the same

temperature and baryon chemical potential (dashed lines). One sees that the

necessity to absorb the higher quark-antiquark content of the original

plasma phase into hadrons leads to an enhancement for the densities of all

species; however, the increase is strongest and the (anti-) quark signal is

therefore amplified in the larger (anti-) nuclei. Due to the usual

suppression of antibaryons and antinuclei at finite chemical potentials, the

signal to noise ratio is best for the antibaryons and particularly for

larger antinuclei. Of course, absolute abundances decrease very steeply

with the size of the antinucleus; looking for fragments larger than a is

Increasingly hopeless. For 5 the enhancement factor can reach 2 orders of

magnitude, and if a central rapidity region with y = 0 is formed, there may

even be a realistic hope to detect some a in a collider experiment: assuming

a reaction volume of 500 fm3, Fig. 3 predicts about one o in every 2xlO5

collisions in which a quark-gluon plasma was formed.

These numbers have to be taken with great caution: The major

uncertainty in relating the curves of Fig. 3 to experimental multiplicities

is the reaction volume which is essentially unknown. This uncertainty drops

out if ratios of particle abundances are formed. This can be easily done

from Fig. 3; however, we would like to await more realistic hadronization

calculations before committing ourselves to predict numbers for measured

particle ratios. Another correction stems from final state interactions

during the remainder of the hadronic expansion phase before the particles

actually decouple from each other. These will tend to drive the system
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after hadronization back towards hadronic equilibrium by, say, nucleon-

antinucleon annihilation. Although the cross-section for the latter process

is large (0(200mb)), the inverse reactions are also strengthened because all

hadron species have appeared with large densities from the hadronization

process. On the other hand, hydrodynamic calculations seem to indicate18

that the time from completion of the phase transition to freeze-out is

rather short (~l-2fm/c) such that we may hope for a large fraction of the

signal to survive. On the other hand, as also noted in the context of

strangeness production , the hadronic equilibrium value may never actually

be reached during the lifetime of a collision without plasma formation; this

will even enhance the antibaryon/antinucleus signal.
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Abstract

The possible appearance of a double shock wave is
investigated for the deconfinement transition which may
be achieved in relativistic heavy-ion collisions with
large stopping power. Utilizing a one-dimensional
fluid-dynamical model we find two separated stable shock
fronts in a certain window of bombarding energies. This
effect must give rise to two distinct thermal sources
which might be identified via directly emitted
particles. Experimental identification would give
valuable insight into the phase diagram and would allow
verification of the large latent heat of the phase
transition.

Contribution to the Workshop on Experiments for a Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider, April 15-19, 1985, Brookhaven National
Laboratory Upton, Long Island, New York.
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Shock splitting has recently been viewed as an effect which
might signal a phase transition in nuclear matter [1]. While in
conventional material physics, shock phenomena and their
relations to phase transitions are well explored [2], in the
domain of relativistic nuclear physics until now the situation
has been hampered by the lack of both a generally accepted
experimental hint for the occurrence of sharp shock waves and a
theoretical analysis of the double shock effect.

In the present note we tackle the question of whether the
deconfinement transition is accompanied by shock splitting. The
deconfinement transition is the most serious candidate for a
phase transition in dense and hot nuclear matter. In order to
make the situation tractable during a relativistic heavy-ion
collision with E/A&10 GeV and large stopping power, let us
introduce some idealizations: we adopt (i) the hydrodynamic
description neglecting transparency and sideward flow and (ii) a
two-phase equation of state which incorporates a first-order
phase transition between them. The nuclear matter energy
density e depends on the baryon density n and temperature T via:

e • n^n + K/18 (n/nQ - I )
2 n + 1.5 T n + (7T2/1O)T4 (i)

where the terms refer to the rest mass density, the cold
compression part (n = ground state density), the Boltzmann

thermal part, and the massless ideal pion gas respectively.
The plasma is described as a massless u/d quark and gluon gas
with a phenomenological vacuum pressure for parametrizing the
confinement effects. Available lattice QCD calculations claim a
critical temperature of Tc*200 MeV at n » 0 [3]. Thus we adjust

the vacuum pressure to B ' = 300 MeV yielding T « 216 MeV. In

looking for shock phenomena we assume a fast local equilibration
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compared to the fluid-dynamical time scale. Therefore, one has

to exploit the Maxwell construction in the co-existence region.

If the relaxation time is too long, the stationary

considerations no longer hold and a proper dynamical

investigation of the phase transition dynamics must be performed

[4].

These ingredients together with the Rankine-Hugoniot-Taub

equations

(n fX f)
2 - (n oX o)

2 - (pf - po)(Xf + X) - 0, (2)

X - (e + p)/n2

(where p is the pressure, x is the generalized specific

volume, and f denotes the final state) determine the shock

a^iabat as displayed in fig. 1 if the nuclear ground state is

taken as initial state 0. Notice that the pattern of the pure

nuclear matter branch does not change when replacing eq. (1) by

a relativistic model, e.g. Waleckafs one [5]. Two situations

are depicted in fig. 1 for which the nuclear incompressibility

is taken as K » K Q = 250 MeV and K • 2KQ. On the adiabats a

Chapman-Jouguet point (CJ) exists [2] where the specific entropy

has an extremum (maximum). In the CJ point the Rayleigh line

with slope j 2 = (pf - PO)/(XQ - Xf) - j
2(CJ)= j 2

x is tangent to

the adiabat. As usual, slightly above the CJ point, the sound

velocity of the shocked medium is smaller than its flow velocity

and the shock wave is unstable [6]. As is well-known the states

between CJ and 1 (see fig. 1) cannot be reached in a single

stable shock, while the states below CJ and above 1 can be
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reached. Indeed in case of j ^ f > JQ(CJ) we find in one-

dimensional hydrodynaiuical calculations a single stable front
separating nuclear matter and the plasma even though relaxation
phenomena are included [5, 4]. For large values of the
incompressibility (K > 2KQ) one finds that the adiabat from 0

terminates in the coexistence region at a point where the
temperature of the final state drops to zero. Thus two
separated adiabat branches appear, referring to nuclear matter
(both pure and in coexistence vrith plasma), and to pure quark
matter.

If the value of K exceeds a certain critical value,
Kcrit^ 2 Ko' the CJ P°* n t coincides with the boundary where
a phase mixture starts to appear. The CJ point then is the
initial state for a second stable shock wave [6]. When choosing
the CJ point (being the crossing point of the adiabat and the
phase boundary) as the new initial state the adiabat above CJ
does not change noticeably. A necessary condition for the
stable second shock to appear is that the slope of the adiabat

at X C J
+ is smaller than the slope of the Hayleigh line, jl_ ., ,

going from CJ to the final state I1 below 1 (see fig. 1). Now
we want to demonstrate that in a small nuclear system two
separated shock waves can really develop. We solve the
hydrodynamical equations:

0,

(T 3: energy momentum tensor of a perfect fluid, v?: four
velocity) for a plane-symmetric motion in the center mass system
of two colliding uranium nuclei with the method described in
ref. [7]. In fig. 2 the velocity profiles are displayed for
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= 8 GeV. One observes three distinct zones separated by

sharp velocity changes in the two shock fronts: nuclear matter

ground statet compressed and heated nuclear matter with

admixtures of plasma referring to the state near the CJ point

and pure plasma. The zone of heated nuclear matter

increasessteadily during the collision process. Therein the

temperature amounts to 155 MeV, while the temperature of the

final plasma amounts to only 125 MeV. Since a considerable mass

fraction (15%) belongs to the intermediate state in the last

collision stage at the break up it must be the source of

directly emitted particles (leptons, photons) distinguishable

from those stemming from the plasma. Thus we emphasize the

possibility of a double thermal source effect in a window of

bombarding energies just above the threshold of the

deconfinement transition.

Notice, however, that there are competing double source

effects relying on the participant spectator picture [8] or on

the evolution of conventional nuclear fireballs.

Tracing down the phase transition is not, however,

hopeless, because the flow pattern of the characteristic bounce-

off affect [9] is expected to change considerably at the

transition threshold [10, 4]. To predict accurately what types

of changes in the emission pattern of different particles will

be caused by the phase transition 3-dimensional fluid dynamical

or transport theoretical calculations should be performed.

These should include the phase transition explicitly and

dynamically. So far only a one-dimensional calculation of this

kind was performed [4].

In fig. 3 the dynamical paths of fluid elements are

displayed. Observe that after reaching the phase boundary the

large amount of latent heat (^B) is used to melt the hadrons

thus causing a considerable cooling. In a limited range of
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bombarding energies the final temperature of the plasma state P

is below the intermediate superheated nuclear matter states.

Contrary to other authors, who are concentrating on the

plasma life and decay, we considered here the ignition process.

We emphasize the existence of two thermal sources which are

useful in obtaining valuable information on the equation of

state at large baryon densities. While the double-front effect

relies on certain idealizations, the superheated nuclear matter

source effect utilizes only the generally accepted pattern of

the phase diagram and relaxes the assumption of the validity of

the hydrodynamical picture.

This work was supported by the US Department of Energy

under contract DOE/DE-AC02-79ER-10364.
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34 38

Figure 2 CM velocity profiles for plane-symmetric collision of
slabs with thickness corresponding to the diameter of
Uranium. The value of the nuclear incompressibility
is K » 2K . The abscissa values belong to mass shells

o
containing the same baryons during the collision
(comoving coordinates) in a 40 cell run.
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baryon density

Figure 3 General pattern of the phase diagram (hatched area:
coexistence region). Heavy lines show typical paths
of fluid elements during the compression as suggested
by hydrodynamical calculations. S denotes the
superheated intermediate state of nuclear matter while
P and P* denote final plasma states.
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A CASCADE APPROACH TO THERMAL AND CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM*

David H. Boal
Department of Physics
Simon Fraser University

Burnaby, B.C., Canada V5A 1S6

ABSTRACT

The temperature and density regions reached in intermediate and high

energy nuclear reactions are investigated via the cascade approach. In

one calculation, a nucleon-nucleon cascade code for proton induced reac-

tions is used to find the reaction path near the liquid-gas phase transi-

tion region. It is shown that, for these reactions, fragmentation more

resembles bubble growth than droplet formation, although the reverse may

be true for heavy ion reactions. A quark-gluon cascade code based on QCD

is applied to ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions. It is shown that

at least partial thermalization of the initial quarks and gluons is

achieved. The energy density in the central region is found to be at

least several GeV/fm3.

I. INTRODUCTION

Computer simulations of nuclear reactions involving the production

of energetic ejectiles* have been used for some time. The various simu-

lations often involve differing assumptions about the mean-free path in

their local environment of the particles being studied. Each approach

has found domains of applicability, depending on the projectile, target,

energy etc. under investigation.

The approach which we wish to use here is the cascade model, in

which the particles are treated classically and their interactions are

assumed to be describable as a sequence of independent interactions.

There are two applications of the cascade approach which will be

described here. The first is a traditional nucleon-nucleon cascade

*Talk delivered at the RHIC Workshop, Brookhaven National Laboratory,
15-19 April, 1985.
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applied to intermediate energy proton induced reactions. There are two

questions in proton induced reactions to which the simulations may

provide answers:

i. Is there actually a dynamic equilibrium established in these

reactions? In other words, is the mean time between NN collisions

short compared to the lifetime of the system?

ii. What trajectories do the interaction regions take in approaching

the liquid-gas phase transition region? Does fragmentation look

like the condensation of vapor or the growth of bubbles?

The second application is the development of a cascade model of

quark and gluon interactions. The physics of the simulation presented

here is not as refined as it should be (and hopefully will be in the

near future) but is nevertheless adequate to answer several important

questions:

i. How rapidly is the bombarding momentum degraded?

ii. What is the energy and baryon number density in the central region?

Before moving on to discuss the results in more detail, a word

should be made about computing time required. The calculations were

performed on an IBM 3081-GX mainframe. For the nucleon-nucleon cascade,

usually a few CPU hours were all that were required for the calculations

presented here. For the quark-gluon cascade, things are dramatically

more complicated: typical running times were one hour per event. Lastly,

in this short note only the results will be presented; the details of the

codes will be published elsewhere.

II. PROTON INDUCED REACTIONS

In simulating this reaction, it will be assumed that the target

nucleons form an ideal Fermi gas filling to the top, a potential of depth

40 MeV as illustrated in Fig. 1. The boundary of the well is held fixed

in time, since at the energies considered here, even if the projectile

lost all of its momentum to the target, the resulting target velocity is

so low that the well would not have moved appreciably in the time frame

used. Those nucleons whose energy (energy defined here as kinetic plus

potential) is less than zero collide elastically with the wall, while
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those with energy greater than zero are free to leave. Parametrized p+p

and p+n cross sections are used (assumed to be isotropic in the c m .

frame). Because of the relatively few number of collisions compared to a

heavy ion reaction, Pauli blocking is handled in a simple way: if a

collision between any two nucleons results in one of them having energy

less than zero, the collision is considered blocked. Clearly, if one

wishes to investigate detailed properties of the residual nucleus, or go

to very low energies, a better job would have to be done.2 For the

observables considered here, the routine should be accurate to 8%.

The momentum space densities predicted for the collision of a

300 MeV proton with a mass 100 target (50 p's + 50 n's) is shown in

Fig. 2. The collisions have been impact parameter averaged. The axes

represent the momentum parallel and perpendicular to the beam direction,

and the momentum space density is in units of particles per (50 MeV/c)3

[just for comparison, in the target nucleus there are 0.14 nucleons per

(50 MeV)3]. Only those particles with E > 0 are shown, i.e., none of the

nucleons in the residual nucleus are shown.

The calculation was stopped at a time of 8 x 10~ 2 3 sec after the

projectile entered the target. On the r.h.s. of the figure one can still

see an enhancement in the momentum space region about the projectile.

The momentum distribution itself looks surprisingly thermal, showing a

temperature and apparent source velocity similar to that found in thermal

model analyses of proton inuduced reactions. For intimates of the ther-

mal model, the calculation even shows the observed increase in apparent

source velocity with increasing ejectile energy.

However, even if the energy spectrum has a thermal appearance, it

does not necessarily hold that a dynamic equilibrium has been estab-

lished. To answer that question, one must look at the nucleon-nucleon

reaction rate. By looking at the spatial densities found in the code, it

is easy to see that the reaction rate is going to be low. Shown in

Fig. 3 are the coordinate space densities for a central 300 MeV p +

(Z=N=50) system after 4 and 8 x 10~ 2 3 sec. Again, only those nucleons

which have E > 0 are shown. One can see that, except for the region

immediately around the projectile, the densities are low, resulting in a
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low collision rate. The actual collision rate as a function of time is

shown \n Fig. 4. Although the collision rate goes as high as

4 * 10~23 sec in the figure, 3/4 of these collisions are blocked by the

Pauli principle: the mean time between allowed collisions is long.

Further, most of those collisions in Fig. 4 which are allowed involve the

projectile: there is very little multiple scattering of the secondaries.

Hence, we see that thermal equilibrium is established, if at all, in

only a restricted region of the target. The same is true of chemical

equilibirum. The ratio (p,n)/(p,p') of the high energy part of the

ejected nucleon spectrum is a measure of how close to chemical equilibri-

um the reaction has come. At chemical equilibrium, this ratio should be

unity, whereas it is observed'* to be ~l/2. The cascade simulation

(Fig. 5) verifies that chemical equilibrium is not achieved (as was found

previously in a rate equation analysis5). In summary, it may be that

neither thermal nor chemical equilibrium is achieved among those nucleons

knocked out of a proton induced reaction. This should not be taken to

imply that the nucleons in the residual nucleus cannot re-equilibrate:

that is a problem which is currently under investigation.

Let us now apply this simulation to the liquid-gas phase transition.

One of the questions in the study of the transition is whether the

approach to the mixed phase resembles droplet formation6 or bubble

growth. Of course, which scenario is applicable depends on the reaction

involved, and here we will concentrate on proton induced reactions, which

historically were the first ones examined for evidence of the liquid-gas

transition.** We have already seen that the densities of the nucleons

struck from the target are low. In fact, on average in the reactions

considered above, there are fewer than ten nucleons emitted from the

target (as is observed experimentally). These are hardly enough to

coalesce into a mass IS fragment, typically the size used in looking at

the droplet problem. Indeed, one can look at the multiplicity distribu-

tion found in the cascade. For more than 10 nucleons, the multiplicity

drops very rapidly, like m~6 in Fig. 6. If the probability of finding a

droplet of mass A increased with the number of nucleons available to form

the droplet, then one would expect the droplet yield to drop at least as
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fast as A~6, in clear contradiction with experiment.8 Hence, for a

proton induced reaction the problem more resembles break-up of the resid-

ual system. Certainly, at least the temperatures seem to correspond. If

one analyzes9 the temperatures found from the isotopic abundance ratios

of the medium mass fragments,10 a temperature of 2-3 MeV is obtained.11

Similarly, the residual excitation energy in the cascade approach also

corresponds to a temperature of 2-3 MeV. Whether the mass distributions

also correspond is currently under investigation.

III. QUABK-GLDON CASCADE

At much higher energies than what have been considered above, quark

and gluon degrees of freedom will become much more important. To

investigate what energy densities one should encounter in relativistic

heavy ion collisions, we have constructed a quark-gluon cascade code.

The physics of what goes into this code is still changing, so only an

outline will be given:

i) The initial x-distributions of the quarks [q(x)j and gluons

[g(x)J are taken from deep inelastic scattering. Similarly,

the transverse momentum distribution of the part cms is taken

to be c£ the form exp(-p/p0) with p 0 = 0.35 GeV/c.

ii) The quarks and gluons are randomly distributed in the nucleus,

5 gluons, 3 quarks and no antiquarks in each nucleon. The

nuclei (equal mass) are then Lorentz contracted with respect

to the c m . frame. Lastly, the partons are spread out (in a

Monte Carlo sense) about their (Lorentz contracted).coordinates

by a Gaussian distribution with the width determined by the

momentum. *•

iii) First order QCD cross sections are used.

iv) The partons are allowed to scatter off-shell, then decay.

Obviously, the code must contain many low momentum cutoffs to avoid

singularities in the non-perturbative regime.

It is found that, for (A=50) + (A=50) at / s N N = 50 GeV and zero

impact parameter there is significant thermalization. As a measure of

this, the antiquark momentum distributions in the central region (defined
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as a cylinder of length 1 fm and radius 3 fm centered on the center of

mass coordinate of the two nuclei [necessarily stationary in the c m .

frame] were extracted. Antiquarks were chosen because they were initially

absent in the colliding nuclei, and are therefore a relatively clean

estimate of thermalization effects. Shown as a function of time in

Fig. 7 is the antiquark central energy density for (A=20) + (A=20) and

(A=50) + (A=50). One can see that it rises quite rapidly as the nuclei

cross and reach a maximum of at least 1 GeV/fm3. This corresponds to a

temperature of at least 200 MeV (as has been found elsewhere13) demon-

strating that these kinds of collisions should put one in the energy

range required for the quark-gluon phase transition.

Shown in Fig. 8 are the relative q and "q densities. In the initial

stages, the region is mainly baryons so that the difference in quark (HQ)

and antiquark (=Q) densities is about equal to Q. With time, Q - Q

drops off faster than Q + Q, showing that one is left with a high density

region with relatively low baryon number density.

The code is clearly going to be limited in its applicability to low

momenta phenomena: it has difficulty handling with any accuracy the very

large number of soft partons characteristic of the confinement region.

Nevertheless, it should be useful for predicting large pj. phenomena,

baryon number rapidity distributions (to which it is now being applied)

and other effects not dominated by small x partons.

IV. SUMMARY

Two applications of the cascade approach to nuclear reactions have

been presented. In one, the reaction path for intermediate energy proton

induced reactions is simulated, and it is shown that these reactions

probably approach the liquid gas phase transition region via a low

temperature break-up of the residual target nucleus. It is shown that

complete equilibrium among the ejected nucleons is not achieved.

In the other application, preliminary results from a quark-gluon

cascade simulation are given. As examples of what this code can

generate, the energy and baryon densities of the central region in equal

mass relativistic heavy ion collisions are shown. The antiquark energy
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densities can reach 1 GeV/fm3 even for mass 20 on 20 at 25 A'GeV (in the

cm. frame) corresponding to a temperature of more than 200 MeV.
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2. Momentum densities found in cascade simulation of a proton-nucleus
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Shown is an impact parameter averaged collision of a 300 MeV proton

on an NaZ="50 target. The time is taken to be 8 x 10"^ 3 sec after the

proton has entered the target. Only those nucleons with E > 0 are

shown.
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3. Coordinate space densities for the same reaction as Fig. 2, except

that the impact parameter has been set equal to zero. The proton

enters from the left, and the densities are shown after 4 and 8 x

10~23 sec. Only nuclecms with E > 0 are shown.
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Appendix A

THE SUITE OF DETECTORS FOR RHIC

W. J. Willis

CERN

1. THE MULTISPECTROMETER ENERGY FLOW DETECTOR

The device, Fig. 1, has moderately good energy resolution and excellent

angular resolution for energy flow in high multiplicity events. The

distance from the interaction point to the front face of the calorimeter is

sufficient to maintain the good angular resolution allowed by the granular-

ity of the readout, in order to observe localized excitations generated in

the event, jets or "super jets" from plasma excitations. The depth of the

calorimeter does not have to be very large, because the energy is carried

largely by numerous moderate energy particles, and a few per cent of leakage

has little effect. For similar reasons, the use of a calorimeter with

compensation to give equal electron and hadron response may not be

necessary. In the first phase, no separate detection of electromagnetic

energy is provided. If dedicated experiments show that direct electro-

magnetic radiation is detectable at the level of gross energy flow, a

separate, very thin, layer for its measurement can be introduced.

The device is well-suited for accurate and sensitive measurements of

the E_ spectrum in different rapidity regions, and a search for localized

structures in energy flow produced with very low cross-sections. The

emphasis is on large energy deposits, and the design can take advantage of

this fact in the read out scheme to produce an economical and compact

device.

The second role of this instrument is to provide a facility for a

number of independent experiments of the detailed properties of the high

energy density events by observing particles through small apertures, called

here "ports", provided in the calorimeter. The calorimeter then selects

events with large or specially configured energy flow and gives a complete
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map of the flow over all angles, while the several instrumented ports

provide detailed measurements on individual particles. This approach should

not be too quickly identified with the measurement of inclusive spectra by

small angle spectrometers familiar from hadron machines, because the

particle multiplicities at RHIC are so very high indeed that a small

aperture, that is one which is small enough not to distort the measurement

of energy flow, still transmits a large number of particles., so that

individual events may be statistically characterized by features of

individual particle spectra or quantum numbers.

Also, the port spectrometers will no doubt be designed with an emphasis

on multiple particle correlations. Meanwhile, the number of particles in

the spectrometers is kept to numbers less than SO or 100, which can be

conveniently handled by conventional tracking and data analysis techniques.

The calorimeter should be designed so that the ports can be of

configurations adapted to different purposes. For example, "one

dimensional" slits with large aspect ratio are particularly powerful for

tracking in high density environments. Application can be foreseen for

slits covering a range of either polar or azlmuthal angles. For correlation

studies, deviation of the relative particle angles along all directions is

desired, and this can be achieved by "0" and "'$" slits which intersect in

the form of a cross, a kind of aperture synthesis. A port of square

aperture is more damaging from the viewpoint of energy flow distortion and

presents a more difficult tracking problem, but may be required for some

purposes. It may be necessary to terminate it with another section of

calorimeter to retain the energy flow accuracy.

A reasonable complement of ports in the one calorimeter might be

something like the following:

2 - A* - 0.2°, 2° < 9 < 8°;

2 - A<j> - 0.5°, 8° < 9 < 20°;

1 - A* - 20°, 8 - 30± 0.5°;

2 - c r o s s 45° < 9 < 1 3 5 ° , A* - 2° 0 A9 - 2 ° , A<j) - 9 0 ° ;

1 A<|> - 1 0 ° , 85 < 9 < 95° ;

1 A0 - 1 ° , 20 < 9 < 160°;
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In Fig. 1, the ports have all, except the crosses, been shown in the

plane of the cross-section, giving a misleading impression. In fact, 95% of

the solid angle is covered by calorimeter.

It Is evident that these nine ports should be available in principle to

up to nine different experimental groups, but it may not be wise to commit

then too heavily, at least for long periods, so that flexibility will be

available to follow up new ideas or discoveries.

The types of studies suitable for the ports include:

- Spectra of identified particles, correlated with angular

features in energy flow;

- n-body correlation of identical charged particles;

- photon spectra and search for direct photons;

- nuclear and anti-nuclear states;

- search for new particles;

- direct lepton production.

One can suppose that the port spectrometers range in scale from quite a

small effort to that of a medium sized experiment. A well-thought out plan

for data acquisition is necessary La order to accommodate such a program

efficiently.

2. MUON PROBLEM

The problem of u U measurement in high IL, events at RHIC is rather

different from that at other collider experiments. The main region of
2 2 1/2

interest is for I L * (a + p ) ~ 1-20 GeV, though Z° production should

also be studied as the "poor man's Drell Yan" giving a point at large mass.

The precision required on the muon momenta is not very great particularly

for large pT rauons. On the ofher hand, the background from the decays of

the large number of pions threatens to be disastrous. The main criterion

for the design of this experiment will be rapid absorption of the mesons.

This will involve special beam pipes, high density absorbers starting

immediately, providing calorimetric energy flow information with the least

possible reduction in density and angular resolution provided mainly by the
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shower profile In the absorber material, since the distance In front of the

absorber Is minimized. These constraints lead to energy flow accuracy

inferior to that in the normal calorimeter, but sufficient for selecting

high E events in correlation with the rauon pairs.

The muon momentum measurement is performed outside the compact first

absorber-calorimeter. The high precision chambers are interspersed In an

iron structure providing a toroidal field. This detector-iron array must

provide sufficient openings to allow alignment, which is possible because

the first absorber provides most of the rejection against hadron punch

through.

The desired rapidity coverage should extend from the fragmentation

region (laboratory angles of a few degrees) to the central region. It is

reasonable, from the point of view of rates, to instrument only one side in

the first phase.

3. PHOTON-PHOTON COLLISION EQUIPMENT

The RHIC operating with 197Au beams at a luminosity of 1026cm~2s~1

will deliver about 103 times the photon-photon collision rate obtained at

PETRA or PEP, and a comparison of event tagging efficiencies can bring the

factor to 101*. This can allow a dramatic advance in studies of QCD In

particularly clean reactions. The hadronic background can be suppressed by

selecting events in which the photons are emitted coherently and the nucleus

remains intact in the beam pipe, while the mesons from the photon-photon

collision appear in the central region.

A new field of study will be events where three or more photons have

collided, giving a mass of the mesonic system beyond the cutoff for the two

photon reactions, and giving C - -1 systems instead of C * +1.

The detector required is an adaptation of an existing conventional

colliding beam detector for /s - 10 GeV. The same detector can be used to

measure mesonic systems created by the double Pomeron mechanism in pp or act

collisions. The mass spectrum is known to be completely different from that

in photon-photon systems, and is probably dominated by gluon states.

Comparison with the qq and qqqq dominated yy and YYY reactions should help

in untangling the spectroscopy of exotic states.
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APPENDIX B

HIJET*

A Monte Carlo Event Generator for

P-Nucleus and Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions

T. Ludlam, A. Pfoh, A. Shor

Brookhaven National Laboratory

HIJET is a Monte Carlo event generator which simulates high energy reac-

tions with nuclear beams and targets. It is patterned after the widely-used

ISAJET program1, and uses the ISAJET generator for the individual nucleon-

nucleon collisions.

HIJET is designed to reproduce, at least qualitatively, the known

features of high energy proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus interaction data.

Based on a very simple ansatz, the progi m gives quite a good representation

of the main features of particle production and has been used by several

groups as an aid in the design of detector systems for heavy ion experiments.

It must be used with care however, since it is at best an extremely crude

model for the nuclear physics of these interactions.

The HIJET algorithm for a proton colliding with a nucleus of mass A is

illustrated in Fig. 1. The target nucleons are uniformly distributed within

a sphere of radius A fm. The projectile proton enters the target nucleus

and collides with one of these nucleons after penetrating a distance chosen

according to an interaction mean free path \ • 1.6 fm. This proton-nucleon

collision is generated using ISAJET,, All of the dynamics at the nucleon-

nucleon level is determined by ISAJET. Following this collision only the
* •

leading baryon is allowed to relnteract in the nucleus; a l l other secondary

particles are immediately placed in the P-ixicleus final state without further

interaction. The leading baryon may re-interact in the nuclear volume, with

*This research supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy
under Contract DE-AC02-76CH00016.
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the same value of A and the new four-momentum. Note that ISAJET, and

therefore HIJET, is a high energy program designed to work at energies well

above the threshold for multiparticle production. It gives reasonable

results at AGS energies, but even here should be used with caution. It is

not valid at lower energies. The ability of this simple m •'el to reproduce

the main features of high energy data is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The average

multiplicity of charged particles as a function of A and the rapidity

distributions are quite accurately represented. Here, the p-p and p-Pb data

are from Ref. 2, and the p-Ar and p-Xe data are from Ref. 3. Agreement of

similar quality is found at 100 GeV/c, and the spectrum of final-state

protons at large x is in good agreement with the data of Ref. 4. For large A

the multiplicity distributions are narrower than seen in the data, an

indication that such a model will not reproduce the strong fluctuations seen

in real hadronic interactions.

The agreement with proton-nucleus data is good enough to warrant extend-

ing the model to nucleus-nucleus interactions. This is done in straight-

forward fashion by treating the projectile nucleus, of mass B, as a sphere of

radius B containing B nucleons each of which interacts independently with

the target nucleus in the manner described above. The program keeps track of

the four-momenta of struck target nucleons, as a function of position in the

target nucleus, so that incident projectile nucleons may collide with target

nucleons which are recoiling from a previous collision,, In this way momentum

and energy are exactly conserved in the overall nucleus-nucleus collisions

There is not, of course, a great body of data available with which to

compare the predictions for high energy collisions of nuclei. Where compari-

sons are possible, the results have been encouraging. Figure 4 shows the

HIJET model compared with a-a data5 from the CERN ISR. The multiplicity

distribution agrees well with this rather limited sample of data. Figure 5

shows quite a striking result. Here the data are from a single event record-

ed by the JACEE cosmic ray experiment.5 The HIJET result, which is averaged

over many events, is in quite good agreement, underestimating the multipli-

city by ~ 20%. This gives us confidence that the trends exhibited by HIJET

can be taken as a reasonable guide as we go to very high energy collisions

with heavy nuclei.
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In summary, HIJET is a means for approximating the behavior of high

energy p-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions. It is a ool for examining

plausible background events in experiments which search f phenomena.

Its main features are:

- Good agreement is found with measured data for

average multiplicities, rapidity distributions,

and leading proton spectra in high energy collisions.

- The dynamics at the nucleon-nucleon level are taken

to be the same as for high energy hadron-hadron

interactions as given by the ISAJET code.

- Momentum and energy are globally conserved, rigorously,

in each event.

The HIJET predictions for RHIC collisions have been used by several of

the groups at this workshop. Figure 6 shows the rapidity spectrum for

colliding beams of gold ions at cm. energy of 100 + 100 GeV/ainu.

References:

1. "ISAJET: A Monte Carlo Event Generator for pp and pp Interactions",
F. E. Paige and S. D. Protopopescu, Proc. 1982 DPF Summer Study on
Elementary Particle Physics and Future Facilities.

2. J. Elias et al., Phys. Rev. D 22, 13 (1980.).
3. C. DeMarzo et al., Phys. Rev. D 26, 1019 (1982).
4. W. Busza, Proc. of the Third International Conference on Ultra-Relativ-

istic Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions, "Quark Matter '33", Nucl. Phys. A 418,
381 (1983).
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of a proton-nucleus
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Figure 2. The mean charged particle multiplicity for proton-nucleus
collisions as a function of the mass of the target nucleus.
HIJET points are compared with data from Refs. 2 and 3.
(For the p-Pb only tracks with 3> .85 are included, to agree
with the experimental acceptance.)
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Figure 5. A high energy event from the JACEE cosmic ray sample (Ref. 6).
The projectile nucleus is silicon, with an estimated energy of
5000 GeV/amu, interacting in photographic emulsion. There are
1015 charged tracks. The HIJET calculation is for central
collisions of silicon on silver at this energy. The smooth
curves are model calculations presented by the authors of Ref. 6.
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Figure 6. HIJET calculation of the rapidity spectrum in head-on collisions
of gold nuclei with energy 100 GeV/amu in each of the colliding
beams. (The symmetric distribution is shown for one hemisphere
only. Note the log scale.) The mean charged particle multiplicity
is 3300 per event.
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completely fill the inside radius of the toroids at the front end (z = 1.2

m ) . Specific details of the end-cap windings are also given in Table III.

TABLE III

Iron Toroid Coils

Current

Field

Number of Coils

Turns in each Coil

Conductor Cross Section

Hole Diameter

Resistance of each Coil

Total Resistance

Total Voltage

Total Power

Total Length

Central

2000 A.

18 kG.

10

4 to 10

1.60 x 1.60 in.2

0.60 in.

2.3 mQ

23 raQ

46 V.

92 kW.

2.2 km.

End Cap

2000 A.

18 kG. ar r = 0.85 m

8

5

1.60 x 1.60 in.2

0.60 in.

0.40 mQ.

3.2 mQ.

6.4 V.

2 x 12.8 kW.

560 m

(both end caps)

APPENDIX 4. AIR CORE TOROIbs FOR THE DIMUON EXPERIMENT AT RHIC

The double-toroid magnetic spectrometer placed downstream of the

aluminum hadron absorber is designed to measure momenta and determine the

sign of muons exiting the hadron absorber with momenta greater than 300

MeV/c. The hadron absorber is seven absorption lengths thick, corresponding

to 703 g/cm of aluminum and a kinetic energy threshold of * 1.15 GeV for

traversal by a muon. The toroids cover the range from "pseudorapidity 2

(•15.4°) to 3 (=5.7°). It is expected that the central plateau formed in

heavy-ion collisions at 100 GeV/A x 100 GeV/A will extend at least to Ay =

±3, with similar features over the full extent of the plateau. In

particular, quark-gluon plasma characteristics deduced by observing dimuon

pairs at y = 2-3 should be representative of the entire central plasma. This

means one can study muon pairs with low transverse mass, even below 1 GeV/c ,
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by taking advantage of the large kinematic boost experienced by particles

with y = 2-3 which allows tnuons forming a low invariant mass pair to

penetrate the hadron absorber. The boost also improves mass resolution by

decreasing multiple scattering in the hadron absorber. This is particularly

important for a study of resonance production, especially for examining

changes in positions or widths of resonances due to their 'melting" at the

phase transition.

The spectrometer is designed with the following criteria and con-

straints .

1. It must provide low enough jBdl so as not to lose muons as soft as 300

MeV/c.

2. It should cause no further multiple scattering and therefore should be an

air core toroid.

3. It should be able to cover up to m ^ = 5 GeV/c , and thus needs a large

enough /Bdl to give reasonable resolution there.

4. It should allow space near the final machine beam-merging magnets,

dipoles BC1, for insertion of special low (3* quadrupoles, as the dimuon

cross sections are not expected to be large.

5. It should avoid introducing material into a cone with G < 5s with respect

to the beam so as to avoid producing showers and resultant severe back-

ground from the very energetic hadrons in and near the projectile frag-

mentation region.

6. It must provide redundant tracking with high precision through the

toroids, both for momentum resolution and sign determination and to

reject hadron punch-through and shower punch-through particles.

7. It should incorporate a scintillator hodoscope trigger system that

provides rough initial pj information.

8. It should allow free space for inserting specialized central collision

triggers, such as a device to trigger on the forward photon? predicted by

McLerran and Bjorken.

9. It should make a final check of muon/hadron rejection after the toroid(s)

is(are) traversed.
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10. It should maximize geometrical acceptance while minimizing power consump-

tion, somewhat contradictory requirements for a copper coil air core

toroid.

In addition, the hadron absorber must be active in order to include the mea-

surement of d E/dyd<|> for the range y = 2-3. The absorber needs to have the

largest value feasible of Xo/^O> radiation length divided by hadronic absorp-

tion length, to minimize the effect of multiple scattering on the mass res-

olution. Hadron absorbers made of, for example, Al, C, Be, B^C, and LiH are

being considered.

The device must be able to utilize a rather long luminous region due to

the increase in beam bunch length due to intrabeara scattering for very heavy

ions. Measures to counteract this by arranging for beam crossing at an angle

are listed below.

It is proposed to meet the above requirements with the air core toroid

spectrometer shown in Fig. 5. This would only be mounted on one side of the

intersection point; the iron toroid part of the overall dimuon spectrometer

and the central uranium absorber would be extended on the opposite side of

the intersection region to cover the range 0 < 15". The spectrometer

incorporates (1) a pair of toroids with azimuthal magnetic fields B(j)(r) in

opposing directions; (2) a number of drift chambers placed before, between,

and after the toroids to provide tracking and position information for momen-

tum determination; (3) a multilayer steel-drift chamber-hodoscope final

absorber to provide a trigger and yet another layer of hadron rejection. It

is also likely that hodoscopes will be included with the three sets of drift

chambers next to the toroids to provide improved triggering and initial

identification of roads through the toroids by taking advantage of the fact

that a toroidal field does not change 4>, the azimuthal angle, of a particle

traversing its field.

Two toroids are used instead of one for the following reasons. Unlike

spectrometers only looking at very energetic muons, where one strives to give

the maximum feasible p-p kick to the muons in order to obtain a few mrad of

deflection, the present system must handle muons ranging in momentum from 300

MeV/c to in excess of 15 GeV/c (e.g., a muon with mf • 1.5 GeV/c emitted
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at y =3), a range of magnetic rigidity from 1 to 50 tesla-meters. An inte-

grated ;Bdl in a toroid of 0.5 Tm would give a 10-mrad kick to the latter

muon but a 524-rarad (30°) deflection to tha former. This would make it

exceedingly difficult to measure the momentum of a 300-MeV/c muon, emitted at

9 = 5 ° in the reaction, before it entered the region 101 < 5° or passed

through the collider beam pipe. Accordingly, the first toroid is arranged to

provide a 5" deflection toward the beam pipe for a 300-MeV/c \i~ traveling

initially at 6° (a 6° deflection to make the \i~ parallel to the axis would

not be practical, as downstream detection elements would have to enter the

"forbidden" 9 < 5° cone), thus leaving a 300-MeV/c \i*, which was initially

emitted at 6", traveling at 11° after the first toroid. After a meter or so

of drift, the second toroid, with magnetic field opposite in direction to

that in the first toroid, gives a much stronger kick to the muon pair

(requiring 5.1 times the magnetic field as the first toroid), so that the u+

is bent toward the beam pipe so as to exit the third set of drift chambers

just outside the 6 = 5° cone.

It does not seem important to compensate the 1/r decrease of B4> in the

first toroid, so its inner edge and both vertical sides are made rectangular;

the outer edge is sloped at 18° to ensure that a 300-MeV/c u+ emitted at 16°

exits the toroid on its downstream edge. The second toroid acts as the main

momentum analyzer and thus has its upstream edge slanted to compensate the

1/r magnetic field fall-off. Its downstream edge is vertical for the follow-

ing reasons. This allows mounting the downstream drift chamber both close to

the toroid exit and radially with respect to the beam pipe, an advantage in

consti'uction. It also allows the soft, forward angle muons a longer drift

space between two toroids than would be the case if the downstream edge of

the toroid were slanted. This results in an increase in the allowed /Bdl of

the second toroid, and thus in p-p kick for the hard muons, while still sat-

isfying the constraint of keeping the 9 < 5" cone clear.

We estimate that magnetic fields of B^Cr) = 0.806 kG/r[m] in the first

toroid and B<j,(r) • 4.147 kG/r[m] in the second are needed for the geometry

shown in Fig. 5. The toroids' inner edges are 0.5 m long and are at radii of

46 cm and 52 cm.
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A few options for winding the toroids from standard hard drawn copper

were examined. A solution offering a reasonable compromise between transpar-

ency, power consumption, and coil extent along the beam axis is as follows.

The toroids are wound from 2 cm x 2 cm copper conductor with a 6-mm central

cooling hole. The windings are in the form of eight open center coils for

each toroid. Parallel to the beam axis, on the inner radius, the coils are

wound on a cylindrical inner support with each coil's windings spread out

over 45" in azimuth to subtend as little polar angle as possible. On the

vertical sides the coils are collected into a knife edge which is 3 turns

wide in azimuth and extends parallel to the beam pipe as far as necessary (6

turns for the first toroid, 31 for the second). The outer radius just con-

tinues the vertical sections and is supported by a series of steel hoops.

The first toroid's transparency in azimuth is then found to be 83.3% at

9 « 6", increasing linearly (with tan9) to 93.9% at 9 = 16*. The /B«dl is

0.174 T*m at 9 = 6°, falling to 0.0639 T»m at 9 = 16°, corresponding to p T

kicks of 52.2 MeV/c and 19.2 MeV/c, respectively. The inner cylindrical part

of the coil subtends a polar angle of A0 = 0.26°, for example, from 8 = 5.7°

to 5.96°.

The first toroid is then found to need 4.03 10 ampere-turns and is made

of 8 coils of 18 turns each. This yields a current of 2797 amperes, a cur-

rent density of 753 A/cm , a voltage to ground of 53.2 volts (all 8 coils in

series) and a power consumption of 149 kW.

The second toroid1s transparency in azimuth is found to be 85.2% at 8 =

6", increasing linearly (with tan9) to 96.3% at 6 = 16'. The /B»dl is 0.399

T»ni, on average at all angles from 8 = 6* to 16°, corresponding to a p-j

kick of 120 MeV/c. The inner cylindrical part of the coil subtends a polar

angle of A9 = 0.78°, for example, from 5.2° to 5.98°.

The second toroid is found to need 2.07 10 ampere-turns and is made of

8 coils of 93 turn3 each. This yields a current of 2782 amperes, a current

density of 734 A/cm , a voltage to ground of 534 volts (all 8 coils in

series), and a power consumption of 1.48 MW. These requirements can be met

with conventional regulated DC supplies. At a power cost of $0.06/kwh and
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2000 hour/year operation, assuming 50% transfer efficiency in power mains to

toroid, an electrical power bill of about $400K/year to operate these magnets

results.

The present design assumes that three sets each of drift chambers will

be placed before the first toroid, between the two toroids and after the

second toroid. These must be able to handle relatively large multiplicities

which may reach mean values as high as 50 for Au + Au collisions at 100 x 100

GeV/nucleon. These multiplicities are comprised mostly of non-interacting

punch-through hadrons from the primary event and punch-through products of

hadron showers occuring in the hadron absorber. Due to these multiplicities,

it appears quite useful to examine placing several thin (in terms of interac-

tion lengths) chambers in each of the coil-free wedges in the two toroids in

order to provide a large number of space points, of the order of fifty, for

each track. This seems to be particularly necessary in view of the skewed

tracks originating from hadron shower products emerging from the inner (5*)

conical surface of the hadron absorber. These products are easily rejected

if enough space points on their trajectory are available, as the trajectories

w'.ll not exit from the downstream face of the hadron absorber.

The final downstream element in the spectrometer consists of a pair of

scintillator hodoscopes, each segmented in 9 and (•> and placed one before and

one after a 50-cm-thick iron absorber. Behind the second hodoscope is a last

set of drift chambers. These hodoscopes act as primary triggers for the

device, with the one in front of the iron tagging low momentum rauons and the

one behind it tagging muons with momenta greater than about 700 MeV/c, thp

minimum momentum for a muon to penetrate the iron. A third hodoscope just at

the exit of the hadron absorber and a possible fourth between the two toroids

are likely additions in order to provide time-of-flight information and pro-

vide information on roads through the device for the trigger hardware. It is

also under consideration to segment the final iron into layers 17 cm («1

interaction length) thick and place chambers in the resulting gaps to observe

any hadronic shower development. This would provide yet another level of

hadron rejection against punch-through from the main hadron absorber into the

toroid area.
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Several areas for future study are apparent for the design of these

toroids and associated chambers. They include:

1. A study, possibly using HIJET and the hadron shower code HETC, of the

composition of the hadron showers in the hadron absorber as a function

of number of absorption lengths traversed. Information on particle

type, four-momenta, and point of exit from the hadron absorber is essen-

tial in order to perform reliable Monte Carlo studies of background

events in the air core toroids and develop means of rejecting the same.

2. A study of the toroid optics, including the advantages and disadvantages

of making the second toroid rectangular, except for the upper edge.

3. A study using open center vs. pancake vs. superconducting coils for the

second toroid, both from a standpoint of optics and from that of power

consumption vs. transparency.

4. A study of chamber and hodoscope segmentation to handle expected multi-

plicities, and a study of the tradeoffs in adding extra chambers in the

toroid gaps to increase the number of space points on each particle's

trajectory.

APPENDIX 5. BEAMS AT FINITE CROSSING ANGLE FOR THE DIMUON EXPERIMENT

The growth of rms bunch length in RHIC due to intrabeam scattering is

especially severe for beams with A >_ 100. From Fig. IV.12 in the 1984 RHIC

proposal, we see that after 2 hours, for Au + Au collisions at 100 x 100

GeV/nucleon, the rms bunch length grows to 110 cm, meaning the length of the

luminous region for 95% of the events grows to /6 a = 269 cm. This is much

larger than is feasible to handle, given the need of the dimuon experiment

for a well-defined interaction point and small distances to hadron absorbers

from the crossing point. Such a luminous region length would render it

impossible to provide adequate hadron absorber depth for all possible cross-

ing points without introducing unacceptably high, minimum muon energies

required to penetrate the hadron absorber.
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Accordingly, the poswibility of having the beams cross at an angle will

be considered in designing the experiment. This will decrease the length of

the luminous region, but at the cost of decreasing the luminosity by the same

factor. The relevant formulae are

where

Lo is the luminosity for 0" crossing,

L c is the luminosity for crossing at a milliradians,

o^ is the rras bunch length (see Fig. IV.12, 1984 RHIC proposal),

crjR is the luminous region rras length,

p = aai/2an*.

a = crossing angle in milliradians

Ofl* = horizontal rms bunch size at crossing point = /eNB{j*/6itBy

eN = normalized beam emittance = IOTI mm mrad at 0 hours

18it mm mrad at 2 hours

2871 mm mrad at 10 hours

Pjl* = lattice horizontal 8 function at crossing point; 8 H* =• 3 m in

standard lattice

S,Y are the usual Lorentz factors.

The following values result for crossing at 0, 2, 5, and 11 mrad for 0, 2,

and 10 hours after a refill, Au + Au at 100 x 100 GeV/nucleon.
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TABLE IV

a mrad

Time 0 2 5 11

0 hours c^(cm) 48 48 48 48

9.8 4.2(2.5) 2.0

327 4.9 1026 2.1 1026 9.7 1025

110 110 110

13.9 5.7 (3.3) 2.6

) 2 6 1.7 1026 7.0 1025 3.2 1025

148 148 148
28it

74 17.5 7.1 (4.2) 3.3

2

10

I = 10-re

h o u r s
! = 18lt

hours

aiR(cm)

L(cm~2s"1)

o^(cm)

oIR(cm)
p l

L(cm~ s~ )

cA(cm)

24

1.2

110

55

6.7

148

L(cm-2s-1) 4.3 1026 1.0 1025 4.2 1025 1.9 1025

The numbers in parentheses under 5 mrad are for p* = 1 m, i.e., for a

special low 8* insertion in the interaction region.

Thus it appears that a crossing angle of 5 mrad would provide a well-

defined luminous region, even after 10 hours of Au + Au, of full length less

than 35 cm, or less than 20 cm if arrangements can be made for special low B

quadrupoles.

The luminosity penalty is not negligible, ranging from a factor 5 just

after a refill to about 10 after 10 hours (due to the ever increasing bunch

length), but is apparently a necessary price to ensure a well-defined inter-

action point.

Further study will focus on

a. possible size of crossing angles which can be accommodated to the

lattice,

b. use of low 8* quads, which could make a = 2 mrad attractive, with

correspondingly high luminosity,
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c. the possibility of stochastic cooling in RHIC to alleviate all the

effects of intrabeam scattering.

For light ions, A < 60, where intrabeam scattering is not a problem, it

appears that the head-on crossing mode is acceptable for the dirauon

experiment, enabling full luminosity to be used.
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Fig. 1 Schematic of dimuons produced in a Quark Gluon Plasma.
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Fig. 2 Schematic of conventional collider detector for dirauon study (note

that this is not the preferred detector for RHIC).
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Fig. 3 Calculations for dimuon rates in central collisions of Au + Au at /s

= 200 GeV/n assuming only conventional production (i.e. pp with

appropriate scaling): a) dN/dmdpx for different masses at y =

2.5.
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Fig. 3 Calculations for dimuon rates in central collisions of Au + Au at /s

= 200 GeV/n assuming only conventional production (i.e. pp with

appropriate scaling): b) Contours of equal dimuon rate versus m ^ and y.
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Fig. 5 Dimuon detector for RHIC.
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Fig. 6a Calculated mass resolution at p^ = 0 for dimuon spectrometer.

Contours of equal percentage m^n resolution are plotted versus

ditnuon rapidity and mass.
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Fig. 6b Expanded view of Fig. 6a in the region of low mass and large rapidity

(i.e., the region accessible only to the air-core toroid system in

the forward direction.)
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Fig. 7 Probability that a hadron of momentum Phad at a given rapidity

produces a "muon" for a cylindrical absorber arrangement.
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Chapter IV
LARGE MAGNETIC SPECTROMETERS



SUMMARY OF THE WORKING GROUP ON LARGE MAGNETIC SPECTROMETERS1^

S.J. Lindenbaum, BNL/CCNY, Co-convener

L.S. Schroeder, LBL, Co-convener

D. Beavis, UC Riverside

J. Carroll, UCLA/LBL

K.J. Foley, BNL

C. Gruhn, LBL/CERN

T. Hallman, Johns Hopkins

M.A. Kramer, CCNY

P. Asoka Kumar, CCNY

tf.A. Love, BNL

E.D. Platner, BNL

H.G. Pugh, LBL

H.-G. Ritter, LBL

J. Silk, Maryland

H. Wleman, GSI/LBL

G. VanDalen, UC Riverside

INTRODUCTION

This working group concentrated its efforts on possible large magnetic

spectrometers for studying charged particle production in high energy

nucleus-nucleus collisions at RHIC. In particular, the major efforts of the

grovip were divided into two parts: (i) one group concentrated on a detector

for tracking charged particles near mid-rapidity only, while (ii) the other

group considered a device for tracking particles over as much of the 4n

solid angle as possible. Both groups were interested in being able to detect

and track as wide a range of particles (primarily hadrons) as practical, in

order to isolate the possible production of a quark-gluon phase in central

nucleus-nucleus collisions. The groups met in joint session in the mornings,

at which time we heard the following presentations:

t This research was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract
No. DE-AC02-76CH00016 (BNL); and DE-AC03-76SF00098 (LBL).
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Tuesday -

• J. Claus (BNL) - "Possibilities on inserting experimenter's

magnets into the RHIC lattice"

• K. Foley (BNL) - "Possible use of sa.lenA.tdal fields for

in-lattice detectors"

• H. Pugh (LBL) - "uTPC for studying strange baryon decays"

Wednesday -

• E. Plainer (BNL) - "Electronics considerations for a TPC"

Thursday -

• J. Claus (BNL) - "Further discussions on using the SREL magnet

in the lattice"

• A. Firestone (ISU) - "Computing at SSC"

• C. Gruhn (LBL) - "Multi-hit efficiency and space charge

limitations for a TPC"

Afternoons were devoted to the individual group discussions which will

now be summarized. Lee Schroeder headed the first group and wrote Part I of

the following. Sam Lindenbaum headed the second group and wrote Part II of

the following. '
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PART I

Lee Schroeder, Co-Convenor

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory*

I. TRACKER FOR MID-RAPIDITY

The work of this group was a continuation of detector considerations

developed at the 1984 Detector Workshop at LBL.1* At that Workshop a

preliminary design was developed for a detector to track hadrons produced

near mid—rapidity at relatively low collider energies of a few GeV/nucleon in

each beam. For the present Workshop we extended consideration to the much

higher energies and correspondingly increased yields of charged particles

available with RHIC. There was also a general feeling within this group that

it might be most advantageous at the beginning of the RHIC program to have a

relatively simple and straight-forward detector for early measurements while

one was getting the "lay of the land." With this general philosophy in mind

the group undertook the design of a detector which would track large numbers

of particles produced near mid-rapidity over a substantial portion of the

solid angle.

The physics objectives for such a device include: (i) measurement of

single-particle distributions to determine among other things the "nuclear

temperature" for different particles, (ii) strange particle fractions,6 (iii)

study of high pj particles, (iv) measuring the energy dependence of the

abundance of protons in the central region to see if one can differentiate

between the so-called "stopping" and "transparency" regimes, (v) Hanbury-

Brown/Twiss like-particle interferometry to determine the space-time extent

of the emitting source, and (vi) fluctuations in dn/dy (albeit over a limited

Ay range centered at mid-rapidity). The detector would track charged

* This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research,

Division of Nuclear Physics of the Office of High Energy and Nuclear

Physics of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC03-76SF00098.
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particles produced near mid-rapidity, i.e., jycmj < 1 (corresponding to 40° <

9 1 140°), with a A<|> = 45° bite. We designed the detector for the case of

maximum particle yield; namely, Au + Au central collisions at 100 + 100

GeV/nucleon. HIJET generated events indicate that about 4000 charged

particles are expected over the full solid angle for such a case, with

- 100-200 partlcles/steradian being emitted at mid-rapidity with average

momenta In the range of 400-500 MeV/c. Thus, the energy range to be covered

by the detector is relatively low, allowing the use of well-known particle

identification techniques. To further illustrate that we will be dealing

with modest energies for mid-rapidity particles, Fig. 1 shows the momentum

distribution expected for emission of various particles from a relativistic

Maxwell-Boltzmann source at I 1 200 MeV. Average momentum values are a few

hundred MeV/c, with the tails'^pf the distribution extending to a few GeV/c —

a range well within the limits of existing detector techniques.

The layout for the mid-rapidity tracker (MR.T) is shown in Figs. 2(a) and

(b). The interaction region (here assumed to be as large as 1 meter) is

surrounded by a central detector for detecting both charged particle and

sampling photon multiplicities. This multiplicity shroud contains two layers

of proportional tubes with pad read-outs, separated by 0.5-1.0 radiation

lengths of Pb. Thus, the inner layer will have a summed signal

- 2ncng, while the outer layer will have a signal ~ Eflchg
 + x2nY» where

x • fraction of photons converting in the Pb. Charged particles produced

near mid-rapidity will be tracked by a system consisting of: (i) a planar

TPC (with good pattern recognition capabilities) located 0.5 meters from the

center of the Interaction region — here straight-line trajectories should be

.'. easy to sort out, this is followed by (ii) a bending magnet (/ Bdl ~ 5

kG'm, Ap/p - 0.5Zp), and (iii) sets of drift chambers (DC). The

well-defined vertical location of the interaction point in RHIC is to be

utilized in the track reconstruction. At the back of the tracking system, 3

meters from the center of the Interaction region, is a time-of-flight wall

(TOF) made of plastic scintillators. Figure 3 shows the survival probability

for charged pions and kaons over the 3-meter flight path to the TOF wall.

Good particle separation (f/K/p) can be made up to momenta of 1.0-1.2 GeV/c
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using TOF information only. This has been demonstrated previously (see Ref.

5) and we merely show their results in Fig. 4,

A summary of the separate elements of the MRT and estimated costs are

presented in Table 1. We have not made any attempt to place end-cap

detectors on the central multiplicity shroud to cover the more forward

angles. However, we simply note that a detector like the MRT could be used

in conjunction with other detectors which study production of particles at

relatively large rapidities (i.e., forward angles). Such a detector is

discussed elsewhere in these Proceedings. As a final note we mention that

the extreme edges of the y-acceptance of the MRT [see Fig. 2(a)] are

determined by the length of the interaction diamond, indicating the need to

keep the diamond size as small as possible.

Two levels of triggers were discussed: (i) minimum bias, and (ii)

events with extreme conditions. A minimum bias trigger can be obtained by

placing scintlllators as close to the beam pipes as possible (perhaps with a

"Roman-pot" arrangement inside the beam pipe) several meters downstream on

both sides of the Interaction region. Their precise location along the beam

is chosen to guarantee that they will intercept particles from beam

fragmentation events (peripheral processes). At the same time, the large

numbers of particles emitted in central collisions will also ensure that some

of them will be detected by these counters. The time difference determined

from the fast signals of these counters can also be used to determine that an

interaction came from the prescribed crossing region and was not the result

of a single beam Interaction (false halo trigger) upstream of the region.

There also exists the possibility of using a threshold level on the output of

these counters as a multiplicity control. The. group strongly felt that a

large sample of minimum-bias events should be analyzed at an early stage of

the nucleus-nucleus program.

Clearly the primary interest is in central collisions which provide the

largest overlap of nuclear matter, leading to the possible formation of the

quark-gluon plasma. A high multiplicity trigger developed from the
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multiplicity shroud of the MRT will provide a way of triggering on central

events. At the same time triggers which are associated with extreme condi-

tions would be developed. These include: (i) fluctuations in n (dn/dn) or

$, (ii) high pf observed in the tracking system and (iii) electromagnetic

versus hadronic components in the multiplicity shroud. Figure 5 shows the

hit pattern of charged particles at the far edge of the magnet aperature

resulting from a HIJET generated central event for Au + Au collisions at 100

GeV/nucleon in each beam. Fifty-one charged particles are distributed over

the exit aperature of the magnet. The particles are well separated and at

first glance one might conclude that the tracking system is underdesigned.

However, since "real events" might contain fluctuations which are a factor of

two or more in particle number, we do not feel that this is the case.

II. TPC FOR MID-RA7IDITY TRACKING

It was pointed out to us that since we were already taking a A<f> « 45°

bite, why not complete the circle and cover the full azlmuthal angle. This

immediately suggests going to a cylindrical geometry with a solenoidal

field. A TPC inside a solenoidal magnet becomes a possible candidate.

Unfortunately we had little time to spend on this possibility, but did enough

to provide initial parameters for a TPC-based detector which would measure

particle production over the full azimuth for charged particles at

mid-rapidity (|ycm| - 1).

Figure 6 shows a sketch of such a device. It consists of: (i) a TPC

for tracking, (II) a time-of-flight scintillation counter array between the

TPC *nd the inner radius of the solenoidal magnet, and (iii) the solenoidal

magnet. Use of a solenoidal system allows complete coverage of the mid-rapi-

dity region. The effect of the solenoidal field on the circulating beams can

be easily compensated for by correction coils. The TPC will be at atmos-

pheric pressure, meaning no dE/dx information will be available for particle

identification; but this does mean that space charge effects will be
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minimized and the cost of the TPC can be kept relatively low. Particle

identification is to be accomplished by the scintillator barrel array

utilizing TOF. Light coupling to the outside must be provided. Table 2

summarizes some of the design parameters of the TPC and other elements of the

system and provides an estimate of the costs.
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TABLE 1
SPECIFICATIONS AND COST ESTIMATES OF THE MRT COMPONENTS

Component

A) Multiplicity Shroud

B) Planar TPC

C) Magnet

D) First Drift Chamber
(DC1)

E) Back and Side Drift

F) TOF Wall

B) Computer

Specification (comments)

a) 100K pads (occupancy <4%)
b) pads uniformly distributd

in <J> and 1
c) 2 layers of pads, separated

by 0.5-1.0 Xrad of Pb

a) 20 cm drift, size-lm x 40 cm
x 10 layers

b) pixel size - 1.5 x 4 x 4 mm
c) total pads - 24 K

a) / Bdl - 5 kG • m

a) ± 1.5 ran drift, area = 1.2 m
x 1.8 m

b) resolution - 150-200 mm
c) - 10 K wires

a) - 5 mm drift, area = 2m x 5m
b) resolution - 250 Mm
c) chambers composed of 12 layers

(4X,4Y,4U) - 15 K wires

a) 500 scintillators (2 tubes each)
b) size - 2 m x 3-4 cm x 2 cm
c) relatively cheap, could increase

segmentation if needed

a) equivalent of 4 VAX 8600's

Cost Estimate

$1-2 M

0.75 M

0.5 M

1.0 M

1.5 M

0.25 M

2.5 M

TOTAL $7.5-8.5 M
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TABLE 2
DESIGN PARAMETERS AND COST ESTIMATES FOR A TPC MID-RAPIDITY TRACKER

Component Design Parameters Cost Estimate

A) TPC a) Inner radius - 2 cm $1.0 M
(5% occupancy)*

b) outer radius • 100 cm
(IX occupancy)*

B) Pads a) size - 3 ran along <}>, 10.0 M**
10 mm along r

b) Z resolution - 3 mm
c) 25 K pads

C) Scintillator Array a) 10** elements 4.0 M**

D) Solenoidal Magnet 1.0 M

TOTAL $16.0 M

* Assumes dN/dft « 200 particles/steradian.
** Electronics included.
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T= 200 MeV

1.2 2.U
P c m {GeV/c)

Fig. 1 Momentum distribution for pions, kaons, protons and lambdas from a

relativistic Maxwell-Boltzmann Source having a temperature, T -

200 MeV.
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( a ) MRT plan view
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Figure 2(a)
Fig. 2 Schematic of the mid-rapidity tracker (MRT) consisting of:

multiplicity shroud, planar TPC, magnet, drift chambers (DC) and

time-of-flight wall (TOF). (a) plan view, (b) elevation view.
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(b) MRT (elevation)
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Survival probability for charged pions and kaons over 3 meter

flight path.
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26

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8

Fig. 4 TOF versus momentum taken from Ref. 5. Curve assumes: TOF

resolution of o * 300 ps, and momentum resolution

Note: Ap/p for MRT-system expected to b". a factor of 2 better

than that used in Ref. 5.
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Fig. 5 Hit pattern of charged particles at exit of magnet aperature. The

51 particles were obtained from a HIJET central collision event.

67.5° < 8 < 112.5° and <j> « 0 - 45° for this case.
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(b) End view

beam
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'-End-cap-pads
TPC

Fig. 6 Schematic of a TPC mid-rapidity tracker, (a) side view showing

approximate overall size of detector, (b) view of one end showing

TPC end-cap, TOF scintillator barrel and inner radius of

solenoldal magnet surrounding TPC.
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PART II; LARGE MAGNETIC SPECTROMETER

TRACKING AS MUCH OF 4 it AS PRACTICAL

by

S.J. LIndenbaum

Workshop participants who participated most actively in this activity were

P. Asoka Kumar (CCNY), K.J. Foley (BNL), C.R. Gruhn (LBL), T. Halman (Johns

Hopkins), M.A. Kramer (CCNY), S.J. Lindenbaum (BNL/CCNY), W.A. Love, (BNL),

E.D. Platner (BNL) and H. Pugh (LBL).

I. PHYSICS MOTIVATION
1 2

There has been considerable theoretical speculation about the

production of a Quark Gluon plasma (QGP) and possibly other new phenomena in

heavy ion collisions.

Many calculations conclude that high enough baryon densities (> 5 times

the nuclear density) or high enough temperatures (T > 200 Mev) or a

combination of both will result in such phenomena for central collisions of

heavy ions.

Thermalization of Large Regions

Many calculations assume that central collisions of heavy ions can

be described by employing local thermal equilibrium which adjusts

adiabatically as the collision zone develops in space and time.

One can have serious reservations that local thermalization and a

complete transition into the new phase (even if energy densities and/or

temperatures are sufficiently high) can in reality be achieved except in a

small fraction of central collisions. Therefore, we believe it prudent for

planning purposes to assume that even in the case of central collisions (̂  IX

of the heavy ion collisions) only a small fraction of these collisions should

be expected to lead to the QGP effects.
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Thus the experimental capability of studying these interactions in

detail on an event-by-event basis is an essential ingredient for our

experimental investigation at RHIC if one is to extract the desired signals

from the background.

Non-Equilibrium Conditions

A second approach has been to recognize that it is unlikely that

thermalized conditions can describe the whole collision dynamics, in

particular the phase transition itself. Thus these new phenomena (QGP, etc.)

occur under inherently non-equillbrlum conditions. This scenario has been

suggested and strongly emphasized by Van Hove ~ and recently discussed by

him in detail in lectures and private conversations during his recent stay at

BNL.

This non-equilibrium scenario would lead to formation of local

droplets of quark gluon plasma. As such droplets expand, each droplet could

separate into several smaller droplets. These QGP droplets could hadronize

by deflagration, ~ since this appears to be the more likely of the two

possible explosive phenomena, as it is favored by entropy considerations.

It should be noted that these non-equilibrium treatments have

assumed the chemical potential is zero (i.e. baryon No. B * 0) and thus are

directly applicable to the central region. "* However Van Hove's

calculations may even be qualitatively correct for the behavior of plasma

droplets originally formed in the baryon dense regions, since they rely

mainly on the existence of a large amount of latent heat and latent entropy

in the phase transition, conditions which also apply to the baryon dense

regions.

If plasma droplets (possibly after breaking up) hadronize by

deflagration, Van Hove's scenario concludes that the resulting rapidity

distribution of hadrons should show maxima at the rapidities of the

droplets. The expected width of the maxima would be » 1 rapidity unit.

Hadrons from the plasma should have p| larger than normal and have angular
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distributions characteristic of a deflagration occurring in plasma droplets.

He also expects the generally expected plasma signals such as enhanced

strangeness, lepton pair production, etc. to occur in these events within

similar rapidity intervals and emphasizes that detailed studies on an

event-by-event basis are necessary to observe these.

We consider the local formation of quark-gluon plasma (or some

other new phenomena) in an overall non-equilibrium situation a more likely

mechanism, if such processes occur at all, since obtaining thermallzation

over large parts of heavy ions seems relatively unlikely. These processes,

of course, would again be expected to occur rarely, which would mean that a

small fraction of the central collisions yields interesting new phenomena.

Using the existing theoretical work only as a guide, if there are

QGP or other new effects produced in heavy ion collisions at RHIC they may be

rare phenomena compared to the central collision rate and may indeed be quite

localized* within an event.

Therefore our experimental program to search for such phenomena

should have the ability to survey as much as practical of the characteristics

of each event considered, and the ability to observe unusual phenomena

occuring locally in a small part of the event. The observations of as many

characteristics of the event as possible on an event-by-event basis is

necessary so that the rare unusual occurrences can be observed under

reasonable signal to background ratios. On the other hand, observations of

overall averages of the inclusive type are likely to lead to signal-to-back-

ground ratios which do not allow detection of new phenomena. Even if new

phenomena are unexpectedly abundant rather than rare, one will certainly not

lose by designing an experimental program which can detect and identify rare

phenomena. Because even in the fortunate case where some new phenomena are

relatively abundant, with history as our guide, we can expect other new

* This can include more than one localized effect per event.
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phenomena which are rare. The certainty with which one can draw conclusions

will be dramatically dependent on the signal to background ratio.

Of course in order to decide whether observed phenomena are

evidence for new phenomena, variations of the A and A' (including protons)

used in the collisions will be required. Furthermore, to the extent that one

wishes to test observed or specific theoretically predicted new phenomena,

the experimental data will have to be compared to Monte Carlo calculations

with and without these new phenomena. The Monte Carlo events, of course,

have to be cut and treated In the same way as the data.

H . THE LARGE MAGNETIC SPECTROMETER METHOD

We propose a large magnetic specrometer to track and momentum analyze a

very large fraction of the particles emitted in a heavy ion collision. This

will allow us to determine pseudorapidities (and rapidities when particles

are identified), to reconstruct neutral Vee's and have momentum information

on both positive and negative particles in the same event. We plan to handle

gold on gold events at 100 GeV/nucleon in RHIC. Particle identification can

be made klnematically under certain conditions for K°, A, £, E, JT and

their anti-particles as was done historically in bubble chambers and more

recently in electronic detector spectrometers like the MPS and others, etc.

The negative particles will be predominantly plons.* In addition, highly

segmented Cerenkov hodoscopes, as well as time-of-flight and dE/dx

information can be used to identify some of the particles.

By utilizing charged particle tracking we will miss neutral

particles such as neutrons, n°'s, and photons. It is important to realize

that from HIJET generated events which PFOH produced we expect that charged

multiplicities of central 100 GeV Au on 100 GeV Au collisions will be ~

* In particles coming from the plasma droplets themselves, this may not be

true
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A,000. With such high statistics the charged particles should give a rather

adequate picture of the characteristics of each event. Thus on an event-by-

event basis we will have the pseudorapidity for a large fraction of the char-

ged particle, and the rapidity for those that are identified and momentum

analyzed. We will have the charged multiplicity, both plus and minus, and

the momentum spectra, and correlations, and we will have both meson and bary-

on measures of strangeness from neutral Vee and decay information. In the

case of the negatives the particles will likely be pions (to within a few

percent)' and rapidities can be calculated, speckle interferometry (e.g.,

Hanbury-Brown and Twiss effects) and other characteristics can be studied on

the reasonable approximation that all negative particles be considered pions.

However, it should be noted that to the extent that many pions can come from

the decay of resonances P,<*>, K*, N , Y , etc., those pions may not

carry the interference information which reflects on source size, etc.

One important capability we will have, is the ability to look on an

event-by-event basis for unusual events not expected from old processes.

These events, could be characterized by:

1. Excessive local fluctuations (up or down) in pseudorapidity

density (i.e., psuedorapldity bumps). In the case of negative particles

which are momentum analyzed we can assume they are pions (or alternatively

kaons) and look for rapidity bumps.

2. Excessive fluctuations in multiplicity.

3. Excessive local or global enhancement of strangeness.

4. Anomalous behavior in PJ ( E | ) , or energy flow patterns.

5. Hanbury-Brown and Twiss effects, and Speckle Interferometry.

6. Evidence for deflagrations (or detonations).

7. Something else which catches our eye.

8. Most important - the correlations between these — For example

we might find that pseudorapidity (or rapidity) bump(s) (up or down) or other

t In particles coming from the plasma droplets themselves, this may not be

true.
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anomalous behavior are associated with one or more of the above and may have

similar pseudorapidity (or rapidity).

The above illustrations are to be taken only as a guide. The

important point is that we are planning to see a great deal of the multitu-

dinous characteristics of each event on an event-by-event basis and therefore

we shall see what if anything is anomalous, in a most favorable signal to

background environment.

III. THE TRACKING PROBLEM FOR 100 GeV/NUCLEON Au ON 100 GeV/NUCLEON Au

COLLISIONS

The availability of the SREL magnet (see Fig. 6) with its 5 meter

diameter poles, a gap which could be easily adjusted* to 1.7 m (or even

larger if some minor modifications were made) and its large open spaces

appeared to us as an excellent choice and thus our workshop group used it as

the large solid angle spectrometer magnet. We planned to use it with a field

of approximately 5 KG.

The SREL magnet would be positioned so that the RHIC beam pipe

passed through its center. J. Klaus (AGS Oept. consultant at RHIC Workshop)

examined this problem and concluded that it could be solved reasonably well

with correcting magnets.

Figure 1 shows Bill Love's calculation of the first * 1,000 tracks

of a 4100 track PFOH event passing through the magnetic field. The top of

Fig. la shows a projection onto the horizontal plane (perpendicular to the

magnetic field), containing the beam line in the center while the bottom

shows a projection onto a vertical plane centered around the beam line.

t By removing two pole pieces from the top and bottom poles.

* 8 KG was also considered, but no particular advantages were envisaged.
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This black mess Is what projective geometry tracking detectors

would have to contend with for a 1,000 track event and thus it is clear they

could not be used. In actual fact, there would be four times as many tracks

in each projection but Bill stopped plotting at * 1,000 as the point was

already made.

We had already come to the conclusion in regard to the heavy ion

program at the AGS (approved proposal A6S 810) that only a three dimensional

point detector such as a TPC could handle the high multiplicity tracking

requirements that result from heavy ion collisions.

The great simplication in the pattern recognition problem which

results from having a 30 detector is illustrated in Fig. 2 which shows the

* 4100 tracks from a similar event in a local volume generated by a vertical

triangle the apex of which starts at the beam interaction point and it

contains the beam line. The two sides of the triangle diverge above and

below the beam line so that at the 2.5 meter distance, corresponding to the

SREL magnet pole edge, the triangle base extends ± 2.5 cm from the beam

line. This triangle is then rotated around the vertical magnetic field to

form a thin (double) dish-like volume where the outer edge of the dish has a

5 cm vertical width and the inner edge has zero vertical width. We shall

refer to this as a Y slice.

The inner circle shown has a 50 cm radius, which is the initial

value we chose feeling that we could easily handle pattern recognition at

this distance. The computer printout crosses shown are more than an order of

magnitude larger than the two-track resolution of the TPC system (to be

discussed later) thus it appears the pattern recognition problem is

manageable in a dish section of this size. Figure 3 shows something closer

to the actual resolving power of the TPC system. This dish is generated by a

basic vertical triangular section containing the beam which has a base of ±

0.5 cm from the beam line at the edge of the SREL magnet pole and its apex at

the beam interaction point, however when the separation of the two sides of

the triangle reaches 0.4 cm (a conservative estimate of the two-track
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resolution) it is not reduced further. This 0.4 cm to 1.0 cm slice has the

tracks in it traced back to the beam pipe ("10 cm wide). Again the crosses

are more than an order of magnitude wider than the two-track resolution.

It appears clear that pattern recognition is manageable, the only

question being how far one can go in toward the beam pipe. This will be

addressed later.

Figure 4 shows a Y slice which is 2 cm thick and 50 cm above the

beam line at the edge of the SREL magnet. In the earlier Y slices around the

beam line we saw some tracks leaving the slice. Here we see tracks both

leaving and entering the Y-slice from other Y-slices. It is clear that using

a set of these Y-slices as roads to sweep out the entire volume and

connecting tracks leaving or entering them can be used in principle to solve

the pattern recognition problem. This method has been chosen for

presentation purposes as it illustrates well the resolution power of 3D point

detectors. The actual software approach we finally use will not necessarily

follow that outlined here, but It will certainly take direct advantage of

three-dimensional tracking techniques.

As we can see from the previous figures and general considerations

we can expect that the difficulty of pattern recognition is not directly

related to the total multiplicity but to the number of particles per

effective "pixel". An effective pixel is the area within which two tracks

cannot be resolved. We are planning to use a TPC with a gated multiple

avalanche structure chamber readout which has an effective pixel size of * 3

m m x 3 n m M 0 . 1 c m .

Based on past experience and general considerations we conclude

that at those distances from the beam pipe where the number of particles per

pixel is 5 0.01, the pattern recognition problem is conservatively speaking

quite manageable. With this pixel density the percentage of double hits per

pixel is - 1%.
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Willis has reported the studies by Fabian and Dahl Jonsen of the heavy

ion collision problem using simulated events and the axial field spectrometer

data processing programs. These programs are of the "track following type"

and the chamber gives non-ambiguous space points in most cases so that one

can reasonably expect that the computing time would be approximately

proportional to the number of tracks. Of course crossing tracks and special

cases may generate non-linearities. Nevertheless they found the computing

time was approximately proportional to the number of tracks up to 10 tracks.

Willis concluded that there are no known serious obstacles to

tracking 10 tracks or somewhat more using practical detectors and data

processing. We conclude this should remain true up to at least <n> " several

x 101* for the larger finei

methods we are proposing.

x 10 for the larger finer resolution detectors and advanced data processing

I spoke to Fabian over the phone during this workshop. He said in

addition that in their a - a experiment at the ISR they actually detected

events with <n> " 100 with " 80% reconstruction efficiency. This corresponds

in their detector to a considerably higher track/pixel density than we

planned for. Fabian also said that you could take account of all ISR

background, S-ray, etc. experience when you do simulations by putting in more

or less uniformly about 20% of the track hits into your apparatus distributed

along the tracks so that it goes as 1/R (near the beam region). With the

very low ratio of tracks/effective pixels we are planning, this procedure

would have a negligible effect.

Ken Foley and Bill Love have considered this problem in a separate

paper (these proceedings) and conclude that a track/pixel density of

$ .01 is quite safe and that perhaps somewhere between .01 and 0.1 can in

practice be utilized. Figure 5 (Foley and Love's Fig. 2) shows the boundary

beyond which one has less than 1 hit per 100 pixels (dashed lines) based on

HIJET, 100 GeV Au on 100 GeV Au events. It is very close to a cylinder of 30

cm radius thus we can approach the beam pipe anywhere to within M 30 cm and

still maintain this conservative criterion.
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The solid line is the one hit per 10 pixels boundary. The

pseudorapidity n » 3 line is also shown. Thus we can cover - ± 3 units of

pseudorapidity with TPC's within the SREL magnet. A transparency which shows

the tracks in a 5 cm Y-slice with these criteria is shown in Fig. 5b.

We can go into the fragmentation region, which Faessler called Hell, by

merely sufficiently extending our coverage of TPC (and if we wish magnets)

along the beam direction keeping the appropriate distance from the beam

pipe. It should be noted that for the higher track densities corresponding

to higher multiplicities, the same conservative criteria can be used. One

merely uses a minimum distance from the beam pipe d M [<n>/4,000] x 30 cm.

Thus we can expect to handle multiplicities of several times 10** for special

events or fluctuations in the system we are proposing.

IV. COMPHTER

Scaling from MFS experience we estimate that the computing time per

track is - 1/4 sec. CDC 7600 time. We estimate that 5 years from now,

3-4 million dollars would buy you 10 x CDC 7600 computing power in one form

or another. We would like this kind of computer power available for this

large spectrometer locally dedicated to it if possible. A 4,000 track event

is estimated to take 100 sec. on this type of computer station.

V. TPC SYSTEM

The 3D point measuring detector of choice for this Workshop Group was a

TPC system.

A new type of TPC system is being developed for an approved sulphur ion

on targets up to Au experiment at AGS (E810) and an approved oxygen ion on

targets up to Gold experiment at CERN (NA 36). Many of the members of this

workshop group are collaborators on both of these experiments and are the key

active participants in development of the TPC system.
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In the case of AGS 810, the primary objective in the first phase of the

experiment is to track and momentum analyze - several hundred charged

tracks per event in a small TPC module J meter along the beam and 50 cm * 50

cm in the transverse direction located in the MPS magnetic field.

Approximately 70% of the charged tracks will pass through this module.

In the second phase of this experiment most of the MPS magnet will be

filled with a TPC system about 1.5 meters high and about 3 meters long. Thus

the required TPC system for AGS 810 will be subjected to track densities

which are least comparable to those proposed at this RHIC Workshop. Hence

the TPC system solutions developed for these experiments will be easily

adaptable to what is proposed here. This is a most important point since the

on-going developments for AGS #810 and CERH NA36 will provide us with the

technical hardware and software development and actual experimental

experience necessary to implement the proposal made here in a relatively

efficient manner.

For RHIC, we plan to essentially fill the SREL magnet with a TPC system

which is approximately (1.7 to 2 meters high) and approximately fills the

SREL magnet poles which have a five meter diameter. Since the types of TPC

systems being developed for AGS 810 and CERN NA36 will be adaptable to the

RHIC Large Magnetic Spectrometer TPC requirements let us now discuss the

chamber system in more detail.

The basic properties of the type of chamber we are developing for AGS

810 and NA 36 is shown in Fig. 7. A gated multiple avalanche structure will

be used in this type of chamber to amplify the initial lonization. With this

type of amplification geometry one can employ more or less arbitrary anode

shape, spacing or frequency so as to choose the optimum anode topology for

the physics being investigated. We can use a close anode spacing which

allows the resolution of two tracks separated by approximately 3 mm in the

direction transverse to the drift direction. Since the amplification take

place throughout the avalanche gaps the signal generated is primarily via

electron motion rather than ion motion as in conventional drift and
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proportional chambers. This results in a very narrow signal of only « 10 ns

(* 0.5 mm in the drift direction). Therefore the two-track resolution in the

drift direction is limited by the diffusion in the drift direction. Using an

electron cooled gas we expect that the two track resolutions in the drift

direction will also be about 3 mm. Thus the effective pixel size is "0.1

cm .

The magnetic field would be vertical (perpendicular to the dipole pole

tips). The electric field would be as close to parallel to the magnetic

field as practical. The TPC would drift electrons along the electric and

magnetic fields measuring x (the coordinate transverse to the beam and

perpendicular to the magnetic field and z (the distance along the beam axis)

by the readout location. The y coordinate would be measured by the drift

time to the readout.

Thus we would have true 3D point measurements. The drift of ionization

in electric and magnetic fields can be described by the following equation

(| + + W T )
9 0

* B B

where w • EB/M and T • mean collision time. From Handbook Der Physik _21_,

381. Thus the drift of ionization effects can be corrected for.

The maximum displacements are for the most part of the field region

expected to be less than the " 3 mm effective resolution. Near the outer

regions of the magnetic field larger displacments will occur but are

correctable. Calibration can be performed by using track3 generated in the

apparatus by laser's and also cosmic rays. These techniques will be used In

ALEPH at LEP.

The reader is referred to the paper in these proceedings by Ed Platner^

for a further discussion of the subject. The TPC for the large magnetic

spectrometer will be approximately 5 meters in diameter and will have two

approximately one meter drift spaces. The anodes are 1 cm long strips

spaced 1.5 mm apart and arranged to form rings around the collision
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region. One set of 20 rings will occupy radii from 5 to 50 cm and a second

set of 20 covers the radii from 50 to 250 cm. There will be a total of 150K

anodes on each end plate. Each anode will have electronic amplification-

shaping-discrimination and time-to-digital conversion. At a 100 MHz rate

2,000 time slices will be required for the 20 us drift time. A block diagram

of the electronics is shown in Fig. 8 and is similar to that under develop-

ment for E810 and NA 36.

For further details and a description of the data acquisition and
Q

recording see Ed Platner's paper .

VI. RATE HANDLING CAPABILITY

With a 20 usec drift time, the TPC system is expected to be able to

handle event rates of - loVsec. Thus for Au on Au it should be able to

handle the maximum luminosity planned for RHIC. For lighter tons, the maxi-

mum luminosity handleable would be less than RHIC is anticipated to provide.

VII. TRIGGERS

1) Minimum bias triggers are relatively simple and could be accomp-

lished by particle triggering devices such as scintillators, PWC's, etc. near

the beam with Roman Pots in the vacuum chamber as a possibility.

2) Central Collision Triggers

a) Hardware Triggers: It was felt that high overall multiplicity,

high central rapidity multiplicity, and other characteristics of central col-

lisions could be used to obtain a trigger rate which reduces event rates by

at least one and probably close to two orders of magnitude.

b) Software Screening of Triggers: It was also felt that simple

software scanning to determine whether an event is a possibly interesting
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event before It Is fully analyzed (or possibly even recorded) could be done

economically which might reduce the full analysis rate by a factor of up to

hundred. Thus, an overall trigger rate for central collisions would be

expected to reduce the event rate requiring analysis by - 1 0 - 10**.

Software:

The software and computer analysis requirements have already been

discussed quite a fit in earlier parts of this paper.

I would only add that the software development for E810 and NA 36 and

tested in these experiments will to a considerable extent be adaptable to the

software requirements for this RH1C project, thus we will be able to makke

detailed plans later.

VIII. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

At the beginning of the Workshop there was considerable skepticism

expressed as to whether the unconventional proposal to track and momentum

analyze most of the "4,000 tracks, or even more with fluctuations in a 100

GeV Au on Au event was practical. Therefore this working group concentrated

on demonstrating how this could be done. The detailed design of a

spectrometer and its more conventional ancillary equipment can obviously be

done in a reasonably straightforward manner once the feasibility of a large

solid angle magnetic spectrometer was demonstrated.

Thus we chose not to develop a detailed system design at this time but

rather concentrate on demonstrating feasibility. This collaboration will of

course in future Workshops and outside of them propose a detailed design for

an experimental program at RHIC.

Ancillary Equipment;

Particle identification can be done with present techniques by highly

segmented Cereknov hodoscopes and time-of-flight. Hardware triggers using
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scintillators and PWC's have already been discussed. Another option is that

calorimetry can also be combined to some extent with tracking if desired.

Costs;

The basic TPC electronics has been estimated to cost $6.5M

The TPC chamber and associated equipment is estimated to cost 1.5M

The SREL magnet seems to be an excellent option

coil and pole tips, etc. 1.0M

Dedicated computer facility, future estimates M 5 yrs

10 x CDC 7600 3 - 4.0M

TOTAL COST $12 - 13.0M

(includes $3-4M for

computer station)
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100 GeV GOLD ON GOLD 1,000 TRACKS PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY

COLD COLLIDING BEAMS
COPIED FROM IPrOH.HIJET.EVEHTJWBAlBOO.EVT

BT U.A.LOVE

Figure l(a)

Figure l(b)

Fig. 1 Calculation of the first M 1,000 tracks of a A,100 track PFOH

event passing through the magnetic field.

a) Top: Projection onto the horizontal plane (I to magnetic

field) containing beam line in center. ~~

b) Bottom: Projection onto a vertical plane centered around the

beam line.
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MAGNETIC FIELD &^ Y^SLICE
GOLD COLLIDIN§ri3EAMS

/If/

ZX EVENT 3

Fig. 2 Y slice ± 2.5 cm from beam line at edge of SREL magnet (see text).
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FIELD 5.0KG Y
GOLD COLLIDING-i3EAMS

ZX EVENT 1

Fig. 3 Y slice ± 0.5 cm from beam line at edge of SREL magnet pole.
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MAGNETIC F IELD ^ S T O Y SLICE = 5 0 . 0

GOLD C0LLIDIN£- i3EAMS

ZX EVENT 4

Fig. 4 Y s l ice 2 cm thick, 20 cm above beam l ine at the edge of the SREL

magnet.
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HIT per 100 PIXELS

I HIT per 10 PIXELS

Fig. 5 a) Dashed lines show boundary (" ± 30 cm) beyond which one has

less than 1 hit per 100 pixels for HIJET 100 GeV Au on 100 GeV

Au. Solid line is the one hit per 10 pixels boundary. The

pseudorapidlty n • ± 3 line is also shown.
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GOLD COLLID[H(>»SEM1S

2X EVENT 3

Fig. 5 b) A transparency showing Fig. 5a transposed on Fig. 2 (a 5 cm Y-

slice.
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0)

Fig. 6 Diagrams of SREL magnet.

a) The ion beam directions (b) and (c) are the options for a RHIC

magnetic spectrometer.
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\\ \\ M

Fig. 6 b) The present pole tip separation shown. This will be changed

to (1.7 - 2.0) meters for RHIC magnetic spectrometer. The

pole region will be approximately filled with a TPC system.

This is a primitive conceptual schematic which merely shows

one option for magnet location and TPC system volume filling

the gap between the poles. Appropriate magnetic correction

and ancillary equipment for the spectrometer would have to be

added.
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CATHODE
Fig. 7 Avalanche TPC chamber with ion trap being developed for AGS 810

and CERN NA36. The ion beam will travel along the z-direction in

AGS 810 and close to z-direction in NA36. The top plane of the

chamber (top of photograph) shows readout pads.
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Fig. 8 Anode readout electronics.
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ELECTRONICS CONSIDERATIONS FOR AN AVALANCHE CHAMBER TPCt

E.D. Platner
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Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

t This research was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy
under Contract No. DE-AC02-76CH00016 (BNL).
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ELECTRONICS CONSIDERATIONS FOR AN AVALANCHE CHAMBER TPCf

E.D. Platner, BNL

A new style of TPC is under development for two approved heavy-ion

experiments, E810 at the AGS, and NA 36 at the SPS. This type of chamber

uses a gated multiple avalanche structure to produce amplification of the

initial ionization. This type of amplification geometry allows an arbitrary

anode shape, spacing, or frequency so that one can optimize the anode

topology to the needs of the physics under study. A close anode spacing

produces excellent two-track resolution, approaching 3 mm. The amplification

process occurs throughout the avalanche gaps so that the detected signal is

primarily due to electron motion, not ion motion as in conventional drift and

proportional chambers. This leds to a very narrow signal of only 10 ns (s .5

mm in the drift direction). Thus two-track resolution in the drift direction

is limited to diffusion in the drift direction which, with an electron cooled

gas, can yield two-track resolutions also around 3 mm. The combination of

these two benefits gives an effective pixel size of only .1 cm .

Here is an analysis of practical implementation, data handling and

archival storage of data for a device suitable for use at a RHIC dipole

spectrometer based on the properties and electronic readout requirements of

this type of TPC. This TPC is 5 meters in diameter and has two one-meter

drift spaces. The anodes are 1 cm long strips spaced 1.5 mm apart and

arranged to form rings around the collision region. One set of 20 rings

occupies radii from 5 to 50 cm and a second set of 20 covers the radii from

t This research was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract
No. DE-AC02-76CH00016 (BNL).
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50 to 250 cm. This will total 150K anodes on each end-plate that will re-

quire electronic amplification-shaping-discrimination and time-to-digital

conversion. At a rate of 100 MHz, the 20 vs drift time will require 2000

time slices. Similar electronics is under development for E810 and NA 36 and

is patterned after that in use at MPS II. A block diagram of this electro-

nics is shown in Fig. 1. It will be packaged 8 or 16 channels in a hybrid so

that it can be mounted directly on the TPC end-plates. After an event has

been selected for recording, it would be transferred from " 100 anodes per

serial link to remote binary number digitizers where the sparse data scan

would take place. In this way the 300K channels would be reduced to * 3K

serial links that would drive 200 FASTBUS modules. Inluding interface

modules, this will easily fit in 12 FASTBUS crates.

There are a variety of data formats for an array of 300K detector ele-

ments, but 4 bytes per detected track segment provides more than sufficient

data to define its three-dimensional position. Gold on gold collisions at

200 GeV • A will produce about 4,000 tracks, 75% will be visible in the TPC.

This will produce about 500K bytes of data. FASTBUS has a data throughput of

40M bytes per second. Thus, 50-80 events of this size can be acquired per

second. With the computing power anticipated to be available in 1990, it

seems unlikely that anyone would want to acquire data at this rate. However,

if one did, it would only take 1 minute to fill a high-performance magnetic

tape. It would appear that optical laser disk archival storage would be

better suited to these event rates since they presently hold 7 to 30 times

more data per disk than does a magnetic tape. Rather than record this

enormous amount of data, once the properties of "interesting events" are

observed, selective trigger or event selection processes must be developed.
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Is a detector of this kind economically practical? Yes. A careful ana-

lysis of the hybridized circuits under development for E810 and NA 36 indi-

cates a total cos!: of $20.00 per channel for all the electronics mounted on

the TPC. The 200 FASTBUS binary number digitizers will cost less than

$2,000.00 each. Adding the crates and interconnect circuitry, plus archival

storage, the total should not exceed $6.5M. A TPC of this type which does

not attempt dE/dx should not exceed $500K. Availability of an existing

magnet or the need to build a new one will clearly affect the final cost of

such a project.

Within the next two years a smaller (55K channels) dipole TPC system

will be implemented at E810 and will serve as a demonstration of practical

physics in heavy-ion experiments where hundreds of charged particles are

reconstructed.

Reference

1. See Charged Particle Tracking in IWgh Multiplicity Events, these

proceedings.
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Functional block diagram of the TPC hybrid.
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CHARGED PARTICLE TRACKING IN HIGH MULTIPLICITY EVENTS AT KHIC

K.J. Foley, BNL
W.A. Love, BNL

It is generally accepted that the ability to track some fraction of the

charged particles produced in heavy ion collisions is very desirable. At a

very minimum, one must detect the occurance of multiple interactions in a

single crossing. The very tight beam structure at RHIC does not favor time

separation, so the location of separate vertices seems the best solution.

We have explored the limits of tracking large numbers of tracks in a

solid angle approaching 4". As a model detector we considered a 2.5 m

radius TPC, a true 3D tracking device. In order to estimate the particle

density of a function of production angle we used five Hijet Au-Au central

events to deduce the particle density distribution as a function of polar

angle. An important feature of a tracking detector is the effective "pixel"

size - the area within which two tracks cannot be resolved. In a TPC with

multistep avalanche chamber readout this Is approximately 3 mm x 3 mm or

- 0.1 cm . Using this pixel size we have calculated the radius at which

the number of particles/pixel Is 0.01 and 0.1. This is shown in Fig. 1 as a

function of angle. With the exception of the region very near the beam we do

not expect these distributions to change very much with the application of a

low (~ 0.5 tesla) magnetic field. While the actual reconstruction effi~

ciency will depend on the fina details of the apparatus and reconstruction

program, we feel that the 1% fill fraction is safe for efficiencies in the

* This research was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract
No. DE-ACO2-76CHOOO16 (BNL).
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80-90% region (as typically achieved at the CERN pp collider). Perhaps a 10%

fill fraction is excessive. Figure 2 gives the locus of points where the

track density is 0.01/pixel and 0.I/pixel superimposed on a 2.5 tn radius

detector. The angle corresponding to a pseudorapidity, 1 * 3 , is also

shown. The surfaces are nearly cylindrical and, in fact would be cylinders

for dN/dn * constant. Based on the 1% fill fraction, we feel that tracking

is feasible out to " jnl * ± 3, and, of course, can be extended to larger n

by positioning detectors further from the intersection. We note that in the

Hijet event - 75% of the particles produced are in the range jnl < 3.
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Fig. 1 R-6 contours of constant density of hits per unit area for Au-Au

collisions at RHIC (100 x 100 GeV). Pixels are 0.1 cm2 in the TPC

detector assumed.
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HIT per 100 PIXELS

I HIT per 10 PIXELS

Fig. 2 Locus of the contours of Figure 1 on the TPC. The angle of a track

with pseudorapidity (n) = 3.0 is also shown.
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COMPUTING AT THE SSC*

Alexander Firestone

Ames Laboratory - Iowa State University

Presented at the Workshop on Experiments for the Relativistic

Heavy-Ion Collider held at Brookhaven National Laboratory on

April 15 through 19, 1985.

The question of computing needs for experiments at the Superconducting

Supercollider (SSC) was addressed by a group of thirteen high energy

physicists attending the Workshop on the SSC held at Snowmass, Colorado on

June 25 through July 13, 1984. Their report is included in the proceedings

of the Snowmass Workshop. Since some of the issues addressed for the SSC

are also relevant to the RHIC, a modified version of that report was

presented to the RHIC Workshop. What follows is a brief summary of the

essential points in that presentation.

A. Data acquisition

It is wise to assume that experimenters will write data at the maximal

recording speed, which for magnetic tape is 800 Kbytes/sec. By Parkinson's

Law, if the primary physics trigger does not saturate the data recording

capacity, then secondary physics triggers and specialized monitoring

triggers will certainly do so. Even if faster devices become available, we

think it would be unwise to substantially exceed this rate. The realities

of data processing and physics analysis capabilities in even a large

collaboration preclude significantly faster data acquisition. At the SSC,

a luminosity of 1O33 cm2 sec"1 implies a reduction of a factor of 108 event

rate by the online system before any attempt at recording. This will

require substantial preprocessing, perhaps with arrays of microprocessors

attached to the various detector subsystems. This problem does not exist

for the much lower luminosity RHIC.

*This research supported by the the U.S. Department of Energy under
Contract No. W-7405-ENG-82.
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B. Data Storage

One 6250 BPI tape can hold about 150 megabytes of data which at 800

Kbytes/sec, represents about 4 minutes of recording time. One 30 cm.

optical disc with lji resolution can hold more than 6 x 10 1 0 bits of data,

or the capapcity of about forty 6250 BPI tapes. The need for redundancy

may reduce this by as much as a factor of four for some recording schemes.

However, recording speed on optical discs is currently not very different

from tape speed. We recommend serious investigation of optical discs and

also more R and D for improved data storage.

C. Volume of data/Compute power needed

In order to estimate the compute power needed to reconstruct events

from a large 4ir SSC experiment, we have tried to extrapolate from the

experience of many different experiments. We scaled the compute time per

event from known experiments to the more complex SSC events. In most cases

an n^'5 dependence of computer time on the number of reconstructed tracks

was assumed, but a slower dependence of n 1' 5 was used for those detectors

where the experimenters felt that was more appropriate. We have also

considered the pattern recognition problems associated with highly

segmented calorimeters. The results are shown in Table I.

Table I

Experiment Scaled by; IBM 3081K time/trigger

(Both processors used.)

TPC S. Loken 20 sec.

Mark II J. Ballam/G. Trilling 44 sec.

UA1 B. Hyams/D. Linglin/A. Firestone 50 sec.

Fermilab fixed target V. Hagopian 60 sec.

ISR/SFM A. Firestone 64 sec.
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If we either average the five estimates of Table I, or assume that the

UA1 result is most relevant for the SSC, we conclude that 50 seconds of IBM

3081K time per SSC trigger is our best estimate. To estimate the compute

power needed for a large 4IT SSC experiment, we assume that the trigger is

good enough to reduce the data rate to one Hertz. Although an event rate

of one Hertz provides a reasonable match to the recording capability, the

main reason for choosing this rate is that it seems to be feasible to

achieve such trigger rates and it is compatible with the offline and

physics analyses. Thus, we expect the "good physics" trigger rate will be

one Hertz (for events up to 800 Kbytes in size), and this implies a need

for the compute power of 50 IBM 3081K's to keep up. We cannot

significantly reduce this estimate by assuming that the collider will be

off a large fraction of the year, because processing the secondary physics

and monitoring triggers recorded in parallel with the primary physics

trigger, as well as some Monte Carlo calculations, will certainly push this

estimate back up again.

Also useful are the projections of the CDF experiment at Fermilab. As

noted in the Report of the Ballam Committee on "Future Computing Needs for

Fermilab," December 1983, CDF with about 105 channels anticipates 50 to 150

Kbyte events recorded at 1 to 5 events/second. When scaled to SSC

energies, the estimates are for about 58 sec./event of IBM 3081K time, in

good agreement with the results in Table I.

D. Parallel procesing and vectorization/New techniques

One may ask if reconstruction codes have to be linear, as at present,

or may new techniqus reduce the need for 50 IBM 3081K equivalents for a

major SSC experiment? The easiest way to achieve parallelism is to process

different events in parallel through an array of linear computers, e.g. a

bank of micro-VAX's. Cost may be a good argument for such a scheme. One

VAX is about 1/20 of an IBM 3081K, and an experiment needs 50 IBM 308lK's

or 1000 micro-VAX's. If each micro-VAX plus memory costs $20K, this would
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total $20M, plus perhaps 25% for controls and peripherals for a total of

$25M for a micro-VAX farm. Experimenters on LEP3 have concluded that in

any such parallel structure approximately half the cost should be in large

mainframe computers. If this is the case, this estimate is unreasonably

low. as some large mainframe computer will have to be added to it.

An alternative is an emulator farm of 3081E's. Since each 3081E has

the compute power of about 3 VAX-ll/780's, we need 350 of them at a cost of

$30K each, for a total of $10M, plus two IBM 3081K's as host computers and

controls for another $10M, plus perhaps 15% for communication, totalling

$23M.

Another alternative is a supercomputer. In this case we need the

power of 50 3081K's. These currently cost $5M each. Anticipating a price

reduction of a factor of 8 in supercomputer compute power over the next 5

years, we estimate a total cost of $35M.

The principal advantage of a micro-VAX or emulator farm is cost. The

disadvantages include horrendous traffic problems and great inflexibility.

Such a VAX or emulator farm could do little efficiently beyond massive

event reconstruction.

Thus far, schemes to vectorize event reconstruction in order to take

advantage of machines like the Cray-2, have not produced significant

results. Clearly, the standard techniques of making roads or interrogating

fixed planes are ^highly linear. Developments in this area are especially

important since we anticipate no significant increases in speed (beyond a

factor of 2 or so) of single processors in the forseeable future. Further

progress in computation thruput depends on parallelism and/or

vectorization. We recommend a significant R and D effort involving both

physicists and computer specialists to see how such vector techniques can

be used in high energy physics. We also recommend integrated

hardware/software design of detectors to maximize physics thruput. It is

important that the analysis issues be well-understood before the final

detector design.
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EXPERIMENTS IN THE FRAGMENTATION REGIONS

M. A. Faessler, CEKW
P. D. Bond, Brookhaven National Laboratory
L. Remsberg, Brookhaven National Laboratory

I. SCOPE OF WORKING GROUP

The fragmentation region is generally defined as the rapidity range

where most of the valence partons of the incoming hadrons (or nuclei) are

found after normal inelastic interactions. In contrast, the central

rapidity region is dominated by hadrons made of sea partons. Shown in

Fig. 1 is a schematic representation of the expected rapidity distribution

of the net baryon number after an inelastic nucleus-nucleus collision1

together with the measured rapidity distribution of excess protons in act

collisions at the ISR.2 As a practical definition, we will define the

highest three units of rapidity, i.e., yg - 3 < Jyl < yg to be the

fragmentation region, where yjj is the beam rapidity. This region with a

net baryon number greater than 0 is where a baryon-rich quark-gluon plasma

would be expected and, especially near y = yjj, where exotic nuclear

states would be formed. Of course, one of the first experiments to be

performed would be to see whether the schematic separation of baryon rich

regions as seen in Fig. 1 is in fact found in nucleus-nucleus collisions.

Specifically, experiments in the fragmentation region with 100 GeV

per nucleon colliding beams should cover the following range in

longitudinal momenta (or rapidity):

2.5 < |yj £ 5.7

5 < |PL| < 150 GeV/c

0.05 < jxF| < 1.5

Valence quarks are found to dominate even at lower rapidities in hard

interactions (for high P^), but detailed consideration of such

interactions are considered to be outside the scope of this working group

in that they can be covered by a central detector.

*This research supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy
under Contract DE-AC02-76CH00016.
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The fragmentation region poses some special problems for the design

of the beam intersect region as well as for detectors. The large rapidity

of the particles of interest means that they are emitted very close in

angle to the beam so that long distances must be available to allow for

sufficient spatial separation from beam particles. Fortunately the task

is somewhat eased because the heavy ion beam rigidity is about a factor of

2 greater than that of singly-charged nucleons with the same momentum per

nucleon. It would appear that the narrow angle hall at RHIC is the most

suitable location for studies in the fragmentation region.

In the following report the disadvantages of the existing

intersection region for fragmentation region studies are discussed and a

slightly modified design, which allows study of the fragmentation region,

is proposed. The considerations which led to the design of a spectrometer

magnet are then outlined and some approaches to specific experiments are

detailed. Although we have emphasized a design for stand-alone

experiments in the fragmentation region we have envisaged the addition of

a more global detector in the central region. In combination with a

central detector covering the rapidity range 0 < jyl < 2 two forward

spectrometers for the fragmentation regions would give essentially a Air

detector for investigations aiming at the maximum information on event

properties.

II. INTERSECTION REGION DESIGN

In Fig. 2a half of the standard crossing region is shown.3 The

intersect of the beams is at the right of the picture at 0 m. The two

bending magnets BC2 serve to bring the two beams from their separate

orbits to crossing. BC1 is needed to vary the crossing angle tfi, which for

Fig. 2a is i|» = 0. The luminosity is largest for the smallest crossing

angle, but the penalty is a large longitudinal extent of the intersection

diamond (see G. Young's talk in these proceedings). The design in Fig. 2a

is optimum if one wants a large free space around the intersect (± 10 m)

for a central region detector. However, the high momentum particles of
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the fragmentation region are emitted at small angles with respect to the

beams and will not separate sufficiently from the beam in the space before

BC1. For example, a 50 GeV particle with Pj = 0.5 GeV/c would separate

only 10 cm from the beam at the edge of BC1. The dispersive power of BC1

would help to separate particles with rigidity different from the beam,

but its aperture and the distance to BC2 are too small to effectively

exploit this feature. Another problem is that although high momentum

neutrons and photons come out between the two beam tubes after BC1, the

free space between them is too small to fit a useful detector.

A possible solution to overcome these problems is to move BC1 closer

to the intersection region (see Fig. 2b). This increases the distance

between BC1 and BC2 and allows the following modifications to the standard

lattice. There is a larger free space region following the dispersing BC1

and the distance between the two BC2 magnets is increased so as to allow a

calorimeter to be placed between the beam tubes prior to BC2 to detect

neutrons and/or ir°. This solution is not a major modification to the

lattice, and it achieves the goal of bringing high momentum particles out

of the beam pipe. However, the small aperture of BC1 (20 cm) causes

experimental problems for both acceptance and the possibility to analyze

low momentum particles, so we turn to a conceptual design of a magnet to

replace BC1. We retain the suggested increase of the distance between the

centers of two BC2 magnets (about 1 m ) .

III. SPECTROMETER MAGNET DESIGN

A spectrometer magnet for the momentum range 5 < p < 150 GeV/c at a

hadron collider should not be much different in scale from that employed

in fixed target experiments at the CERN SPS or the Fermilab accelerators.

It is common in fixed target experiments to have several spectrometer

magnets to achieve good momentum resolution and acceptance for low and

high momentum particles. However, the multi-magnet concept leads to long

spectrometers which generally cannot be accomodated at a collider where

there is limited space downstream of the intersection vertex. Likewise,
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the bending power of the magnet(s) at a collider should be stronger than

that at a fixed target facility.

These considerations have led us to propose a single long dipole

magnet with a large integrated bending power B«L (similar to that of the

standard BC1), but with moderate fiel-i strength in order to facilitate

momentum analysis in the lower momentum range. For field strengths 01"

1.8 T the magnet should be about 10 m long so that the beams are bent

correctly to continue in the lattice and so high momentum particles will

be swept out of the beam tube. The aperture of the magnet is determined

by the condition that there is 100% geometrical acceptance for particles

at the lower end of the desired momentum range (5 GeV/c). The front end

of the magnet is envisaged to be placed 2 m from the intersect so as to

allow a central detector to be added. The additional requirement that a

5 GeV/c particle travel 2 m in the magnetic field leads to a vertical gap

of about 1 m. The horizontal gap should be somewhat larger.

A magnet with a cross section as sketched in Fig. 3 and a length of

10 m would have the desired properties. The p ecise dimensions of this L4

magnet (Long, Large aperture, Low field, Long Island) may change according

to specific physics goals, money and space constraints, but we have used

these dimensions to obtain cost estimates. The requirement on momentum

resolution is not severe; we choose Ap/p = 1% which would allow for

particle inter ferome try if desired.1*

Tracking would be needed in L4, and external spectrometers are needed

for particle identification. This is not a problem for the highest energy

particles (greater than 25 GeV) because the magnet wall does not

interfere, and the narrow angle hall has enough space (Fig. 4). However,

in order to identify the lower momentum particles, portals will be needed

in the sides of the magnet as shown in Fig. 5.

IV. TRACKING IN L4

The total multiplicity at the entrance of the magnet is expected to

be enormous (about 1000 charged particles for Au + Au at 100 GeV/A). The

particle density is even more overwhelming, but at that point most
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particles are still inside the beam tube. The natural divergence of the

particles, as well as the bend due to the magnetic field, begins to

separate the reaction particles from the beam particles. An example of

trajectories for charged particles of momentum 16 _< jpl jC 24 GeV/c is

shown in Fig* 6. Cross sectional views at 0, 2, 4, and 6 m distances

along the magnet are shown in the figure, and the separation of i. natively

charged tracks and positively charged tracks is evident. The circle, on

the figure for 0 m is the beam pipe. It is clear that by the end of the

magnet the multiplicity is low enough that tracking should not be a

problem. We envision a combination of TPC's (for pattern recognition) and

drift chambers (for spatial resolution) to be placed in the magnet volume.

V. EXTERNAL SPECTROMETERS

The expected particle multiplicities in the external spectrometers

are similar to those anticipated for the upcoming round of fixed-target

relativistic heavy ion experiments, and thus can be handled with similar

techniques. There would be two sets of highly redundant drift chambers

(with a total of 16 planes) to measure the particle trajectories outside

of the magnet. Particle identification would be accomplished with two

highly segmented gas Cerenkov counters.

For both cost and space reasons, no more than 2 or 3 of the magnet

portals on each side would be instrumented with external spectrometers at

any one time. The spectrometers would be designed to move and cover a

relatively wide range in momentum.

VI. COSTS

The cost of L4 is given in Table 1 both for a warm magnet and a

superconducting one. Because of cost and because the magnet must conform

to the other magnets in the lattice, the superconducting design is chosen.

The tracking chamber cost is clearly dependent on the segmentation

and type of chambers which are required. If our goal is to track and

momentum analyze most of the charged particles in the fragmentation region
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for Au-Au collisions, we would require an extraordinary amount of

information to handle events with the order of 1000 tracks entering the

detector. The multiparticle pattern recognition capacity required near

the entrance to L4 is beyond the present state of the art, but the

necessary two track spatial and momentum resolutions are within

conventional ranges (e.g., at the CERN pp collider, the Tevatron, LEP or

SLC). As an estimate we assume that we fill the L4 gap with about 100

drift chamber planes. If we further choose a wire spacing of 2 cm we end

up with 5000 sense wires. This would be augmented by about 20 TPC planes

with 200 channels each (0.5 cm resolution in the coordinate vertical to

the drift direction). The cost of such a scheme is estimated in Table 2.

Alternatively, if one does not attempt to detect all particles, but

aims for only inclusive measurements in small windows in momentum space it

is not necessary to fill the whole L4 gap with tracking devices. It would

only be necessary to cover selected regions which would connect with the

external spectrometers (section 5). The resulting cost would be

considerably less and the job much easier.

The estimated cost of the external spectrometers is also included in

Table 2. It is assumed that a total of 6, 3 on each side, would be built.

VII. PARTICIPANTS

Other participants in the working group were: H. C. Britt,

Y. Y. Chu, P. Gorodetsky, 0. Hansen, R. Ledoux, W. Trautmann and K. Wolf.

In the design of the intersection region and the magnet we profited

greatly from discussions with S. Y. Lee, H. Hahn, and P. Thompson.
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Table 1
L4 Design and Costs

Specifications

Length
Gap
Width
B
Ap/p

10 m
0.8 in
1.2 m
2.0 T
1%

Warm Cold

Iron
Coils
Power Supply
Cryostat

Total

0.4
2.9
2.8

- 0 -

H$
M$
M$ (11 MW)

0.4
0.3
0.1
0.3

M$
M$
W$
MS

(0.5 MW)

6.1 M$ 1.1 M$
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Table 2
L4 Tracking and Spectrometer Costs

L4

5000 sense wires @ $150/wire 0.75 M$
400 TPC channels @ $350/ch 1.4 M$

Total 2.15 M?

Spectrometer

800 sense wires @ $150/wire 0.12 M$
2 segmented Cerenkov counters 0.2 M$

Total . 0.32 M$

Total for 6 spectrometers 1.92 M$
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1. (a) Schematic baryon longitudinal rapidity distributions for

nucleus-nucleus collisions.1- (b) Experimental rapidity

distributions for all positively charged particles [°] and

protons [•] from oa collisions.^
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2. (a) RHIC standard crossing region design, (b) Possible

modifications to allow more space for studies in the

fragmentation region.
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3. Cross section of the spectrometer magnet, L4.
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r
4. View of L4 in the narrow angle hall at RHIC. The numbered arrows

indicate the angles at which particles produced at 0° with the

indicated momenta will emerge from L4.
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BC2

5. Perspective view of L4 showing portals In the sides of the

magnet.
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6. HIJET-produced distributions in X and Y of charged particles with

momenta 16 < p < 24 GeV/c at 0, 2, 4 and 6 m distance in L4.



INTERNAL TARGETS FOR RHIC*

Glenn Young

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

In addition to operating as a collider spanning the range of

v'i/A =10 + 10 GeV/nucleon to 100 + 100 GeV/nucleon,

RHIC can be operated with one beam and a fixed internal target, thus covering

£he range of

/s/A - 2.2 GeV/nucleon + 2.2 to 7.1 +7.1 GeV/nucleon,

nearly the entire range not covered by the AGS or RHIC in collider mode. As

it may be in this range of v'i/A that maximum baryon density is obtained, it

is important to ensure internal targets can be accommodated. These targets

must provide sufficient luminosity and yet not result in a short beam

lifetime. Gas jet targets must not raise the pressure in the beam pipe much

over the design value of 10~10 torr, although a pressure bump of a factor of

100 localized over 1 meter would raise the average pressure in RHIC by only

2.6% with a similar small decrease in beam lifetime.

The loss rate for a single beam can be written — = -pxNfo; where OT is

at

the number of atoms/cm2 in the tat j e t , be i t a gas j e t , a f o i l , a whisker, a

wire or a pe l le t ; N is the number of ions in the beam; f i s the beam

revolution frequency; and a i s the total cross section, here taken as

geometric cr » irR2 with R - 1.25 (Apin + AT
1/3)fm, Ap and Â , being the

projectile and target mass numbers.

•Operated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., under contract

DE-AC05-840R21400 with the U.S. Department of Energy
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This expression gives a mean loss time t, - (pxfcr)""1. Assuming that

a half life t,,, • 0.693 t, , of 12 hours is desirable, we calculate the
1/2 loss

needed target areal densities, px, and the resulting initial luminosity,

L • pxNf. This is done for the cases of the reference 12C and 1 9 7 Au beams
o

colliding with gas jet targets of the noble gases (He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe) and

hydrogen.

Beam N Target a geometric px L N /g

(barns) (atoms/cm2)
l2C 57x2.2 1010

20 N e

97Au 57x1.1 109

20N e

0.58

0.74

1.23

1.60

2.18

2.66

2.39

2.69

3.57

4.19

5.11

5.82

3.54

2.77

1.67

1.28

9.41

7.71

8.58

7.62

5.75

4.89

4.01

3.52

lO^t

10lt

lO14

10 ̂

1013

1013

1013

1013

1013

lOl3

1013

1013

3.5

2.7

1.6

1.3

9.2

7.6

4.2

3.7

2.8

2.4

2.0

1.7

1031

1031

1031

1031

103 0

1030

10 2 9

10"

10"

10"

10"

10"

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

10*

10*

101*

101*

lot

lot

103

103

103

103

103

103

The last column lists the number of central collisions occurring per

second, arbitrarily using x ,=• 10~3 a . . Such target densities

can be obtained easily using gas jet targets, notably of the cluster type,

without significant disturbance of the accelerator vacuum.

Significantly longer lifetimes do not appear to be out of the question,

although control of the jets becomes more difficult. Noting that the product

of luminosity and beam lifetime is

Vlo.. - Sff " "«•
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N
the integrated luminosity per fill is — (1-e"1) if a running time of t-

O* -LOSS

is taken. For 12C + 130Xe collisions, 0.30 pb"1 is obtained per fill, while

for 197Au + 130Xe, 0.007 pb"1 results.

Experiments able to handle the high event rates (>106/sec) given in the

table could use denser jets. Inclusive experiments might need less dense

jets, or could run with fewer bunches in the ring to reduce the event rates.

The integrated luminosity per fill is given (for a t. seconds long run);

it is the experimenter's choice how short to mfke the fills by adjusting px.

Gas jet targets are possible only for a limited range of target nuclei.

To use other nuclei, foils, wires and pellets have been considered. Metal

vapors could also be used; e.g., by heating a small ball of the target

material located just below the beam axis. Foils are unlikely candidates,

due to their large areal densities. For example, a very thin foil of carbon

would be 5 yg/cm2, or 2.51 x 1017 nuclei/cm2, resulting in beam lifetimes of

less than one minute. As refilling a ring requires several minutes, a poor

duty factor results.

Wire (fiber, whisker) targets appear more promising, as they can be made

narrower than the beam transverse dimension. However, they still result in

short beam lifetimes if placed in the center of the beam. For example, a lOp

tungsten wire (~ 1 8 0W) placed in the center of a beam waist where g* * 10 m

subtends a fraction f * 10»10"3 mm/1.9 ran = 5.2 10~3 of the beam and has

px • 6 1019 nuclei/cm2, giving an effective px * 3.1 1017 nuclei/cm2 similar

to a foil. However, a wire can be placed off-center relative to the beam,

resulting in an increase in lifetime to over one hour.

A pellet of diameter 10p would be quite similar to the jets listed in

the table above, with the advantage of excellent vertex localization,

provided a means were provided to drop pellets so that only one were in the

beam at a given time. Development work on such small pellets would be needed

hat open3 the possibility to vary the target material almost at will.

For example, a 10 y diameter sphere of gold dropped (or pushed) through

a 100 GeV/u 197Au beam at RHIC, with 0* » 100 m, would give

L - 4.2 x 1029 cm"2 s"lo
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and would have a — time of 2.3 lO1* seconds, or 6.4 hours at the start of a

fill. Passing the spheres one at a time through the beam and using a laser

to tag them would serve to localize the event vertex to 10 u. Development

work on supplying the pellets one at a time would be needed.

As an alternative to small pellets, wires placed off-center could be

used by employing various sweeping techniques to drive the beam slowly onto

the wire. These could include: RF noise on a regular cavity; "micro" moving

RF buckets (a small RF stacking bucket coming down); and resonant, or better,

stochastic extraction via noise on a betatron kicker. Some R&D is needed for

any given technique, but none poses any particular problems. The experience

at LEAR on stochastic extraction provides plenty of guidance.

It appears that a flexible internal target arrangement is feasible.

Development work is needed for any of the above options, but should not

present any insurmountable difficulties. High luminosities are possible and

lifetimes of several hours can be obtained with no difficulties.
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where 6s is the error in determining the sagitta of the track, L is the active

length of our detector, and B the magnetic field. The assumed value of 2% for

these factors is quite conservative; using a 10 kilogauss field over a dis-

tance of 1 meter with 0.5 cm (!) sagitta resolution gives about this value.

It is then simple to spread each momentum by a Gaussian distribution

(neglecting the known long tails) with a dispersion given by the above expres-

sion. The difference in momentum for each pion-pair is then calculated, and

compared to its true value. Since I have binned in |p. - p-|, there is

J* "V2-3 ambiguity in the actual width of the resulting distributions, but

that should be allowed for in the deliberately conservative estimates.

V. RATE ESTIMATES

This simple result is included for the sake of completeness. Undoubt-

edly, participants at this workshop will make many such rate estimates, all

based on some assumed cross section and the design luminosity. For 100 A«GeV

Au + 100 A»GeV Au collisions, I assume that the average luminosity over a fill
26 —? —2

will be SB J^ 10 cm s . Assuming that "central" collisions have a cross-

section a vT 100 mb, this gives a trigger rate of 10 Hz. Depending on the

type of physics one is "'nterested in, the corresponding cr̂  may be as large as

1 barn. For example, in the central region, about one-third of the cross sec-

tion will look roughly central. It is only by going to the projectile fragmen-

tation region that we can distinguish between these "roughly central" events

and the "truly central" ones, characterized by a near-absence of beam-rapidity

fragments. Thus, it is clear that even our estimate for the expected rate may

be quite uncertain, so that a range of 1-100 Hz should be considered. This is

an important range of trigger rates, since the range of dead-times would be

from 10% to 99%!

As a rule of thumb, 10 pion pairs in the enhancement region used in the

interferometry rate estimates should produce a fine correlation function, with

(statistical) errors on the source size (in the relevant dimension) on the

order of 5%. Assuming we can somehow arrange to write 10 good events to tape

per second, the time to accumulate 10 pion pairs range from 20 days (Port 2)

to 20 min (Port 4). In the next secion I will briefly discuss if in fact all

of the information so obtained will be of use.
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VI. WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN?

The standard statement made about pion interferometry is "it allows one

to take a three-dimensional picture of the source," i.e., by projecting out

different components of the relative momentum q. In principle, this is true,

if one has a source with no dynamical correlations. However, the longitudinal

growth of relativistic sources required by quantum mechanics and relativity in-

duces an explicit dynamic correlation that must be dealt with. The most

convincing argument I know concerning this effect is that no e e experiment

has used a Bose-Einstein analysis to measure any longitudinal dimension like

Vs fermis (the expected fragmentation length of the qq pair). Rather, they

all obtain some number of the order of one fermi, as do all other hadronic

experiments. The only exceptions to this rule are in nucleus-nucleus colli-

sions at essentially non-relativistic energies. Mathematically, these results
2

may be accommodated in a formalism due to Pratt, who generalized the usual

Bose-Einstein formalism to the case where the pion source density g(x,p)

contains explicit (dynamical, not statistical) correlations between momentum

and position. His result

f r~* Z\ /•"*! £\ ik(x-x')24 .4i + «/g(x,K)g(x',K)e a xd
Jg(x,p1)g(x',p2)d xd x

1

(4)

1 .-»•

2 CP]

may be rewritten as

>
2 N(^)N($) (5)

a form which makes the Wigner-prescription nature of this approach quite

clear. (Here N(p) is the number of piona produced with momentum p, and

N(k,^) is the Fourier transform of the spatial part of this distribution
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with respect to Tc, evaluated at a momentum R.) Now suppose that we
2 2describe our source by a Gaussian distribution, exp(-r /R ), but tha

origin for the z and t coordinates is shifted according to

z -> z - z Q , t •*• t - tQ , (6)

where

- P z i - 2 2 - i2
zo " m~ *o ' fco " zo " 1o '

and we assume the natural formation length 1 is of order 1 fermi. This is a

poor man's way to mock up the complicated dynamics of the formation zone. It

is then apparent that ':he denominator of Equation (5) is unaffected by this mo-

mentum-dependent shift in the source density. Not so apparent is that the nu-

merator is also unaffected by this shift. To be sure, the Fourier Transform
ikz

is multiplied by a phase factor of e °, but this factor disappears in taking

the absolute square. Thus, we are insensitive to the true physical length of

the source, and instead measure a size in the z-direction of length R, just as

in the x and y-directions. This is because second-order interferometiy, which

depends on the square of the source amplitude, can never measure the absolute

source position, but only the relative distribution of source points. Physi-

cally, this is all a very elaborate way of saying that pions close in momentum

come from points close in space-time.

In making the above argument, I have assumed that all momenta are close

enough so that the momentum factors inside the integrals are essentially con-

stant. To generalise the result, it is necessary to find a Lorentz-invariant

form for the source function, so that we properly describe a source which at

rest looks like

g(x,p) s exP(-r
2/R2 - t2/T

2 - P
2/p 2) • (7)
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The formalism for doing this was given several years ago by Yano and Koonin.

If the above source is measured in a frame where it has a four-velocity u, the

Lorentz-invariant way of writing this distribution is

g(x,p;u) S exp(+(r«r)/R2 - (1/R2 + 1/T2}(r*u)2 - ((p'u)2 - m2)/p2) . (8)

Therefore, if we wish to create a pion source where each pion of a given momen-

tum p is not "pinned down" to the corresponding z , but allowed to come from
Z c

an ensemble of moving sources (but with reduced probability if the p /m is
z n

very different from the source's value of u_), we must integrate the above dis-
z

tribution over the allowed range of source four-velocities. I have checked

(by numerical integration) that the above qualitative features survive this

step of the analysis,

I hope it is clear from all this that it is one thing to cut a slot in 8

in a detector, it is quite another thing to use this slot to measure a longitu-

dinal dimension of a relativistic source. Unfortunately, I cannot offer any

words of wisdom on how to circumvent this limitation, I merely note that it

exists.
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APPENDIX

EXPECTED MULTIPLICITY FLUCTUATIONS

I would like to discuss here the expected fluctuations in total event

multiplicity. By "expected," I mean what we anticipate for the typical "no

new physics" event, which I assume to be some sort of convolution of many pp

events at the same Vs". These results are not new, but are frequently

rediscovered by newcomers to the field, and I thought it would be useful to

provide an explicit example of their application.

Assume that we know the pp (charged) multiplicity distribution p . It is

convenient to define the Probability Generating Function (PGF) via

k=0

It is obvious that the PGF has the following nice properties:

G(z = 1) = 1

G'(z = 1) = <n>

G"(z = 1) = <n(n - 1)> (10)

1) = <n(n - l)(n - 2) ... (n - k +

Not as obvious, but at least as nice, is the behavior of the PGF under convolu-

tion. Suppose we sample p A times, and ask for the resulting multiplicity

distribution for the sum of these A samples. This is equivalent to an A-fold

convolution of p , and it is straightforward to show that the resulting distri-

bution PN has a PGF given by



00

GCz) = £ z\ =fg(z))A . (11)
k=0

If the number of convolutions A is not fixed, but has itself a distribution

P., the corresponding expression for G(z) is

A=0

These expressions allow us to calculate the mean and the dispersion for the

total multiplicity distribution P^. The results are

(12)
W2 „ 2 , 2 2 . 2<N > - <It> _ 1 <n > - <r> . <A > -

<N>2 " < A > < * 2 <P>2

If A is fixed, the second term in the expression for the dispersion of N is

zero, and we recover the well known result that the dispersion of A samples of

any distribution about the mean (of the total sample) is the dispersion of the

parent distribution divided by A.

What can this tell us about A-A collisions? ISAJET results for

Vs" * 200 GeV indicate that

2 2<n> j« 20 , <n > - <n> j- 100.

If we assume that centrality fixes the value of A (to 197 for Au-Au

collisions) then we would expect for the dispersion cr« of the total

multiplicity distribution

crN = /A" . CTn = yTSM • 10 j* 140 ,
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as opposed to the observed (HIJET) value of crN = 238. However, only a very

small value for a, is required to produce agreement with the observed value

for aN, viz.,

so that all of the remaining fluctuations in (HIJET) event multiplicity proba-

bly arise from finite-number effects in the number of participating nucleons

(even for central events).
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Figure 1. The HIJET rapidity distribution divided by the ISAJET dis-
tribution at the same y/s, normalized to the same number of particles,
shown on both a linear and logeirithmic scale.
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Figure 3. qt versus qz for Port 1 in 20 MeV/c bins
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Figure 6. gt versus qz for Port 2 in 20 MeV/c bins
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Figure 7. l̂ l̂ as a function of '.<?\ for Port 2 in 40 MeV/c intervals of

beginning with \qt = 20 MeV/c.
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Figure 8. dnidp for Port 3
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Figure 9. gt versus qz for Port 3 in 20 MeY/c bins
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Figure 10. \6q\ as a function of \q\ for Port 3 in 40 MeV/C intervals of

| $ , beginning with f?l = 20 MeV/c.
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Figure 11. dn/dp for Port 4
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Figure 12. q, versus qg for Port 4 in 20 MeV/c bins
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Figure 13. \6q\ as a function of \q\ for Port 4 in 40 MeV/C intervals of

(g|. beginning with \q\ = 20 MeV/c.
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Figure 14. dnfdp for Port 5
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Fig'ire 15. qi versus qz for Port 5 in 20 MeV/c bins
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Figure 16. |̂ g] as a function of |$ for Port 5 in 40 MeV/C intervals of
\q\, beginning with \q\ — 20 MeV/c.
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Figure 18. qt versus qz for Port 6 in 20 MeV/c bins
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Figure 19. \6q] as a function of Ĵ I for Port 6 in 40 MeV/C intervals of
\g\, beginning with \q\ = 20 MeV/c.
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Abstract

The creation of n-boson states with complete Bose statistics is discussed in

the context of intensity interferometry. The Metropolis algorithm is used to generate

such states via. a Monte Carlo technique. Direct calculation of the probability for multi-

particle correlations is practicable for n-body states up to n ~ 20 - 25. Beyond this,

a method which samples the symmetrized n-body probability must be used. These

methods are used to produce sample states for pion distributions of spatial extent R.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of intensity interferometry to study hadronic source sizes is by

now a well-established technique of high energy physics. Typically, the two-particle

correlation function is generated as a function of the relative momentum between

the two (like) particles. This quantity is directly related to the Fourier transform

of the density distribution for the source of these particles, thus permitting the

extraction of the source size and lifetime.

In principle, the extension of such methods to more than two particles

is straightforward. Experimentally, this is seldom done, since pion multiplicities in

typical T' :tions are sufficiently low that the probability of finding three or more

like-charged pions in the same region of phase space is negligible. (Given that the

pion is the most abundant boson produced in hadronic reations, I will confine my

attention to pions in this paper.) Recently, Willis1 has emphasized that pion abun-

dances in the collision of two large nuclei at high energies are sufficiently large that

multi-pion correlations are no longer small. In the limit of very large multiplicities,

the appropriate technique then, becomes speckle interferometry, i.e., the study of

phase space clustering of large numbers of pions.

It is therefore of some interest to have a method whereby typical multi-

pion events can be generated that explicitly exhibit all correlations induced by Bose
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statistics. This paper presents a method for doing so using a Monte Carlo procedure.

Section II provides a simple introduction to the relevant features of the n-pion state.

Section III describes both the algorithm used to generate the n-pion state, and the

method by which the various probabilities r^ay be efficiently calculated. Results are

presented in Section IV, while potential methods for anlyzing the correlated events

are discussed in Section V. Conclusions and indications for future research appear

in Section VI.

2. N-BOSON INTENSITY INTERFEROMETRY

This section presents the basic properties of a n-pion state arising from

a distributed source. We begin by reviewing the canonical derivation for the case

of two pions, then consider the appropriate generalizations for multi-pion states.

Assume that a pion of momentum p\ is detected at x\ and momentum

p2 at x2. If the source of these pions has a space-time distribution given by p{r, t) =

p{r\), the probability of such an event is given by

Pi2 = J \VpiP2{xiX2;r1r2)\
2p{r1)p{r2)d

4r1d
4r2 , (l)

where ^plP2{x\x2\rir2) is defined as the amplitude for a pion pair produced at rj

and r2 to register in the detectors in the prescribed fashion. In general, we are

unable to determine which pion was emitted at rx and which at r2, so that we
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Figure 1. The two alternate histories which contribute to the detection
of a pion with momentum pi at «; when the pions arise from an extended
source.

are required by Bose statistics to add the amplitudes for the alternative histories,

as shown in Figure 1. Regardless of the production mechanisms for the pions, if

we assume that their emissions are uncorrelated and that they propagate as free
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particles after their last strong interaction, we have for

/5» *

Evaluating the squared wave-function and performing the integration in Equa-

tion (1) leads to

P12 = 1 + |/12 |2, (3)

where

7ij = j ei^xp(x)d4x ; qij^pi-pj . (4)

In all of what follows, we will assume that the £ ; ' s are real, which in turn implies

that we must have p(r) = p{-r). This requirement is necessary for the efficient

calculation of the multi-boson state, but does not present too stringent a limitation

on the allowed range of source density functions.

The extension of this approach to the n-pion state is straightforward.

First we adopt the notation {x} for the set of all X{, i = 1 —• n, and similarly for

{r} and {p}. The n-pion state for the detection of pi at it- is then

(5)

where a(i) denotes the s-th element of a permutation of the sequence {1,2,3,. . . , n},

and the sum over a denotes the sum over all n\ permutations of this sequence. The
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result of integrating over the set {r} of all allowed source points is then given by

l,o-(l)?2,ir(2) • • • 7n,er(n)

(6)

where the notation per{7) denotes the permanent of the matrix Tij. The permanent

of a matrix is similar to the determinant, except that sucessive permutations always

contribute with the same sign, rather than alternating signs. (Had we been dealing

with fermions, this result would in fact be a determinant, much like the Slater

determinant of a multi-fermion state.)

At this point, a simple example may help clarify the formalism. Consider

the source density given by

The corresponding 7 with respect to q is given by

For a three pion state, the general expression for the relative probability is given

by

} . (9)

Using the form for 7 found in Equation (8) , (and ignoring the temporal degrees
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of freedom for simplicity) we obtain for the three-pion probability

(10)

Note that as all three relative momenta become small, the value of this expression

approaches 6 = 3!, reflecting the fact that the three pions are increasingly likely to

be in the same state. This is of course not a property of our Gaussian source param-

eterization, but is true in general for the expression found in Equation (6), since

the normalization of p[r) requires that 7ij(q = 0) = 1.

As nw increases, the expansion of Equation (6) into a form like that of

Equation (10) becomes correspondingly more complex. Various powers of the 7ij's

will be present (from 7° to 7n"), with the number of terms proportional to 7k

equal to M(k), where M{k) is the number of ways of obtaining a permutation on

nv elements having exactly n f — k fixed points. In general, M(k) is given by

M(k) =

where dk is the number of derangements2 of order k.

Rather than delve into the combinatorics of the symmetric group, some

simple heuristics allow one to understand the the phase space distribution of the

n-pion state. Since the presence of k pions in a phase space cell increases the
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probability of placing another pion in that cell by a factor of k, we expect a clumping

of the pions on the scale of one unit of phase space. Furthermore, if the pions are

fluctuating into a given cell, they must be depleting some other cell(s), leading to

a domain structure in phase space. Dimensional considerations indicate that pions

with 6p < 1/R will be within the "range" of this enhancement factor. If we restrict

ourselves to a very narrow bandwidth in \p*\, the relevant phase space is then

simply the angular one, so that 60 ~ 6p/p ~ 1/pR, and (provided that 60 <tC 1) the

fraction of solid angle occupied by one clump (henceforth referred to as a speckle)

is 6A ~ n(60)2/4ir. Thus, the number of speckles should be proportional to one

over this fraction, i.e., Ns ~ (pi?)2.

Such considerations are well known in the context of optical speckle

interferometry3. There, the distance scale d for speckles is given by d — A/a,

where X is the wavelength of the light, and a Is the aperture. For an aperture of

linear dimension D, the number of speckles is (D/d)2. To translate this into the

particle domain, we note that a = D/S, where 5 is the distance from the source to

the detector, so that relative momenta are of order 6p ~ p • (R/S). This leads to

Ns — (pR/2n)2, which has a simple interpretation as the number of accessible phase

space cells. Similarly, the optical requirement of a small bandwidth (for optimum

visibility of the speckles) dX/X ~ d/D, becomes a limitation on the allowed momen-

tum spread (in magnitude), 6p ~ 1/R, just as one would expect from uncertainty
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principle arguments.

3, MONTE CARLO METHODS FOR BOSONS

Suppose that one has a n-particle state consisting of the n momenta

pi , i = 1 —• n, where the pi are each picked independently from some distribution

dnjdp. The results of the previous section demonstrate that if the n particles are

like-bosons, the n-particle state is then no longer given by n samples of the single-

particle momentum distribution. That is, the presence of a particle in some region

of phase space makes it more likely that another particle will be found "nearby",

where the scale for "nearness" is set by the (inverse) source size. This section will

describe the basic algorithm used to induce such correlations on a set of initially

independent vectors.

The approach used is the standard Monte Carlo technique due to Metropolis4

This is a general method which allows one to generate an ensemble of n-body con-

figurations according to some probability density. That is, the probability of a given

configuration in the ensemble is precisely that given by the probability density used

to generate "successive" configurations. In the context of the present problem, the

algorithm may be stated as
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For i = \,nv

p! <- dn/dp

Pold = P{pi...pi...Pnv}

Pnew = P{P\---P~i---Pn*
t <- min{l,Pnew/Pold}
r <- r an C [0, l]

If (r < t) Then
Pi <- P/

End If
Next i

In effect, the construction of one event proceeds as a random walk through

the configuration space of the system, biased by the probability of a given step. The

probability of a given set of momenta appears above as Poid = P{p\ . . . p t . . . pn* }•

Its value is given by Equation (6). Since a straightforward application of this ex-

pression requires the evaluation of n! terms, it is obvious that a more intelligent

approach will be necessary before applying the Metropolis algorithm to states with

nn > ~ 10. Various methods of circumventing this problem, and therefore avoiding

the factorial growth in calculating P{pi... p i . . . $*,„}•, will now be discussed.

There is a general algorithm for the efficient calculation of permanents

due to Ryser. The method here is a modification of Ryser's algorithm given by

Nijenhuis and Wilf5, which requires for a n x n permanent on the order of n2n~1

operations rather than the n • n\ operations implied by a straightforward calculation
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according to the definition of Equation (6). Their algorithm may be stated as

n

per{T} = (-l)n-12j2(-l)lS]Hlfi+Y.^] . (I2)

where

1
fi = ?i,n — ~ 2_^ 7ij > (13)

j=l

S denotes all subsets of the sequence {1,2,... ,n — l} , and |5 | is the number of

elements in a given subset. Essentially, this prescription forms all n-products of the

row sums of / , with appropriate minus signs to remove terms that appear more

than once.

Even though the above algorithm is faster by a factor of roughly 2(ne/2)n

over direct computation of the permanent, the execution time still grows exponen-

tially with nK. Efficient calculation for states with nv >~ 20 require a different

approach, based on sampling the probability density given by Equation (6). This

method, first introduced by Ceperley et a/.6 can be viewed as a random walk in

permutation space as well as momentum space for the system. Alternatively, we

may think of it as using the Metropolis algorithm to consider each term of Equa-

tion (6) as representative of the entire sum, where the probability of accepting a

given term is proportional to its average value. The sampling procedure may be
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written as
For i = l,n,r

First move in momentum space:
p[ <— dn/dp
Pold = ^i,<r(t)^er-l(*).«
Pnew = 7i>,<T(i)?<T-l{i),i'

t <- min{l,PnewlPold}
r <— ran C [0, l]

If (r < t) Then

P. *- Pi

End If

Mow move in permutation space:
k v- ran C [l,n»], A: # z

Pold. = "̂.,(T (t)^ife,tr(fc)

t *~ min{l,Pnew/Poid}
r <— ran C [0,1]

If (r < t) Then
Swap a{i) with a(k)

End If
Next i

In the above, we have written o~l(i) to denote the inverse permutation, such that

tr"1^?)] = i. Note that the trial permutation is simply given by pair-wise ex-

change of the current permutation. In this sense, we have a connected random

walk in permutation space. The only particular advantage to this scheme is in

terms of computation time, since all but two of the factors in a given term of

?i,o(i)?2,(j{2) • • • -?n,o-(n) remain unchanged, so that all but the affected factors can-

cel in forming the ratio of Pnew to Pou. If execution time (and numerical accuracy)

were not a consideration, an entirely new permutation could be selected for each
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test.

4. RESULTS

In this section we present typical events generated via the techniques de-

scribed above. Results obtained by exact evaluation of the permanent with Equa-

tion (12) will be referred to as the RWN result (for Ryser, Wilf, and Nijenhuis),

while those obtained by the Monte Carlo evaluation of the permanent will be la-

beled as CCK results (for Ceperley, Chester, and Kalos). Before presenting actual

events, we will briefly discuss the choice of momenta and source size appropriate

for heavy ion collisions.

Simple considerations lead one to expect that central collisions of equal-

mass ions produce (in the central rapidity region) A times the particle density for

p-p collisions at the same yfs per nucleon7, where A is the atomic mass of one

of the ions. Given that typical rapidity densities for like-pion production in p-p

collisions at y/s ~ 100 GeV is about one, we then expect something on the order

of A like-pions per unit of rapidity for colliders in the 100 Gev per nucleon range.

Similarly, the transverse momentum spectrum in the central region is expected (in

the absence of dramatic new effects) to resemble that obtained in pp colliders, i.e.,

~p iC-W<Pf> , (14)
t
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with {pt} ~ 300 MeV/c. Finally, we assume that source sizes will scale as R ~

Allz fm (at least in the transverse dimensions).

Such considerations lead us to consider a source size typical of that ex-

pected in U-U collisions. Our canonical source will be given by Equation (7), with

R = T = 6 fm. We assume an isotropic source, but restrict all pion momenta to

the region \pn\ = 300 ± 5 MeV/c, so that the actual value of T is not important.

These parameters will remain fixed as the number of pions in an event is varied

from nv = 10 to nn = 250. This is done for conciseness, even though the above

arguments would lead one to scale raw ~ R3. However, since we wish to study the

efficiency of the CCK and RWN algorithms as a function of nn, and since these

efficiencies depend crucially on the quantity pR/h, it is necessary to fix R as nn is

varied.

Figure 2 shows the phase space distribution for a typical event, as cal-

culated by the RWN method. Clear evidence for clustering is seen in the correlated

event. Figure 3 shows similar results, this time as calculated using the CCK pre-

scription. Again, the clustering in momentum space is apparent.

While the clustering of the pions in Figure 2 and Figure 3 is visible to the

eye, some quantitative measure of these correlations is desirable in order to measure

the performance of the two algorithms. While ultimately we will be interested in

event-by-event information, for now we will consider probability densities evaluated
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Figure 2. a.) An event with »„ = 10 distributed randomly in phase space
(i.e., uniformly in cos 0 and <•)). b.) An event with nn = 10 distributed
with momentum correlations induced by a 6 fm source, as calculated via
the RVVN technique.

over a sub-sample of the ensemble of events generated by the Metropolis method.

Specifically, the pair-correlation function C<i{(]), given by
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Figure 3. a.) An event with n^ = 10 distributed randomly in phase
space, b.) An event with n^ = 10 distributed with momentum correla-
tions induced by a 6 fm source, as calculated via the CCK technique.

will be calculated as a function of the number of sweeps from the initial config-

uration. In the above expression, the angle brackets refer to averages performed

over the relative momentum density of a large number of events. The events in

the numerator are some set of sequential events generated via the Metropolis pro-
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cedure (A(q) for Actual events), while the denominator is simply the same average

evaluated for randomly distributed pions [B(q) for background events). If in fact

this sub-sample is distributed according to the permanent probability distribution

given by Equation (6), the expected form for C2{g) is

C2(q) = l + \?(q)\2 , (16)

where / is given by Equation (8). (The restriction to a narrow momentum band

means that go « 0> s o that C2{q) may be regarded as a function of ^only.) Thus,

by fitting C2{q) to the form

C2(<7) = a[l + Ae-«3/?'2/2j , (17)

we can examine the dependence of the parameters {a,\,R/} on the number of

sweeps, and thereby determine the convergence properties of the CCK or RWN

algorithm.

The dependence of A and Rj for the RWK algorithm on the number

of sweeps is shown in Figure 4, which demonstrates that less than 500 sweeps

are necessary before the equilibrium distribution is obtained. Furthermore, the

stability of the parameters in Figure 4 indicates that there are no obvious sub-

cycles resulting from large fluctuations about the equilibrium ensemble (that is, the

effect of an "abnormal" event does not persist for many sweeps). Such stability
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Figure 4. a.) The fitted value of A (defined in Equation (17) ) versus
the number of sweeps using the RWN algorithm, b.) The fitted value of
R (also defined in Equation (17)) versus the number of sweeps using the
RWN algorithm.

is not present in the CCK method for this system, as may be seen by examining

Figure 5. Long term fluctuations of Rj and A about their equilibrium values are

clearly present. In fact, it is by no means obvious that any sort of convergence has

been reached.

Before discarding the CCK method altogether, it should be noted that

our fitting procedure contains a hidden bias against a Monte-Carlo based calcula-

tion of the permanent. To appreciate this, we plot in Figure G the pair correlation

functions generated by the two algorithms. Even though the RWK function con-
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tains fewer events than the CCK function ( 2000 versus 40,000), the fluctuations

are much larger for the CCK C<i{q). Thus, any fitting procedure based on the as-

sumption of a Poisson distribution of the statistical errors (i.e., proportional to y/n)

in Equation (15) severely overestimates the statistical significance of a given fit to

the form of Equation (17). This means that the error bars in Figure 5 are much

too small (by a factor of 5-10), thereby greatly exajerrating the fluctuations of the

ensemble about its equilibrium distribution. The source of the large fluctuations in

the CCK method is undoubtedly due to representing the value of the permanent
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by only one of the n\ terms in the sum given by Equation (6). That such a drastic

approximation works at all is attributable to the smallness of nearly all the terms

in this sum, which of course is a specific property of the fi/s determined by the

value of pRfh for a given experiment.

To show that the long term averages over the events generated by the

CCK algorithm does in fact correspond to the exact result, in Figure 7 we show

.again the correlation function from the RWN calculation, but this time as com-

pared to a much longer average over the CCK events (~ 600K). Examination of
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Figure 5 shows that this average is sufficiently long to smooth most of the fluctua-

tions present in the short term behavior of the CCK system.

We nerct examine the size of these fluctuations as a function of the number

of pious in the event. Graphs of A and R versus the number of sweeps are presented

in Figure 8. (Note that th/; horizontal axis is different for the three sets of figures.)

It is readily apparent that as nff increases, the fluctuations in the fitted parameters

decrease. In fact, a crude estimate of the number of CCK events required for

ergodicity gives nerg ^ ) 3 . Presumably, this length scale is not absolute,
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but depends implicitly on the average value of the 7 = Tij^s, since the probability

that a given term is used to represent the value of the permanent is proportional to

its probability, which in turn is proportional to the number of powers of / appearing

in that term. However, this is not the whole story, since we must also consider the

density of states for a given power of / . Following the considerations of Section II,

the number of terms containing 7k is given by Equation (11). If the Monte Carlo

sampling is to have a reasonable chance of visiting all terms in the expansion of the

permanent, we must have

for as many values of k as possible. Using the asymptotic relation dk « kl/e, this can

be reduced to (nff — k)? ~ 1. Finally, it is straightforward to show that the average

value of 7ij (for a random distribution) is (p/2)2, so that a "good" calculation will

satisfy

nr-k ~ (pR)2 . (19)

Since we are moving in permutation space by pair exchange, the most crucial

steps will be in moving away from low values of k, leading to the condition

nv ~ {pR)2 ~ 80 for our chosen values of p and R. Inspection of Figure 8 supports

these arguments: there is a qualitative change in the stability of the fit parameters

as nv is increased from 18 to 100, as expected from Equation (18).
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We now compare the efficiencies of the RWN and CCK algorithms as a

function of nn. Timing tests8 indicate that the time per sweep for the RWN method

is given by

TRWN « (lOsec) • nir2
n'~18 . (20)

Similarly, the time per sweep for the CCK calculations is

TCCK ** (~7r)2sec • (21)

Even though the previous analysis shows that CCK algorithm requires far more

sweeps than the RWN method to obtain ergodicity, it is clear that the power law

must win out over the exponential at some value of nn. For example, suppose we

wish to generate a sample of 1000 events with the RWN algorthm. To determine at

what value of nn this method becomes slower than the CCK approach, we equate

the total time, after including the empirically determined number of CCK events

necessary for ergodic behavior:

JQIO „
j n , - 1 8 = ( M2 f ( 2 2 )

which is true for nn as 19. It is fortunate that this tradeoff occurs precisely where

it is most needed, i.e., at the point where RWN-based calculations begin to take

~ 24 hrs of CPU time. Given that the RWN algorithm requires an order of magni-

tude more time for every 6-7 pions, it is obvious that even extraordinary advances

in computational speed prevent its extension to states with nw > 50.
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Figure 9. a.) An event with n^ = 100 distributed randomly in phase
space (i.e., uniformly in cosO and <?>). b.) An event with n^ = 100 dis-
tributed with momentum correlations induced by a 6 fin source, as cal-
culated via the RWN technique.

To conclude this section, we present additional phase space plots of typ-

ical events generated via the CCK method. Figure 9 shoTs such an event for

nw = 100, while Figure 10 presents an event for the same size source with nT = 250.

The clustering1 of the correlated distributions is apparent, although it is also clear
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Figure 10. a.) An event with n^ = 250 distributed randomly in phase
space (i.e., uniformly in cosfl and <j>). b.) An event with nw = 250 dis-
tributed with momentum correlations induced by a 6 fm source, as cal-
culated via the RWN technique.

that the speckle size and structure remain partially obscured due to finite particle

number effects. In the next section, we will explore the question of source size

determination and signal/noise considerations.
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5. METHODS OF IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION

In this section, we briefly discuss potential methods for determining the

source distribution function from the properties of the n-pion state. AH of the results

presented here are essentially a direct transcription from the optical doriiain9. Of

particular importance there is the assumption that the field amplitudes are complex

Gaussian processes. The corresponding requirement in the particle domain is that

of uncorrelated emission, as noted in Section II.

It is obvious that information concerning the source size is somehow re-

lated to the clustering of the pions in momentum space, i.e., to local fluctuations in

the momentum density n(p). In fact, the autocorrelation function of these fluctua-

tions, defined by

C(q) = (n(p + q)n(p))-(n)2 , (23)

can be shown to be equal to the squared Fourier transform of the source density

distribution:

\ J i ? f \ 2 . (24)

An alternate means of proceeding may be obtained by taking the Fourier

transform of both sides of Equation (24), then using the Wicner-Khinchin theorem

to rewrite the Fourier transform of C{q). That is, if

s I'«&•>•*"Sr* • (25)
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we then have

\9(f)2\ = I C(q)e^r'df= J p(r')p(f' + f) dr' . (26)

Thus, the squared Fourier transform of the momentum distribution is equal to

the autocorrelation function of the source distribution. Although this expression

does not give the source distribution directly, the final step is essentially trivial if

one assumes a Gaussian form for p(f). Also, the use of Fast Fourier Transform

algorithms may make evaluation of Equation (25) substantially easier than that of

Equation (23).

Finally, we briefly discuss the question of limited statistics in such analy-

ses. The signal-to-noise ratio for the information obtainable from Nev speckle events

is given by3

§ = NX2nv/sNy* , (27)

where nv/s is the number of pions psr speckle and N3 is the number of speckles.

Using the results of Section II, this may be written as

Jt

The somewhat suprising conclusion here is that the information content depends

only on the of product of the number of events with the number of pion-pcurs per

event, i.e., on the total number of pairs obtained in a given experiment. Thus,
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the information content of Equation (23) or Equation (26) is the same of that as

the simple pair-correlation function defined in Equation (15). This result may

be understood by considering the effect of adding an additional pion to a n-pion

event10. If n additional vectors were required to specify the location of this "new"

pion relative to all the others in the event, then in fact the information content

would be proportional to y/nl. However, once we have specified the location of

the "new" pion relative to one of its neighbors, then all of the other n — 1 relative

momentum vectors can be determined from our complete knowledge of the n-pion

event.

This conclusion of course assumes that all events are "imaging" the same

source function. If this not the case, then each event must be analyzed separately.

It is then a matter of taste and convenience whether one chooses to analyze each

event through the pair correlation function or through more sophisticated means.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A formalism has been presented for describing the momentum correla-

tions induced by an extended source of pions. It has been shown that a Metropolis-

based Monte Carlo algorithm allows one to use this formalism to produce an ensem-

ble of n-pion events containing these correlations. For small values of n*, the most

efficient approach employs a direct calculation of the n-body permanent, using an
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algorithm due to Ryser, as modified by Wilf and Nijenhuis. For nK > 20, a Monte

Carlo sampling of the permanent has been shown to be most efficient. Finally,

various quantities such as the number of speckles, the signal-to-noise ratio, and the

time scale for ergodic behavior have been shown to depend on the dimensionless

quantity pR/h.

Many interesting subjects remain for further study: The inclusion of

lifetime determinations, (at least as important in understanding actual collision

features), in addition to size measurements has not been discussed. Related to this

are the results of thermal smearing, or more properly, introduction of the correct

momentum spectrum dn/dp, perhaps by applying this algorithm for like-particle

symmetrization to the results of various Monte Carlo predictions of nuclear events.

Finally, the optimal method for extraction of source parameters from the multi-

pion events remains to be determined. In principle, all of these questions may be

investigated by an extension of the methods presented here.
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MONTE CARLO STUDY OF THE PRINCIPAL LIMITATIONS OF
ELECTRON-PAIR SPECTROSCOPY IN HIGH-ENERGY NUCLEAR COLLISIONS

P. GTassel and H.J. Specht
Physikalisches Institut, Universitat Heidelberg, Germany

Abstract

The background of unlike-sign electron pairs arising from erroneous combi-
nations of electrons from different Dalitz pairs and other sources is investi-
gated as a function of central charged particle rapidity density. The events
are generated on the basis of HIJET; the "anomalous" pair continuum with

p
masses 2 200 MeV/c t observed in p- and n-nucleon collisions and properly
scaled to nuclear collisions, is added as a minimal signal. The signal-to-
background ratio is found to decrease with increasing rapidity density more
steeply than inversely proportional, reaching values < 1 for dnc/dy > 1200
and a rapidity acceptance of Ay = 2. Various detector influences decreasing
the ratio still further are also briefly discussed.
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Continuum lepton pairs in the mass range 0.2 £ M £ 1 GeV/c are widely
considered to be one of the most direct probes for the region of high
particle- and energy density expected to be formed in very high energy
nuclear collisions. This mass range is precisely that of the so called

1 4"anomalous" pair continuum observed in p- and ir-nuclear collisions .
The nature of this continuum and its possible relation to the nuclear case
is presently no'i at all understood. It belongs to the primary goals of the
forthcoming HELIOS experiment at CERN to investigate both issues in great
detai1.

The study presented in this note addresses the principal limitations in
the detection of continuum unlike-sign electron pairs which exist even for
an ideal electron detector with 100% efficiency, zero material thickness
etc. These limitations have an obvious origin: A weak source of rather open
electron pairs with an intensity of < 10 relative to ix° production (assum-
ing no new physics to occur) has to be isolated from a combinatorial back-
ground, arising from erroneous combinations of electrons from different
Dalitz pairs and other sources in the same event. Because of the very much
larger multiplicities involved, the problem really starts to become severe
only in the nuclear case. Event multiplicity is therefore the_ most important
single variable in this study. Finite detector acceptances and, of course,
any imperfections of the detection system (lack of 100% efficiency for both
partners of a low-mass pair, in particular) further enhance the problem.

Events were generated with HIOET, selecting central collisions of 0+ U
at 200 GeV/ A To simulate the effects of multiplicities still higher than
these, a corresponding number of events were overlayed. HIJET contains the
production of low-mass electron pairs via the Dalitz-decay of TC°, n's, etc;
unlike-sign electron pairs of any mass arising from random combinations
of electrons from such decays are thus automatically obtained ("background").
HIJET does not, however, contain any source of direct pair production in
the mass range 200 £ M £ 1000 MeV/c , Rather than implementing any of the
theoretical models on pair production in nuclear collisions in the generator,
the "anomalous" pair continuum as observed in p- and tr-nucleon collisions
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was incorporated, keeping the ratio of electrons to pions e+e"/K° fixed
at the empirical value ("signal"). This procedure thus presents some minimum
expectation for a signal on the basis of cascade-like individual nucleon-
nucleon encounters, if no new physics occurs.
In summary, the following assumptions were made:

(i) pair signal:
anomalous pair continuum as compiled in Fig 1;
particular features:
a) mass spectrum ^ 1/M
b) Mi-sealing
c) ratio of normalized rapidity densities at ŷ .. = 0, integrated

over the mass r\nge 200-600 MeV/c , fixed at
600 MeV/c

2

for any /s and any pion multiplicity.

d) approximation of the observed xF-distribution by a constant rapidity
density da/dMdy « const, in the region of interest (see below
(iii)).

(ii) pair background:
combinations of electrons from TC° and n Dal H z decays and resonance
decays;
except where otherwise stated, no external conversion pairs, and
no Compton electrons (i.e. zero radiation length for target and
detector).

(iii) geometrical acceptance:

a) full azimuthal coverage
b) rapidity coverage in the region of highest multiplicities.

3 fiducial areas studied (y s yiah)
1.5 S y S 2 (Ay = 0.5)
1.5 ^ y ^ 2.5 (Ay = 1 )
1 2 y ^ 3 (Ay = 2 )
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veto areas (to veto low mass pairs) wider by Ay =0.2 on each

side. (Further detailed studies have shown that full azimuthal

coverage gives, for a given detector area, the best pair acceptance

for the signal: 3.8*10" anomalous pairs per average central colli-

sion of 200 GeV/A 160+238U for Ay = 1. The acceptance scales as
p

^ Ay for Ay ,$ 2).

(iv) idealized detection system (except where otherwise stated):

efficiency 100%

threshold momentum 0

electron identification 100% (infinites, K, etc., rejection)

electron charges and 4-momenta known exactly

no multiple scattering

(v) no magnetic field (no acceptance losses of low-mass pairs opened

by a field).

The pair finding algorithm exploits the fact that, for any electron combina-

tion, the pair mass is determined exactly. It proceeds in the following

steps:

(1) All, electrons forming an unlike-sign pair with M S 50 MeV/c with

any other electron in the veto region are discarded.

(2) Among the remaining electrons, unlike-sign pairs are combined and

removed from the sample in the order of increasing pair mass up to

Nl = 100 MeV/c2.

(3) In the next step, only electrons in the smaller fiducial area are con-

sidered. (The purpose of the fiducial area is, of course, to avoid

random combinations of electrons belonging to pairs one partner of

which was lost at the acceptance boundary). Unlike sign pairs left

after step (2) are recorded and classified as signal or background

according to their Monte Carlo origin. Like-sign (background) pairs

are recorded for comparison and improved statistics.

Due to tiie fact that the inclusive electron spectrum from K°-Dalitz decays

is significantly softer than that of the signal (see table 1), the signal-to-
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background ratio (S/B) can be improved significantly by a pj-cut on the
single electrons in step 3. The cut p^s £ 200 MeV/c, which is applied in
all of the following, reduces the signal by a factor of 3 and the background
by a factor of 12, thus improving the S/B-ratio by a factor 4. In the presence
of the still softer external conversion pairs, the gain factor is even larger.

Single electrons from

conversions

TC°-Dalitz
ri-Dalitz

anomalous pairs

Table
<PjL>

193

200

240

350

1
o p i (MeV/c)

130

136

150

215

Fig 2 shows the resulting signal-to-background ratio vs. charged particle
multiplicity expressed as dn /d . The plot refers to the pair mass range
200 S Mge £ 700 MeV/c

2, i.e. a window above the Tio-Dalitz tail and below
the p mass. The background is only combinatorial; the additional true n-
Dalitz part amounts to ̂ 12% of the anomalous pairs in the quoted mass range
(or ̂  50% without the p. -cut).

For the perfect mass resolution assumed in this study, even the region
2100 i Mee S 200 MeV/c is accessible with about the same signal/combinatorial

background.The ratio of the signal to the recognized Dalitz decays is ̂1:1
in this range.

According to Fig 2, the S/B ratio falls off vs. dn/dy somewhat steeper than
(dn/d ) . It improves, within errors, proportional to the rapidity coverage
Ay. This is due to the fact that the signal acceptance increases about as
(Ay)2, whereas the combinatorial background left after steps 1 and 2 rises
only about linearly with Ay.

The pair finding efficiency for the signal (eDai-r
s pairs found by the algo-

rithm/pairs geometrically accepted) is near unity up to dnc/dy * 300 and
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drops dramatically above,' simply due to increasing Dalitz pair density which
eventually leads to a near 100% probability for each electron in step 1
to form a random combination below 50 MeV/c . Within statistical errors,
e ir is independent of the rapidity coverage Ay.

Expected rapidity densities for average central collisions are marked on
the abscissa of Fig 2 for various collision systems. In reading this scale,
one should keep in mind that a high-multiplicity- or high Ei-trigger can
easily shift the multiplicity by a factor of 3 or more compared to that
of central collisions; such events could well be the most intersecting ones.
The pair finding algorithm contains one somewhat arbitrary parameter, the
particular pair mass marking the transition from step 1 to step 2. This
parameter is rather uncritical, however. To some extent, lowering or raising
this mass allows improvement of E . at the expense of the signal-to-back-
ground ratio or vice versa. The two-step approach of the algorithm, however,
is indispensable. Extending, e.g., step 1 to cover all Tr°-Dalitz masses,

decreases e . intolerably; omitting step 1, on the other hand, decreasespai r
the S/B ratio. For dnc/dy = 300 and Ay = 1, e.g., the first alternative
reduces e D a i r by a factor of «-2, whereas the latter reduces S/B by a factor
of 2.

For realistic detector systems, where the full 4-momenta are not known for
all electrons (e.g. in the veto area), pair mass cuts will have to be supple-
mented by geometrical cuts, like a pair angle cut.

Although somewhat outside the scope of this investigation, it is useful
to study the influence of some global detector properties on the signal-to-
background ratio and the pair finding efficiency. Fig 3 shows the S/B-ratio
vs. track efficiency for Ay = 1 and 2 and for dnc=dy = 100 and 300 (upper
and lower set of curves). For increasing track efficiency, the gain in S/B
for Ay = 2 vs. Ay = 1 diminishes, a behaviour found similarly for other
detector inperfections.
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Table 2

Reduction of the S/B-ratio and of en • for various detector properties,
pai r

normalized to the values for the ideal detector (Rapidity coverage Ay = 1)

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

property

track efficiency
threshold pi > 7

Pi >10
PJ_>25

radiation length

a+c+e

a+c

c+e
a+e

95%
MeV
MeV
MeV
1%

dnc/dy

S/B
(§/B)o

0.5

0.7
0.4

0.15
,+0
-0.3

0.10
0.25

0.30
0.2

= 100

^pair

Do! r 0

0.9

4

<\-0.8

•vl

•wl
^ . 8

•vO.8

dnc/dy

S/B
(S/B)Q

0.5

0.7

0.5

0.2
1+0
-0.3

0.15

0.30

0.33
0.2

300

epair
(epair^o

0.9

4

• - v l

^0.5
^0.6
-vl

^ . 5
^ . 5

typical statistical errors are
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The influences of a lower detection threshold (for simplicity expressed
in a pi-threshold) and of the presence of conversion pairs due to finite
target- and/or detector thickness are listed in table 2. Combined detector
inperfections are not multiplicative. Track inefficiency combined with a
threshold leads to a S/3-ratio better than the product of the individual
effects (entry a+c in Table 2). This is also seen in the nonlinear behaviour
of the S/B-ratio in Fig 3. External conversions, which seem not to impair
the S/B-ratio for an otherwise ideal detector, lead to a significant reduc-
tion when combined with any kind of detector inefficiency, (entries a+e,
c+e).

In conclusion, detection of a signal with a relative probability equal to
that of anomalous electron pairs seems feasible, but limited to collision
systems which are not too heavy. Even if the signal would be much stronger,
as may be anticipated for thermal radiation from a quark-gluon plasma formed
in nuclear collisions, the phase space density of electrons would hardly
allow isolation of true pairs in the heaviest systems, although the signal
may become accessible at the level of single electrons.
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Figure 1. .Compilation of lepton pair production data6, with all
known continuum sourrAS subtracted.
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THOUGHTS ON AN e+e~ DETECTOR FOR RHIC *

Michael J. Tannenbaum
Brookhaven National Laboratory

I. HOT?:VATION

It has been emphasized by McLerran and others that lepton pairs in

the transverse mass range 0.500 _< m T <_ 3.0 GeV, i.e., raT «3 Tc,

would be a primary penetrating probe of the quark-gluon plasma. Muon

pairs in this transverse mass range are difficult to identify,

particularly in the central region, since they will not penetrate enough

absorber to allow separation from pions. This means that

electron-positron pairs are the only possible solution.

The main backgrounds to e+e~ pair production are random hadron pairs

misidentified as electrons, and random electron pairs from internal and

external conversions of photons from %° and T)° decays. Hadrons with

momenta below 5 GeV/c can be easily eliminated with a highly segmented

atmospheric threshold Cerenkov or RICH counter. Conversions appear to be

a much more formidable problem in the large multiplicity density, «600

charged particles/unit of rapidity, since the internal conversion

probability is 1.2% for u° and 1.6% for TJ° . Thus you might naively expect

6 e- per unit of rapidity per "central collision." » Of course this

ignores the fact that most of these conversions can be found and

eliminated, » and that their momentum is suppressed, thus reducing the

effective event rate at a given mass by the parent daughter factor. More

discussion on this topic will be given later on.

II. NEED FOR A TRIGGER, CONSIDERATIONS ON THE TRIGGERING DEVICE

It is unlikely that a quark-gluon plasma will be produced on every

interaction at RHIC. A trigger will be required to select events in which

the plasma is likely to be produced. One such trigger would be to select

events in gold on gold collisions with transverse energy density,

dE^/dy, of "750 GeV per unit of rapidity correponding to spatial energy

density e * 5 GeV/fm . A more subtle indicator of plasma formation given

by Van Hove is to look for plasma droplets caused by deflagration. These

•Research has been carried out under the auspices of the U.S. Department
of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC02-76CH00016.
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would appear as event-by-event fluctuations in the dn/dy or dE-p/dy

distributons, "1 unit wide in rapidity. Thus one would need a detector

many units wide in rapidity to clearly distinguish such fluctuations.

These fluctuations should be azimuthally symmetric in energy density.

Particles produced in these regions should exhibit the plasma signature,

e.g., enhanced e+e~ production, whereas particles in the non-fluctuated

regions should not show the signature; all of this on an event-by-event

basis. An additional handle on e+e~ pair production from the plasma has
9

recently been given by Hwa and Kajantie, who predict a proportionality of

M * _ J ^ t0 ( |n }
ee ,w 2, v dy ;

dMee d y

for lepton pairs of mass M e e produced from a plasma with particle

density dn/dy. Non-thermal production, i.e., conventional "Drell-Yan"

paris will not exhibit this correlation.

The above considerations essentially dictate the design of the quark-

gluon plasma trigger. A full azimuthal triggering device covering many

units of rapidity, e.g. ±3 units about y = 0 is required. It could be

sensitive to charged particle dn/dy or energy flow dEj/dy, or both.

Energy flow, particularly neutral energy flow, may be best since it can

be measured in an analog fashion and with extremely good resolution so as

to be sensitive to real fluctuations rather than detector effects. If a

full hadron calorimeter were to be used, separation into electromagnetic

and hadronic compartments would be required so as to take advantage of the

much better electromagnetic resolution. To measure the signatures

proposed above, rapidity fluctuations "I unit wide with azimuthal

symmetry, segmentation of 4 units in rapidity by 16 units in azimuth is

probably sufficient. This would imply a trigger calorimeter 4 x 16 x 6 =

384 towers * 2 channels each = 768 channels, which is relatively modest.

A multiplicity detector would also be desirable but would have to be much

more highly segmented.
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III. ELECTRON-POSITRON PAIR DETECTION AND COUNTING RATE CONSIDERATIONS

The electron-positron pairs would be detected in two highly

instrumented magnetic spectrometers, covering ±3 units of rapidity,

located in 2 azimuthally opposite slits in the triggering calorimeter. A

reasonable azimuthal aperture for each slit might be 2it/16 = 22.5°, which

would give for central collisions about 40 charged particles per unit of

rapidity in each spectrometer, which is comparable, if not less, than the

spatial particle density being tackled in E802 at the AGS. It is also

crucial that the aperture of the instrumented slits be covered by the same

triggering device as the main triggering calorimeter to ensure that the

particles produced in the slits are representative of the overall trigger.

An important issue is to understand what determines the size and

shape of the instrumented slits. The ±3 units of rapidity is determined

by the desire to match the trigger calorimeter aperture so as to be able

to measure the particles within and outside of the "Van-Hove Fluctuations"

on an event-by-event basis. The azimuthal aperture is determined by the

desire for good acceptance for lepton pairs produced from the plasma.

This problem is closely coupled to the interaction rate capability of RHIC

as presently proposed.

Detectors now being constructed for E802 at the AGS are capable of

running at interaction rates of "lO per second. The present design

intensity for RHIC, gold on gold, is 1.2 x 10 2 / cm sec" or 10

interactions per second. Of course the bunched duty factor increases the

instantaneous counting rate while the corresponding short beam lifetime

(compared to the ISR) reduces the counting rate. In summary the counting

rate will not tax the detectors, but the possible low rate of interesting

events will make the detectors much more difficult, particularly in the

triggered mode as described above.

The key question is how often is a quark-gluon plasma produced per

interaction in RHIC and how many e+e~ pairs are produced per occurrence of

the plasma. The number of e+e~ pairs you detect in your detector per unit

time is the product of the above two numbers times the acceptance of your

detector. If you increase the production rate you can decrease the
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acceptance of the detector, making it an easier problem. If you decrease

the production rate you need to increase the acceptance of the detector
12making it larger and hence more costly.

The acceptance of the above detector is easy to estimate roughly. If

all the lepton pairs from the plasma were produced with zero net

transverse momentum, then the pairs would all be 100% ancicorrelated in

azimuth so that the acceptance of the above detector per unit of rapidity

would be A<J)/2it = 2 * 1/16 = 1/8 or 12.5%. If the net Pr were comparable

to the mass of the pair this would result in less correlation of the pair

in azimuth so that the leptons would be random and the acceptance of the

above detector per lepton pair per unit of rapidity would be

A* A*
2X 5 T x IT = 2 XIF xlt =0'8%

A reasonable guess is "3%. Note that this implies that slits that are

smaller in azitnuthal aperture, as proposed by Bill Willis, will lose

acceptance like (A<t>) for lepton pair detection, even though they may be

of reasonable aperture for semi-inclusive measurements of single

particles. This issue will have to be settled by more detailed

calculations.

STRATEGY FOR LEPTON PAIR DETECTION

The key to detecting the low-mass electron-positron pair signal from

the quark-gluon plasma is to eliminate the background from random

combinations of electrons from n" and T}° conversions. Some nice ideas on
3 m

this subject have been presented recently; » however, a method we

used at the ISR works well, and I would propose doing it this way (See

Fig. 1). The electron spectrometer should have no magnetic field on axis

so that the conversions don't open up, then they can be rejected (or

selected for a background check) by a 1/4" thick segmented scintillator

array. Conversions will always have 2 particles in the scintillator,

giving a pulse height of M x minimum ionization, whereas an electron

from a true 600 MeV pair will only give a single ionization signal. This

method rejected conversions by a factor of 40 at the ISR. A relatively
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weak field in the spectrometer, "lOO MeV/c kick, also helps since then

many of the conversions which slip through the above cut show a

characteristic signature and can be further rejected. They look like a

single track in front of the magnet, and in the non-bending plane, which

splits into two tracks in the bending plane. Since the spectrometer is

narrow in azimuth and wide in rapidity, better acceptance is obtained by

bending in the rapidity plane.

Other strategies for reducing the background are to require

individual electrons to have Pj > «• 200 MeV/c for m « 600 MeV, and to

make cuts on the net, Pj and net rapidity of the lepton pair. These

tricks enable a large aperture detector to look like a lot of correlated

small aperture detectors, from the point of random combinatorics, without

losing much acceptance. A final check on the efficiency of these cuts

would be the ratio of like-charged lepton pairs (background) to

oppositely-charged lepton pairs (signal plus the same amount of random

background). Again, the exact strategy must be refined with more detailed

calculations.

EXAMPLE OF A DETECTOR FOR RHIC

A possible detector for RHIC is sketched in elevation in Figure 2.

The beams would be perpendicular to the page. In plan view it would be

similar to Figure 1, in particular the scintillator array located H50 cm

from the beam axis and the Cherenkov counter or RICH counter in the

magnet. The chambers would be similar to those used in E802. In this

sketch the magnetic field is shown provided by a huge iron yoke (the SREL

iron) which is also used as a detector for high mass muon pairs

(Drell-Yan) where a very large aperture is really required. It should

also be noted that the electron spectrometers would also work well for
+ + +

measuring the inclusive hadron spectrum for n~ K~ p , etc as in E802,

according to which gas was put in the RICH counter. Thus this detector

could look for every signature suggested for the quark-gluon plasma

simultaneously.
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The use of dimuons as a probe of the quark-gluon plasma is explored.

Expected rates and backgrounds in the range of dimuon masses from 0.5 to 4.0

GeV/c are presented. A conceptual design is developed for a detector with

sufficient resolution and background rejection to observe dimuons in high

multiplicity collisions expected at RHIC. Machine requirements and a cost

estimate for the detector are also presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Dimuon Working Group was a small but dedicated group of experiment-

alists with diverse backgrounds and experience. Expertise in heavy ion and

particle physics, including colliding beam experiments and dilept'on experi-

ments was present. It was clear that in some kinematical regions the dimuon

experiment was not only doable but one of the most doable experiments in the

relativistic heavy ion collision environment. The question was, is it doable

in a kinematical region of interest in the context of the quark-gluon plasma?

We sought the counsel of a number of theorists at the Workshop. With

their guidance as to what dimuon masses and transverse momenta are interest-

ing, we developed the spectrometer presented here. This is a rough version

which we believe could form the basis of a real physics proposal for RHIC.

In Sections II and III we present a general overview, addressing the

usefulness of dimuons as a probe of the plasma and the basic principles of

dimuon detection. Sections IV, V and VI go into these subjects in more

*This research supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No.
DE-AC02-76CH00016.
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detail, discussing dimuon rates in hadronic production, the problem of dimuon

detection in plasma events, and reviewing models of dimuon signals from the

plasma. In Section VII we present the details of the detector design concept

and discuss its acceptance, resolution and associated "fake fi" backgrounds.

Section VIII is a rough but reasonably complete cost estimate; J°ction IX is

a list of topics for further work necessary to convert this idea ii r.o a

defensible proposal. Section X summarizes the presentation.

Following the summary is a collection of appendices which give somewhat

more detail on specific aspe- s of the work. The topics are listed below:

1. Absorber instrumentation (Appendix 1)

2. Absorber Monte Carlo (Appendix 2)

3. Toroid design considerations (Appendices 3,4)

4. Machine physics questions (Appendix 5)

II. DIMUONS AS PROBE OF THE PLASMA,

Dimuons - Elegant Probe of the QGP

Dimuons serve as a very elegant tool for probing the quark-gluon plas-

ma. The advantages and simplifications inherent in the study of dimuons

originate from theoretical as well as from experimental considerations.

Dimuons Penetrate Plasma - Hadrons Don't

Dimuons are produced in the plasma when a quark and anti-quark annihi-

late to form a virtual photon. Since they interact only electro-weakly, the

dimuons, once produced, can penetrate the plasma without any further interac-

tion (see Fig. 1). The dimuons, therefore, carry information from a hot

environment which is dense with quarks and anti-quarks. Hadrons, on the

other hand, do not exist in the plasma but materialize only at the surface of

the plasma. The hadrous, at best, can only provide information about the

environment in which the plasma proceeds to hadronize at the critical temper-

ature Tc. This situation is actually worse because almost a'l hadrons will

interact further during the expanding hadronic phase and will only reflect

the conditions during the hadronic freezeout.

It is also hoped that the dimuon production rate over some mass interval

will be enhanced if a QGP is formed. This expectation is born out in several

theoretical treatments.
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Dimuons Penetrate Detectors - Hadrons Don't

Experimentally, the measurement of dimuons in high energy nuclear col-

lisions provides great simplification over the measurement of hadrons. For

central collisions of Au-Au at /s/n = 200 GeV, over 4,000 hadrons will be

produced. To track these hadrons, or even some fraction of them, would pose

a great and possibly insurmountable experimental challenge. Another option

would be to absorb all the hadrons with a sensitive hadronic calorimeter
2

which would provide information on d E/dyd<(>. Muons of sufficient energy

would not be absorbed, but would emerge from the calorimeter into conven-

tional tracking detectors (see Fig. 2). The measurement of the invariant

mass of a \x+\i~ along with the rapidity and P T of the pair, can easily be

obtained. The dimuons can in turn be correlated with rapidity fluctuations

or with events with a large E^.

III. PRINCIPLES OF DETECTION AND KINEMATIC LIMITS

Muon detection and identification is straightforward, although difficult

in the present case. Muons are detected by their survival after sufficient

material to absorb electrons, photons and hadrons. Hadrons can fake muons by

decaying into muons before interaction, or by "punch-through", wherein a low

energy charged particle from the hadronic shower exits the absorber. The

difficulty in the case of relativistic heavy ion collisions arises from the

very large multiplicity of charged hadrons and from the requirement to detect

quite low energy muons.

In order to reduce the hadron-induced background the absorber needs to

be as close as possible to the interaction point (to reduce decays) and suf-

ficiently thick to contain hadronic showers. For a given absorber thickness

muons t ;low a certain energy will be ranged out or so badly multiple-scat-

tered as to be unusable in any measurement of the dimuon spectrum. The re-

sulting lower limit on the energy of useful muons translates into lower

limits on the mass or transverse momentum of muon pairs; the kinematic quan-

tity of interest is the so-called transverse mass:
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The transverse mass limits attainable with the present detector are discussed

in Section VII below.

After surviving the absorber, the tnuon candidates must be analyzed in

order to be reconstructed into pairs. This is done by magnetic momentum

analysis. Charged particle tracking chambers are arrayed in a magnetic field

and are used to determine both the direction and momentum of the particles

leaving the absorber.

A passive absorber destroys all information about the event other than

that contained in the muon candidates (at least in that part of the solid

angle subtended by the absorber). One can (and presumably desires to) mea-

sure other properties of events containing dimuons; this can be done by suit-

ably instrumenting the absorber itself. By making the absorber an active

calorimeter and segmenting it into "towers," one can measure the energy flow

d E/dyd<|> and trigger on events with large transverse energy, transverse

energy imbalance, jets, large fluctuations in the rapidity distribution of

energy, anomalous ratios of electromagnetic and hadronic energy, etc.

Below in Section VII, after a discussion of expected muon rates and of

plasma event characteristics we return to a more specific detector configura-

tion and present its properties and limitations.

IV. DIMUON PRODUCTION - HADRONIC BACKGROUND

The mass of the dimuons determines the space-time scale of the hadronic

interaction which is being probed. Three distinct production mechanisms are

identified with three different mass intervals. The best understood is

Drell-Yan which is applicable to pair masses above 4-5 GeV. This mechanism

is due to hard quark-antiquark annihilation at the initial stage of the

hadronic collisions, and provides information on the structure functions of

the initial quarks in the colliding hadrons. The second mass range involves

the annihilation of quarks and antiquarks produced at later stages of the

hadronic interaction and is relevant to the interval from Mp to about 4

GeV. A good fit of dimuons over this mass interval has been obtained by

Shuryak assuming a thermal distribution of quarks and antiquarks. This mass

range is presumably the most relevant for a thermal quark-gluon plasma. The
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third range of dimuon masses involves masses below that of the p(Mp « 770

MeV). In this range n+u~ annihilation plays an important role and may

account for the anomalous lepton pairs observed at low masses. In addition,

there are dimuons produced by the electromagnetic decay of vector mesons,

i.e., p, to, <}> and J/<|>.

A calculation for hadronic dimuon production in Au and Au collisions at

/s = 200 GeV/n is shown in Figure 3. The calculation includes the following

parameterization

(i) M
5 do" = 3 x 10""* (1 - A ) for the continuum where A =
dmdy

rs(Ref.5)

(ii) F(x£) = (1 - x f )
3 - 5 where x f = <P/P m a x) c. m. (Ref.5)

2
( i i i ) _d£_ = N e-6ET w h e r e ^ = / m I ^ 2 - m and N = 2 ( 6 m + x ) (Ref.5)

d P T
 T

(iv) Aa:a = .67 + .llm, 1 < m < 3 (Ref.6)

a = 1, m > 3

(v) Po : a. = (.38 Xn2s - 2.1)mb (Ref.7)
me

(() : a. = (.27 Jins - .86)mb (Ref.8)inc

(vi) Assumptions:
a ) acentra l coll ision ~ 0-01 °reaction

b) O-AA « cTpp A2a.

Both of these assumptions are arbitrary and need to be studied in

more detail.

V. DIMUON DETECTION IN PLASMA EVENTS

There are three issues to be investigated in determining the feasibility

of dimuon detection in relativistic heavy ion collisions: coverage,

sensitivity and resolution.

The issue of coverage (i.e., what fraction of the solid angle should be

subtended by the detector) is influenced by luminosity and expected event

rates as well as by kinematics. From the point of view of rate it makes
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sense to cover as much as possible of the solid angle where good sensitivity

can be achieved. This rather weak dictum stems from our uncertainties about

the dimuon rate from the QGP. However, the kinematics issue also points to

wide coverage so we turn our attention to this point. As discussed in Sec-

tion VI below, one wants to detect dimuons over a reasonably broad range of

masses or transverse momenta: between about 4 GeV, above which ordinary had-

ronic dimuon production will dominate, and about 0.5 GeV to cover the

resonances.

Events at the high end of the range can be studied relatively easy at

low rapidities (8 near 90°); here the relatively energetic muons can pene-

trate an absorber thick enough to suppress the "punch-through" background

(see Table I in Section VII). In the special case of high dimuon mass at

small y and small p.f (i.e., back-to-back muons) the multiple scattering

error on the rauon angles contributes negligibly to mass resolution.

For small values of mass or p T (i.e., soft muons or small opening

angles) it is only possible to detect dimuons at large rapidities (small 9),

where the boosted laboratory momenta are sufficient to survive the absorber. •

Here however, angular resolution is much more important ( m ^ <* EiE20 ).

As will be seen in Section VII below we have adopted the strategy of a

longer, lower density absorber to get a lower multiple scattering limit on

resolution (see Table II in Section VII). Since the mean multiple scattering

angle 0 m s « /L/xo then the material with the largest ratio of radiation

length to absorption length will give the least multiple scattering for a

given number of absorption lengths. For example, uranium, which we choose

for compactness in most of the solid angle, has XoAo = 0.03, while aluminum

gives 0.23 and beryllium gives 0.87.

The problems of sensitivity and resolution are most severe in the for-

ward region. This is so for the reasons given above, plus the fact that the

density and energy of background particles is greatest here. One is looking

for narrow features in the dimuon mass spectrum in this region as well (i.e.,

resonances) putting a high premium on resolution.
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VI. PHYSICS PRIORITIES-THEORETICAL INPUT

Review of Models for Dimuon Signals from Plasma

Given the limitations in making complete and accurate measurements, the

physics objectives for dimuon study need to be established. A number of

theoreticians were present at the RHIC workshop, several of whom addressed

our working group and assisted us in establishing the physics priorities.

A presentation by R. Hwa at the workshop proved to be very informative.

Hwa argued that the dimuons of interest are thermally produced by qq

annihilation in a plasma which is formed at an initial temperature Tj,

cools while expanding, and hadronizes at the deconfinement temperature Tc.

The relevant dimuon parameter to measure is m-p with the optimal quark phase

contribution at Tc < mx/5.5 < T£. With 200 < T < 500 MeV, the inter-

esting transverse masses are at 1 < m^ < 3 GeV. Hwa speculates that the

contribution from the plasma in this mass interval may be an order of magni-

tude larger than for hadronic production. He suggested that the dimuon spec-

0 O

trum d a/dm dy can be correlated with dN^/dy (or alternatively with

dE/dy). He warned us about contaminations from other sources of \x+\x~ for

m T < 1 GeV.

A. Goldhaber visited our working group during the Workshop. He sug-

gested that it may be more fruitful initially to look at higher pair masses

in the Drell-Yan region since this region is well understood. Deviations

from systematic? observed in pp and pA reactions, for example the dependence

on A, may prove to be interesting. We could then work our way down to lower

masses where the physics is less clear.

During the discussions it was mentioned that significant deviations from

Drell-Yan already exist tor pp collisions. Some of these deviations are

explained by QCD corrections. Two examples are the K-factor and transverse

momentum dependence, both of which can be accounted for by soft gluon

exponentiation terms. It would be interesting to study how the environment

of the plasma would affect these known corrections to Drell-Yan.

We are left with a situation in which we would want to measure both the

low transverse masses in the range 1 < m-p < 3 GeV and also larger masses in

the Drell-Yan region. Unfortunately, we can only measure low masses for the
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intermediate rapidity region and high masses accurately for low rapidities.

In this context, the discussion our working group had with L. McLerran proved

to be extremely helpful. McLerran suggested that the plasma would be a

plateau elongated in rapidity and its properties would be independent of the

position on the plateau as long as we remain outside of the baryon rich

region (see Fig. 4 ) . It is therefore not necessary to measure a given value

of Mf at all values of y. Our experimental limitation of low masses at 2 <

y < 3 and higher masses at lyl < 2 is not a serious limitation. This also

means that we will need top energies so that we can open up the baryon free

plateau.

In addition to measuring dimuons from the continuum, a measurement of

dimuons from hadronic resonances may prove to be quite interesting. The po

would experience "melting" in a hot nuclear environment - its mass would

downshift and its width would be broadened. This signal would be a pre-

cursor to the restoration of chiral symmetry. Production of the ((i-meson,

composed of £ strange and anti-strange quark, would be enhanced if a plasma

is formed. The <}> rescatters very little in the hadronic phase and would
12

carry information on the conditions at the deconf mement temperature Tc.

The same arguments would be applicable to the production of the J/4> if suffi-

cient equilibration is reached in the plasma.

We also had discussions with P. Siemens at the later stages of the Work-

shop. He suggested that it would be interesting to measure low mass pairs in

the continuum with 21% < :n < mp at large PT. Presumably, at large Pi

anomalous effects that are present in hadronic production disappear. We

would requir" the ability to resolve the p.

The theoretical input we received over the course of the Workshop gave

us confidence that we can construct a spectrometer that would do a very sat-

isfactory job. We do want to measure dimuons at low pair masses and at high

masses. However, we do not need to measure a given mass over all the rapid-

ity plateau. A spectrometer that can measure all values of m somewhere

in the interval 0 < jy < 3 would be very adequate. We need to resolve the

resonances because they are interesting signals and so that they will not

distort the continuum. We also will need top energies (50-100 GeV/n) where

the baryon free plateau is ± 3 units of rapidity.
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VII. DESCRIPTION OF THE DIMUON DETECTOR AND ITS PROPERTIES

Figure 5 shows a plan view of the detector from the crossing point to

one end of the insertion. Although the principles of muon detection discus-

sed in Section III above are adhered to throughout, different components

are used for the central (jyj < 2) and forward (2 < y < 3) regions. This is

because of the desire to measure dimuons in the lowest possible transverse

mass in the forward regions, as discussed in Sections IV, V, and VI above.

The detector can be symmetrical about the crossing point but for what follows

we assume the forward region is instrumented as shown on one side only. We

discuss the details of the detector in the two regions below.

A. Central Detector

The absorber is a cylinder with radius = 75 cm and length = ± 100 cm.

The density (13 gm/cc) and absorption length (15 cm) are typical of an in-

strumented uranium calorimeter. The inner surface of the absorber is 1 cm

from the beam lin.i. The authorr benefited from discussions on the properties

of the insertion with S.Y. Lee. Further details are presented in Appendix

5. The muon range cutoff varies from about 1.6 GeV at y = 0 to about 2.8 GeV

at y = ± 1.1. The instrumentation of the absorber for energy flow triggering

and measurement is discussed in Appendix 1.

A simulation program was written to compute the raw singles rate of fake

muon candidates surviving tbe absorber. A description of the program is

found in Appendix 2. Table I gives a summary of the calculations.

Following the absorber is a set of magnetized iron toroids interleaved

with planes of proportional drift tubes for measuring the muon's direction

and momentum. Each toroid provides a kick equivalent to *90 MeV/c transverse

momentum; there are 7 toroids in the range jy < 1 increasing to 10 in the 1

< lyl < 2 range. The toroids are described in more detail in Appendix 3.

B. Forward Spectrometer

For 2 < y < 3 (15° > 9 > 5°) the attempt is made to reduce multiple

scattering and thereby to measure lower transverse mass dimuons. This is

accomplished by using a lower Z absorber (larger ratio of radiation length to

absorption length) and an air-core magnet system. Figure 5 shows an aluminum
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absorber of the same number of absorption lengths as the neighboring central

absorber. Lower Z with reasonable density would be even better. Propor-

tional drift tube planes and air-core toroids (paired with opposite fields

for better acceptance) provide the forward magnetic analysis. The toroids

are described in Appendix 4. Following the magnetic spectrometer is an addi-

tional two absorption lengths of material preceded and followed by scintilla-

tion hodoscopes for triggering and time-of-flight measurements.. The angular

region 8 < 5" is left open; the high momentum hadrons in this region would

punch through any reasonable absorber and produce large background rates in

the forward spectrometer. At a later time additional apparatus capable of

studying the baryon rich region (|y| > 3) might be placed on the side oppo-

site the forward spectrometer.

Table II summarizes the features of the forward as well as the central

part of the detector. Figure 6 is a plot of the mass resolution of the

detector as a function of rapidity.

The expected rate of dimuons from hadronic processes can be estimated

from Fig. 3b and the design luminosity. For gold on gold (a «• 6 barn, of
2 6 o i

which " 1% is central collisions) at L = 3 x 10 cm" sec" one expects « 20

central collisions/sec. From the figure one can estimate the dimuon rate to

be " 10" /central collision, yielding 70 real dimuons from conventional

sources per hour of running. Given the raw singles rate for fake n's in

Table I (•» 60/event over all rapidities covered) one can achieve comparable

fake dimuon rates with a 400-to-l rejection of such fakes by the muon spec-

trometers outside the absorber. This may be achievable at the trigger level,

requiring that they are single tracks pointing back to the source within

multiple scattering resolution.

TABLE I

Fake 'V" Singles rates for the Absorber Described in
Section VII (r * 75 cm, X = ± 100 cm, Xahs * 15 cm)

dN/dy
per event

0.5<Jyj<1.0 1.0<jyl<2.0 2.0<|yj<3.0

1.35 4.00 45.0
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TABLE II

Summary of Detector Properties, Resolution and Limits

Absorber

Muon Spectrometer

min
mT

Central ( y <2)

5\ , uranium
abs

Iron toroids, prop,
drift tube chambers

3 GeV @ y = 0

20% @ 3 GeV, >r = 0

Forward (2<y<3)

6.7\ . aluminum
abs

air-core toroids, prop,
drift tube chambers,
muon filter, TOF counters

0.4 GeV <§ y = 3

40% @ 0.4 GeV, y = 3

VIII. COST ESTIMATE

An approximate cost estimate has been computed for the detector

described above by scaling from the recently completed detailed cost estimate

of the D0 Detector at Fermilab. The active absorber and drift tube/iron

toroid system are quite similar to components of D0. The air-core toroids

are close to ones appearing in earlier versions of D0, for which rough costs

are known. The estimate is in FY85 dollars, exclusive of contigency and

escalation:

ITEM COST ($K)
Uranium Calorimeter (mech.) 1400
Aluminum Calorimeter (mech.) 350
Calorimeter Electronics (14k ch.) 700
Iron Toroids 500
Air-core Toroids 1000
Proportional Drift Tube Chambers 750
Chamber Electronics 400
Data Acq. (Trigger, Computers) 900
Cryogenics, Cables, Support 850
Installation, Administration 400

Detector Total 7250
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Scaling the contingency from D0 (roughly 1/3) brings the cost close to $10M;

escalating it to a 3 year construction period starting in, say, FY 88 could

bring the total to $12.5M in then-year dollars.

IX. SUGGESTIONS FOR EXTENDING THE PRESENT STUDY

Up to this point we have outlined the results of a "first cut" at the

Problems of Dimuon Detection at RHIC. It appears feasible to carry such an

effort through, but many details need to be explored. We list a few here.

A. Computation of Rate, Backgrounds and Acceptances.

It is necessary to improve the program described in Appendix 2 and to

couple it directly to an event generator such as HIJET. Large statistics

track-by-track studies of punchthrough and decay are needed to optimize the

absorber. The segmentation of the absorber set down in Appendix I needs to

be reviewed in the same context. The program needs to be extended to simu-

late the toroids and chambers as well as the absorber so that transverse mass

resolution can be optimized. The effects of D+D~ production on \i\i back-

grounds need to be included in background calculations.

B. Detector Details.

For purposes of definiteness and for easy computation of the cost esti-

mate we took over detector design concepts wholesale from proton collider

detectors. These all need further study. For example, the choice of a cryo-

genic absorber may cause problems in getting close to the beam. The use of

aluminum in the forward spectrometer may not be optimum; other materials (for

example boron carbide) have better ratios of xo/̂ -0 a"d may be practical to

use. The shape of the air toroids requires further optimization for accep-

tance, resolution, cost and power consumption.

G. Detector/Accelerator Interface.

We explored the impact of such a detector on RHIC (see Appendix 4 ) .

These questions need further study, because this detector places some special

demands on the machine and because the design of both detector and machine

are evolving. For example we require a small diameter beam pipe and can use

high luminosity, however a very long luminous region will be difficult to

exploit. These conflicting demands require some compromise which will have

to come out of continued interaction with the machine designers and builders.
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D. Other Physics.

We have not yet explored the range of physics problems that could be

attacked with the detector. For example, at present the lyl > 3 at the

region opposite to the forward spectrometer is uninstrumented. Studies of

the baryon-rich region or of the fragmentation region could best be done here

because of the global information available in the rest of the solid angle.

We have tended to stress the trigger aspects of this information in conjunc-

tion with dimuons but should look at its ability to study the QGP in other

events as well.

X. SUMMARY

A study of dimuon production in high energy nuclear collisions is a very

elegant method for probing the formation of the quark-gluon plasma. Although

about 4,000 hadrons are produced with heavy beams at top RHIC energies, a

detector can be configured so that effectively only dimuons emerge from the

(active) hadronic absorber.

We have shown that a suitable detector can be designed that will measure

all the interesting values of m-j in the baryon free plateau. (There is no

essential need to measure a given m^ over all values of y ) . This detector

will have sufficient sensitivity to accurately resolve the resonances.

The cost of the detector will be fairly reasonable given the scale.

Using known cost estimate from the D0 collaboration, we extrapolate a cost of

$12.5M in then-year dollars including contingency.

Construction of such a detector for RHIC is imperative since dimuons

continue to be a very promising probe of the quark-gluon plasma.
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APPENDIX 1. ABSORBER INSTRUMENTATION

The absorber in the present design is active and provides global infor-

mation about dimuon events for both triggering and analysis. Such a device

is very similar to the segmented calorimeters used in high energy colliding
14

beam detectors; there is much literature on this subject.

The important features in the present case are: sufficient depth to

contain hadron showers, short decay path between the interaction point and

the absorber surface, and short interaction length. Segmentation of the

active absorber may not be as fine as planned for future collider calor-

imeters such as D0 but will be qualitatively similar. Longitudinal segmenta-

tion allows discrimination between electromagnetic and hadronic energy depo-

sition. Transverse segmentation allows measurement of energy flow, trans-

verse energy, etc.

For the present study, and especially for the cost estimate, we have

assumed a uranium-liquid argon absorber in the central region and an

aluminum-liquid argon one in the forward region where the higher hadron

momenta correspond to longer decay paths. The aluminum allows a lower multi-

ple scattering limit on momentum resolution. Other materials, such as beryl-

lium or boron carbide may be even better; more study is required. Readout

techniques other than liquid argon are not ruled out although gas

sampling probably dilutes the absorber too much in the central region. Again

further study is needed to evaluate the trade-offs and select the best read-

out.

The towers are assured to be 4^ • 0.1 % * Az = 10 cm * 5 depth segments,

giving a total of 800 towers and 4000 readout channels. The 10 cm segmenta-

tion in z corresponds to Ay = 0.5 in the central regioi: at a depth of about

two absorption lengths. Equal-z segmentation was chosen because the long

source length and the proximity of the absorber to the soi -ce preclude any

useful equal-rapidity segmentation.

APPENDIX 2. ABSORBER MONTE CARLO

A very simple program was written to determine the survival probability

of a pion or kaon after a spherical or cylindrical absorber. Three effects

contributing to penetration of the absorber are considered: decay in flight
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tc ruuons, non-interacting punch-through and interacting punch-through.

Absorber geometry, density, absorption length, and radiation length are

specified at the start of a run. Hadron momentum and polar angle are also

specified.

For each hadron the flight path for each of the three processes is

calculated as described below. The minimum path is selected to determine the

fate of each hadron. Energy loss by dE/dx is also computed along the path,

so that particles range out in the absorber in some cases.

For decays, 71̂ ,2 a°d %-u2 modes were considered. Two-body kinematics

is used to determine the muon momentum and direction from the decay point.

From that point on its range is calculated to determine if it emerges from

the absorber.

For non-interacting punch-through the survival probability is

proportional to exp(- LAo) where KQ is the absorption length.

For interacting punch-throughs the interaction point is also determined

from the exponential above. From this point on the average number of charged

particles in the shower is estimated by

n = 5 Ee~ L Aeff

where E is the interacting hadron's energy in GeV, L is the distance from the

interaction point to the edge of the absorber, and Xeff is given by

Given the average number, the probability that one or more survives for a

given hadron is computed by Poisson statistics.

Figure 7 shows typical results from the program, plotted as the

probability that a hadron of momentum Pha(j at rapidity y produces a "muon,"

i.e., a charged particle at the absorber edge. To compute the raw muon

background rate these probability distributions were convoluted by hand with

hadron spectra produced by HIJET.
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APPENDIX 3. IRON TORPIDS FOR RHIC DIMUON EXPERIMENT

Magnetic analysis of muon momenta in the region y < 2 is carried out

with a system of toroidal iron magnets. The iron supplies additional

material to absorb hadronic showers (7 \Q at y = 0, 10 \Q at yl = 2). The

transverse magnetic kick will be about 0.64 GeV/c at y = 0 and 0.92 GeV/c at

yj = 2. The muon toroids are divided into a central magnetized yoke, and

forward and backward end-cap toroids.

Central

The central iron yokes will be assembled from 17 cm thick low carbon

steel. There will be seven toroids each 2 m in length arranged concentrical-

ly so thac the inner has an inside radius of 75 cm and the outermost has an

outside radius of 215 cm. The inner toroid weighs 17 ton3 and the outer 40

tons; total weight for the central yoke is 200 tons.

The steel will be excited to 18 kG by copper coils. A relatively low

current density design with water cooling has been chosen. The conductor has

a square cross section of 1.6 in. * 1.6 in. with a cooling hole of 0.6 in.

diameter. The design current is 2000 A.

Each of the seven concentric central toroids will be powered in series

with 10 coils each of 20 turns for the outer toroid and 10 coils of 4 turns

each for the inner toroid. Thus the increasing number of turns with radius

will approximately establish a constant field strength of 18 kG. The param-

eters of the central coils are given in Table III.

End Cap

Each end-cap consists of ten iron toroids each 17 cm thick and outer

radius of 215 cm. The inner radius varies ••7ich distance from the interaction

point, corresponding to a polar angle of 15°; the toroid closest to (farth-

est from) the interaction point would have inner radius of 32 cm (80 cm).

Each toroid weighs about 18 tons.

The end-cap toroids will be energized by 8 coils each containing 5 turns

and with each common to all ten toroids. If these coils are constructed of

the same conductor as used for the central toroids then a current of 2000 A

should produce a field of 18 kG at a radius of 0.85 m falling off proportion-

al to radius" for larger radii. These 40 turns (of 1.6 inch wide conductor)
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PREFACE

This volume contains the proceedings of the Workshop on Experiments for

a Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), held April 15-19, 1985 at

Brookhaven National Laboratory.

As the concept of a facility has now progressed from its identification

in the NSAC Long Range Plan for U.S. Nuclear Physics as the highest priority

new facility to the point of a detailed machine design and a proposal for

construction submitted to the Department of Energy by Brookhaven National

Laboratory, it was thought that attention should be turned to the development

of well-specified designs for experiments at such a machine. The aim of the

Workshop was therefore to develop firm conceptual designs and realistic cost

estimates for several specific first generation experiments at RHIC.

The availability of the RHIC machine design and the proceedings of the

Workshop on Detectors for a Relativistic Nuclear Collider held at Lawrence

Berkeley Laboratory in March 1984 provided a base from which the Workshop

would evolve. Late in 1984, Tom Ludlam contacted a small group of

"convenors" who, early in January, met at Brookhaven to lay the groundwork

for the Workshop by outlining six specific areas to which Workshop

participants could join and provide their expertise in detector design or

theory. As a point of focus the "RHIC Suite of Detectors" as envisioned by

Bill Willis was distributed to the convenors.

The site of the Workshop was chosen to be a particularly inspiring one—

the top floor of the recently completed Collider Center building, with its

commanding views of the RHIC sits. Workshop registration totaled

approximately 100 persons. Introductory talks to the entire group filled the

morning and early afternoon of the first day of the Workshop. Organization

of the six working groups was completed at the end of the first day; the next



three days were then devoted to talks and discussion within the smaller

working groups or, on occasion, when two of the working groups merged

together for short periods of time to discuss topics of mutual interest.

Late in the afternoon on these days the entire Workshop reassembled to hear

short progress reports from the groups or short talks of general interest.

On the last day of the Workshop the convenors gave reports which

summarized the conclusions reached within their groups during their week-long

deliberations. These were presented as convenor summaries in the Physics

Department seminar room to a large audience that Included interested

laboratory staff as well as Workshop participants. Contributions were

solicited from Workshop participants and these were organized by topic and

placed after the appropriate convenors' summary.

As editors of these proceedings, we wish to thank the convenors,

contributors, and participants for their help in realizing the goals of the

Workshop and for the prompt submission of their manuscripts which will enable

early publication of these proceedings. Special thanks are extended to

Colette Cadwell who very ably assisted the editors in preparation of these

proceedings, and to her and her assistants, Jane Seybolt and Chris Moore, who

served cheerfully and efficiently as the secretarial staff during the

Workshop.

Peter E. Haustein and Craig L. Woody

Brookhaven National Laboratory
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION



Experiments for RHIC:

A Workshop Overview

T. Ludlam

A large and growing community of nuclear and high energy physicists ?'s

now embarked on a program of experiments with very high energy nuclear beams.

The first round of these experiments will take place late in 1986, with fixed

target experiments at the Brookhaven AGS and the CERN SFS. These programs,

involving about 300 experimental physicists, will begin with relatively light

ions (A - 32 amu) to explore states of compressed nuclear matter in which

high energy density is achieved in an environment of high baryon density.

Within 2-3 years of this initial effort it will be possible with the Booster

synchrotron to extend the mass range of AGS beams to cover essentially the

entire periodic table. The next goal is then to reach much higher energies

with colliding beams of heavy ions, creating thermodynamic conditions with

near-zero baryon number which can be directly compared with QCD calculations,

exploring the full panoply of phenomena described by Helmut Satz in his

physics perspective elsewhere in this volume.

The realization of a collider facility for heavy ion beams, which would

reach center-of-mass collision energies at least 10 times higher than the

fixed target experiments, is now a firmly established goal of the U.S.

nuclear physics community. At Brookhaven the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider

(RHIG) project is a proposal to provide this facility, utilizing the AGS

accelerator complex as injector to a dedicated heavy ion collider in the

tunnel originally constructed for the CBA project, with its existing

experimental halls, support buildings and liquid helium refrigerator.

The RHIC proposal and design report was submitted to the U.S. Department

of Energy in August 1984. The basic parameters of the machine were

established in a series of workshops whose participants represented a
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broad-based international community of potential users. The detailed design

of the machine was carried out by Brookhaven accelerator physicists, with

collaboration and consultation from experts at CERN, Fermilab, LBL, Oak Ridge

and SLAC. The technical specifications and performance parameters for the

machine are presented by Glenn Young in these proceedings.

Along with its promise of exciting new avenues of research into the most

basic order of things in nature, such a machine presents a severe challenge

for the design of experiments. In the first place, a precise means by which

a quark-gluon plasma will be identified and "measured" is difficult to esta-

blish. Many different kinds of signals characteristic of radiation from a

deconfined plasma have been discussed and calculated, but the relative

strength of such signals in the presence of background radiation from hot

hadronic matter is not easy to assess and is sensitive to assumptions about

how the system expands and cools. The required detector technology for

tracking, calorimetry, particle identification and fast trigger decisions has

a great deal in common with components of high energy physics experiments,

but there are important differences. The most striking is the extraordinary

particle multiplicities which experiments must deal with in high energy

nucleus-nucleus collisions: Estimates for RHIC reach up to ~ 10,000 par-

ticles per event. In addition, most of the essential measurements involve

soft particles, with transverse momenta and pair masses characteristic of the

kinetic energies in a thermalized plasma. This is In contrast with the ele-

mentary particle case where the focus is largely on rare processes produced

in the high P_ tails of momentum distributions. For nuclear beam experi-

ments, the signals of interest must generally be extracted from the high

multiplicity component of soft particles.

Given these considerations, now that a design for the collider itself is

in hand and progress is well along on detector systems for fixed target

experiments with ion beams in the AGS and SPS, it seemed the right time for

detailed examination of possible experiments for a heavy ion collider. The

primary goal in organizing this workshop war to get the basic physics ideas

into well-specified designs for experiments which can be widely discussed,

criticized and amplified by the broadest community of potential users.



With this in mind, a relatively small and intense workshop was organized

around a few working groups which would be individually organized and hard at

work on their respective tasks well in advance of the actual workshop

meeting. These groups were to focus on specific experiments and physics

problems for a heavy ion collider. As a starting point, Bill Willis sketched

a set of detector concepts based specifically on the physics of a high energy

heavy ion collider which could be representative of a first-round

experimental program for RHIC. This Suite of Detectors is reproduced as

Appendix A of this volume. Our intention for the workshop was that a few

ideas like these be developed into complete designs, including cost

estimates, manpower and R&D needs, construction timetables, interaction with

the design of machine insertions, etc. The final list o£ topics and

convenors, which comprise the essential structure of this workshop, is as

follows:

1. A Calorimeter-based Experiment with Multiple Small-aperture
Spectrometers

T. Akessson (CERN), H. Gutbrod (GSI), C. Woody (BNL)

2. A Di-Muon Spectrometer
S. Aronson (BNL), A. Shor (BNL)

3. Two-Photon Experiments
D. H. White (BNL), A. Skuja (University of Maryland)

4. A Large Magnetic Spectrometer
S. Lindenbaum (BNL), L. Schroeder (LBL)

5. Experiments in the Fragmentation Regions
P. Bond (BNL), M. Faessler ''CERN), L. Remsberg (BNL)

6. General Questions (largely theoretical)
S. Kahana (BNL), L. McLerran (Fermilab), F. Paige (BNL).

The results from each of these groups are summarized in Sec. II-VII of

these proceedings. It will be noted that none of these groups has undertaken

the design of a "general purpose", full-solid-angle detector system. The

ground rules for our workshop called for each detector system to be optimized

for a particular kind of measurement, to get as good a feel as possible for

the requirements imposed by physics, collider parameters and detector tech-
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nology. Furthermore, the working groups were reminded that the total coBt

for detectors should be properly scaled to the construction cost of the

collider itself. On this basis the funding available for the full complement

of first-round detectors at RHIC cannot be expected to exceed $50-60M

(somewhat less than the price of a single LEP detector). A vary important

result of this workshop Is given in Table 1, summarizing the detector cost

estimates which you will find in the following sections. Feasible detector

solutions have been arrived at and they satisfy this cost guideline.

We were fortunate at this workshop to have a good mix of experimental

and theoretical physicists from both the high energy and the nuclear side.

The net result is that we now have well-developed conceptual designs for a

set of experiments which could comprise a first-round research program for

RHIC, and which will form the basis for discussing physics capabilities of

such a machine in much more concrete terms than has previously been

possible.

- 6 -



Table I.

Summary of Detector Cost Estimates*

1. Calorimeter-based Experiment with

"Slit" Spectrometer

(Akesson et al., Sec. II)

4n Calorimeter $7.9 M

4ir Multiplicity Detector 1.0 M

External Spectrometer 3.0 M
$11.9 M

2. Di-muon Spectrometer

(Aronson et a l . , Sec. I l l ) 7.3 M

3. Solenoidal Spectrometer for Tracking

at Mid-rapidity

(Schroeder et a l . , Sec. IV) 16.0 M

4. 4TT Dipole Spectrometer
(Lindenbaum et a l . , Sec. IV) 12.5 M

5. Forward Spectrometer

(Faessler et al., Sec. V) 5.2 M

$52.9 M

•Estimates are in FY 1985$, exclusive of contingency and escalation.
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HIGH ENERGY NUCLEAR COLLISIONSt PHYSICS PERSPECTIVES*>

Helmut Satz

Fakultat fur Physik,

Universitat Bielefeld

D-48 Bielefeld, Germany and

Physics Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, New York 11973, USA

ABSTRACT

The main eim of relativistic heavy ion experiments is to study the states

of matter in strong interaction physics. We survey the predictions which sta-

tistical QCD makes for deconfinement and the transition to the quark-gluon

plasma.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the study of nuclear collisions at very high energies, we hope to

enter a new and unexplored domain of physics: the analysis of matter in the

realm of strong interactions. We want to understand how matter behaves at ex-

treme densities, what states it will form, and how it will be transformed from

one state to another.

To reach a theoretical understanding of this new domain, we have to com-

bine the methods of statistical mechanics and condensed matter physics with

the interaction dynamics obtained in nuclear and elementary particle physics.

To study it experimentally in the laboratory, nuclear collisions are our only

possible tool: we have to collide heavy enough nuclei at high enough energies

to provide us with bubbles of strongly interacting matter, whose behavior we

can then hope to investigate. What in particular do we want to look for?

Strongly interacting systems at comparatively low densities will presum-

ably form nuclear or, more generally speaking, hadronic matter. At

*'Introductory talk given at the RHIC Workshop, Brookhaven National Labora-

tory, April 15-19, 1985.
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of about one fermi, will lose its meaning, and we expect to find a plasma of

sufficiently high density, the concept of a hadron, with its intrinsic scale

quarks and gluons. Separating these two regimes is the deconfinement transi-

tion, in which the basic constituents of hadrons become liberated. We want to

find experimental evidence for this transition and study the properties of the

new, deconfined state of matter. How we might do this, how we can attain

sufficiently high energy densities, what features of the transition and the

plasma are roost suitable for observation, what detectors are the most appropri-

ate - all that will be our main subject at this workshop.

In my perspective, I therefore want to remind you of the general theoret-

ical framework for the analysis of matter in strong interaction physics.

Given QCD as the fundamental theory of the strong interaction, we must formu-

late and evaluate statistical QCD - and thus obtain predictions for the

thermodynamic observables we eventually hope to measure. I will begin by

recalling the main physical concepts which lead to deconfinement, sketch the

development of statistical QCD and then summarize the results so far obtained

in its evaluation. In the last section, I want to address the question of

deconfinement at finite baryon number density; this is a topic of crucial im-

portant for the experiments beginning next year - and we are now at the verge

of obtaining first theoretical results.

II. THE PHYSICS OF DECONFINEMENT

In an isolated hadron, quarks and gluons are confined to a color-neutral

bound state. Why should this binding be dissolved in dense matter?

From atomic physics, we know two mechanisms to break up a bound state -

ionization and charge screening. Ionizaticn is a local phenomenon: by force,

one or more electrons are removed from a given atom. Screening, on the other

hand, is a collective phenomenon: in sufficiently dense matter, the presence

of the many other charges so much shields the charge of any nucleus that it

can no longer keep its valence electron in a bound state. When this happens,

an insulator is transformed into a conductor (Mott transition*). We thus have

two possible regimes for atomic matter: an insulating phase, in which the

electrical conductivity is very small (thermal ionization prevents it from

being zero at non-zero temperatures), and a conductor phase, in which collec-
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tive charge screening liberates the valence electrons to allow global

conductivity. The transition between the two regimes takes place when the

Debye radius rp, which measures the degree of shielding, becomes equal to the

radius of the bound state - here the atomic radius r&. The screening radius

rD depends on the density n and the temperature T of the system, typically in

the form rj> ' n~*'^ or rj) ' T~*. Hence the condition

rD(n,T) = rA (1>

defines a phase diagram for atomic matter, as shown in Figure 1. In particu-

lar, it also determines a critical density nc(T,r^) and temperature Tc(n,r^)

for the transition from insulator to conductor.

Ceconfinement in strongly interacting matter is the QCD version of such

an insulator-conductor transition.2 At low density, quarks and gluons form

color-neutral bound states, and hence hadronic matter ia a color insulator.

At sufficiently high density, the hadrons will interpenetrate each other, and

the color charge of a quark within any particular hadron will be shielded by

all the other quarks in its vicinity. As a result, the binding is dissolved,

the colored constituents are free to move around, and hence the system becomes

a color conducting plasma. Color screening thus reduces the interaction to

a very short range, suppressing at high density the confining long-range compo-

nent.

On a phenomenological level, we can then argue just as above that

deconfinement will set in when the screening radius becomes equal to the

hadron radius,

rD(n,T) - rR « 1 fm . (2)

For matter of vanishing baryon number density ("mesonic matter"), this

condition leads to a deconfinement temperature of about 170 MeV - a value

which agrees remarkably well with that obtained in statistical QCB, as we

shall see shortly.

For strongly interacting matter, a counterpart of the electrical

conductivity as "phase indicator" emerges if we consider the function^'*
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C(r) - e-
V<r>/T , (3)

where V(r) denotes the interaction potential between a quark and an antiquark

at separation r. In the confinement regime, V(r) rises linearly with r, so

that here C(r) should vanish as r "*" °°. Actually, it doesn't vanish identi-

cally: when V(r) becomes equal to the mass ng of a hadron, it is

energetically favorable to "break the string" by creating a new hadron.

Therefore C(r) becomes exponentially small in the large distance limit,

but it vanishes only for T -»• 0. In this wav, hadron production plays the role

of ionization, providing a small local correction to C(co) m 0. In the

deconfined phase, on the other hand, global color screening suppresses any in-

teraction at large r, so that here

C(oo) j-i. (5)

The large distance limit of the q-q correlation function C(r) thus tells us

in which of the two regimes the system is.

After this brief look at the physical concepts underlying the different

states of strongly interacting matter, let us see what we can calculate in

the framework of statistical mechanics, with QCD as basic dynamical input.

III. STATISTICAL QCD

QCD describes the interaction of quarks and gluons in the form of a gauge

field theory, very similar to the way QED does for electrons and photons.

In both cases we have spinor matter fields interacting through massless vector

gauge fields. In OCD, however, the quarks can be in three different color

charge states, the gluons in eight. The intrinsic charge of the gauge field

is the decisive modification in comparison to QED; it allows the gluons to

interact directly among themselves, in contrast to the idea! gas of photons,

and it is this interaction which leads to confinement.

The Lagrangian density of QCD is given by
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with

(7)

Fa = O /* - 3 A
a - gfa Abi

yv V. v v p be y

Here Aa denotes the gluon fxelc of color a (a * 1,...,8) and ty£ the quark

field of color a(a * 1,2,3) 3.1S flavour f. We shall need here only the essen-

tially massless u and d quarks; the others are much more massive and hence

thermodynamically suppressed at non-zero temperature. The structure constants

f§c are fixed by the color gauge group SD(3); for f « 0, the Lagrangian (6)

would simply reduce to that of QED, with no direct interaction among the gauge

field particles.

Equation (6) contains one dimensionless coupling constant g, and hence

provides no intrinsic scale. As a result, QCO only predicts the ratios of

physical quantities, not absolute values in terms of physical unit.

Once the Lagrangian (6) is given, the formulation of statistical QCD is

at least in principle a well-defined problem. We have to calculate the parti-

tion function

Z(T,V) = Trfe"H/T} , (8)

where the trace runs over all physical states in a spatial volume V. From

Z(T,V) we can then calculate all thermodynamic observables in the usual fash-

ion.

In practice, the evaluation of eq. (8) encounters two main obstacles.

Perturbative calculations lead to the usual divergences of quantum field the-

ory; we thus have to renormalize to obtain finite results. Moreover, we want

to study the entire range of behavior of the system, from confinement to

asymptotic freedom - i.e., for all values of the effective coupling. This is

not possible perturbatively, so that we need a new approach for the solution

of a relativistic quantum field theory. It is provided by the lattice

regularization. Evaluating the partition function (8) on a lattice where
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points are separated by multiples of some spacing a, we have I/a and l/(Na) as

largest and smallest possible momenta; here Na is the linear lattice size.

Hence no divergences can occur now. It is moreover possible to write the lat-

tice partition function in the form for a generalized spir. system, which can

then be evaluated by a standard method from statistical physics: by computer

simulation. The partition function (8) on the lattice becomes

,N ,g) - / n dU e"
S(U'g) , (?)

° T links

where the gauge group elements U e SU(3) play the role of spins sitting on the

connecting links between adjacent lattice sites. The number of lattice sites

in discretized space and temperature is denoted by % and Hf, respectively;

the Lagrangian density (6) leads to the lattice action S(U,g), with the

coupling g.

The lattice only serves as a scaffolding for the evaluation, and we must

therefore ensure that physical observables are independent of the choice of

lattice. Renormalization group theory tells us that this is the case if the

lattice spacing a and the coupling g are suitable related; for small spacing

a, one finds

aAL ,r exp{-conat./g } , (10)

with A L an arbitrary lattice scale. Using this relation, we have for each

value of g in eq. (9) a corresponding lattice spacing a; this in turn fixes

the volume V • (N<ja)^ and the temperature T * (Nta)"1. Thus if we can calcu-

late Z(%,N T,g), then we have also the wanted physical partition function

Z(T,V), from which we can derive all thermodynamic observables and determine

the phase structure of strongly interacting matter.

IV. THE THERMODYNAMICS OF QUARKS AND GLUONS

The lattice form (9) of the QCD partition functon can, as we had already

mentioned, now be evaluated by computer simulation techniques, developed in

condensed matter physics. To do this, we begin by storing in a computer the



parameters needed to specify the complete state of the lattice systems for

each of the 4Na NT links, we have a generalized spin U, parameterized by eight

"Euler angles" for color SU(3). For % s 10-20, NT «/" 3-5, that meansl0
5-106

variables; this uses up the memory of the computers so far available for such

work, and hence calculations were generally performed on lattices in the

indicated size range. Starting from some fixed initial comfiguration - e.g.,

all spins set equal to unity - we now pass link by link through the entire lat-

tice, randomly flipping each sign. If the new value increases the weight

expl-S(U)l, we retain it; otherwise, we keep the old. Iterating this

procedure a sufficient number of times, we arrive for a given fixed g at sta-

ble equilibrium configurations, which we use to measure the thermodynamic

observables. Let us now look at the results for the main observables so tar

calculated.

The energy density of the system is given by

v/v . a n

For a plasma of non-interacting raassless quarks and gluons, it is given by the

generalized Stefan-Boltzmann form

egB/T
4 - 37*2/30 ~ 12 ; (12)

the constant in eq. (12) is determined simply by the number of degrees of free-

dom of the constituents. For a gas of non-interacting mesons, on the other

hand, we get

e
H/T

4 * 1-2 (13)

by considering as constituents T, P and o> mesons with their corresponding

masses and charge states. How does the energy density of the interacting QCD

system compare to these ideal gas limits?

The results of the complete simulation are shown in Fig. 2, together

with those for the ideal plasma and the ideal meson gas. We see that when we

increase the temperature of the system, the energy density indeed undergoes a
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rather abrupt transition from values in the meson gas range to values near the

ideal quark-gluon plasma. How can we be sure that this is indeed the

deconfinement transition?

From our above discussion of deconfinement physics we recall that the

large distance limit C(m) of the q-q correlation can be used to tell us what

phase the system is in. For the quantity E - Cn08) we thus expect a sudden

change at deconfinement, from E <** exp{-mH/2T} in the confinement regime to a

much bigger value) approaching unity for high temperature, in the plasma re-

gion. The numerical results are shown in Fig. 3; they confirm that the sud-

den change we had found in € indeed comes from deconfinement.

The third observable we want to consider is connected to a somewhat dif-

ferent phenomenon. We recall that conduction electrons in a metal have a dif-

ferent ("effective") mass than an electron in vacuum or in a hydrogen atom.

Such a mass shift inside a dense bulk medium is also expected for quarks, but

in the opposite direction. The vanishing bare quark mass in the Lagrangian

(6) leads to an effective mass ntqff - 300 MeV for the bound quarks in a

hadron and hence also in low density hadronic matter. For the deconfined

quarks in sufficiently dense matter, however, we expect mf - 0. With

increasing temperature we should therefore observe not only the deconfinement

transition, but also somewhere a drop in the effective quark mass. Since the

massless quarks in the Lagrangian (6) imply chiral symmetry for the system,

this symmetry must be spontaneously broken at low and then restored at high

temperatures. Is the associated chiral symmetry restoration temperature T^g

the same as the deconfinement temperature Tc? To test this; we can calculate

the quantity <$ty>, which provides a measure of the effective quark mass. In

Figure 4, the result is compared to that for the deconfinement measure E. We

see that the two phenomena indeed occur at the same point.

We can thus summarize: QCD thermodynamics predicts that strongly

interacting matter will form a hadron gas at low temperatures and a plasma of

quarks and gluons at high temperatures. Separating the two regimes is a tran-

sition region, where color becomes deconfined and chiral symmetry restored.

To obtain the transition temperature Tg • Tg^ in physical units, we must

fix the arbitrary lattice scale Ax, by calculating some measured quantity, such

as the mass of the proton or the p, in the same units. Present results for
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this lead to a critical temperature of about 200 Mev - in general agreement

with an introductory phenoraenological considerations. This temperature

implies an energy density of about

ec * 2.5 GeV/fm
3

as threshold value for plasma formation.

V. CRITICAL BEHAVIOOR IN DENSE BARYONIC MATTER

So far, we have considered the behavior of strongly interacting matter at

vanishing baryon number density - simply because this ip the case which was

generally studied in lattice work up to now. Eventually, however, we want the

full phase diagram predicted by QCD - i.e., the analog of Fig. 1, with the

bar/on number density njj replacing the charge density n. Such a full phase di-

agram nay well exhibit a richer structure than that suggested by the njj • 0

results.

When color screening dissolves the local bonds between the quarks and

gluons in a hadron, then the new state of matter need not be one of unbound

constituents. It is possible that another state with some new kind cf collec-

tive binding is energetically more favorable; a well-known example are the

Cooper pairs in a superconductor. In our case, gluons could "dress" a quark

to keep it massive even beyond deconfinement; this would occur if at low tempera-

tures the transition points for deconfinement and chiral symmetry do :tot coin-

cide. The resulting phase diagram is shown in Fig. 5: between hadronic

matter and the plasma there is now an additional intermediate phase, consisting

of massive but deconfined quarks. A further increase in density or tempera-

ture would eventually drive this constituent quark gas into the final phase

of massiess quarks and gluons.

A comparative study of deconfinement and chiral symmetry restoration at

finite baryon number density is thus clearly of great interest - both

experimentally and in statistical QCD. I therefore want to close this perspec-

tive with some very recent results^ on deconfinement at ng ^ 0.

For non-vanishing baryon number density, the parition function (8) is

replaced by
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Z(T,H,V) = Tr{

where N/3 is the net baryon number of the system and ]X the corresponding

"chemical" potential. From eq. (9) we obtain

ng - (T/3V)(3lnZ/3u)T y (10)

for the overall baryon number density. We thus can now calculate our

thermodynamic observables as functions of both T and \i. By studying the'

deconfinement measure E, shown in Figure 3 at V » 0, for different values of

y, we can in particular study how the dpconfinement temperature changes when

the baryon density is turned on. In Figure 6 we show first results for such

a deconfinement phase diagram.. The quarks in these calculations were not yet

massless - they had the values indicated; nonetheless the results give us some

idea of what to expect. We note in particular that for the lightest quarks

(m = 20 MeV), the deconfinement temperature has dropped by about 20X when

U = 120AL - a value roughly equal to that of T c at y - 0.

There are also some first results for chiral symmetry restoration at fi-

nite chemical potential. They are still for static quarks, however, and do

not yet indicate how TpH varies with M. The quark mass variation of U^H at

fixed T is of the same type as shown in Figure 6. Further work at u f 0 is

in progress-both for deconfinement and for chiral symmetry restoration, and

we can expect more conclusive results in the course of this year.

Let me close then by noting that for our new field, the analysis of

strongly interacting matter, the main perspective is the prospect: to study

and test statistical QCD, to find new states of matter, to simulate the early

universe in the laboratory.
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Figure 2. The energy density in statistical QCD, compared to an ideal plasma
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HOW TO WORK WITH RHIC (REALLY HIGHLY INTERESTING COLLIDER)

G. R. Young, Oak Ridge National Laboratory*

ABSTRACT

Some issues pertinent to the design of collider rings for relativistic

heavy ions are presented. Experiments at such facilities are felt to offer

the best chance for creating in the laboratory a new phase of subatomic

matter, the quark-gluon plasma. It appears possible to design a machine with

sufficient luminosity, even for the heaviest nuclei in nature, to allow a

thorough exploration of the production conditions and decay characteristics

of quarfc-gluon plasma. Specific features of the proposed Relativistic Heavy-

Ion Collider (RHIC) at BNL are discussed with an eye toward implications for

experiment.

I. INTROD CTION

The driving force behind the present interest in development of heavy-

ion colliders is the desire to produce and study in the laboratory a new

phase of subatomic matter, the so-called quark-gluon plasma. Theoretical

interest in this area has received a great boost from recent results of

calculations in QCD using the lattice-gauge approximation to the theory.

Those calculations have shown that quark confinement is a natural consequence

of the low temperature behavior of QCD. In addition, at sufficiently high

temperature and/or baryon density, the theory exhibits a deconfined phase, in

which quarks and gluons are free to move about large volumes of space-time.

The possibility to study the nature of matter as it existed just after the

"Big Bang," but before the hadron confinement transition at ~10 (as, then pre-

sents itself, provided one can discover a means of producing the necessary

conditions for deconfinement in a controlled manner.

Calculations of the matter and energy densities expected in collisions

between relativistic heavy nuclei indicate that conditions for quark-gluon

*Operated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., under contract DE-AC05-
84OR21400 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
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plasma formation could be achieved. These conditions include not only

attainment of sufficient local matter and energy densities to pass through

the expected phase boundary, but also production of these conditions over

sufficiently large volumes of space-time to avoid quenching of the nascent

plasma and to allow its thermalization, subsequent decay, and (we hope!)

detection.

The proposed study of quark-gluon plasma naturally divides into two

extremes on a phase diagram for nuclear matter in temperature (T) vs. baryon

density (p) space. One extreme is the study of cold, high baryon density

plasma (or fluid), such as is likely to exist in the cores of neutron stars.

This regime is characterized by T ~ 0 and p/po ~ 3-10, where p0 is the baryon

density in normal nuclear matter. This is often referred to as the "stopping

regime" and is characterized by center-of-mass y values of 3-10, thus requir-

ing colliders with kinetic energies of a few GeV/u in each beam. The second

extreme is the study of hot, dilute plasma, such as was likely to exist about

one microsecond after the "Big Bang/' This regime is characterized by T ~

200 MeV, p/po ~ 0 and is referred to as the "central regime." To observe it

clearly, one needs rapidity gaps somewhere in the range (we don't know for

sure) of Ay = 6 to.12. The following table shows rapidity gap vs. c m . kine-

tic energy. The size of the required gap is given by the need to isolate the

central region kinematically from fragmentation region debris at or near the

Table I

Ay Ti x T 2 (GeV/u)

4
6
8

10
12

2.6
8.5
24.5
68.2
187

x 2.6
x 8.5

x 24
x 68

x 187

.5

.2
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two beam rapidities. From purely economic considerations, we hope the mini-

mum required Ay is in the range 6-8! The gap for the CERN SppS collider is

Ay - 12.72 (/IT • 540 GeV), so larger gaps would require requesting time on

machines such as Tevatron I or the SSC*

II. NOTATION, CHOICE OF IONS

Before proceeding, a few comments on notation and method of approach are

made. Energies will always be quoted as kinetic energy per nucleon (e.g., as

MeV/u or GeV/u), where 1 amu * 931.5 MeV/c2 and a proton mass - 938.3 MeV/c2.

Colliders will always be quoted in terms of the kinetic energy per nucleon

per beam, and center-of-mass energy will be given as /sin. Accelerator design

is pursued in terms of the heaviest nucleus to be considered, taken here to

be A * 200 amu. This follows as initial electron removal, necessary vacuum,

instabilities scaling as Z2/A, and the needed magnetic rigidity all become

worse for progressively heavier nuclei. The machine properties for lighter

nuclei will follow "by inspection" at this point.

In designing an accelerator for heavy ions to study the quark-gluon

plasma, considerable flexibility must be built in. For an alternating gradi-

ent synchrotron, in addition to having nearly continuous variability in the

location of the flattop in the magnet ramp, flexibility in the RF frequency

and voltage program has to be provided in order to accommodate different ion

species. This requirement of multiple ion capability derives from the

following physics considerations. The energy density expected is a function

of /s/u, meaning the machine must be able to operate in colliding mode at a

large variety of energies. The energy density is expected to vary as A1/3.

Thus, because one would like to have for comparison some cases in which no

plasma formation is expected, the machine must be able to handle a broad

range of nuclei, say, from A » 10 to 200 amu. One can thus pick an initial

set of ions, for which machine parameters and performance should be calcu-

lated, which are distributed in mass according to n « A1/3, where n is an

integer. A representative set is given in the table below.

In the case of RHIC, where a tandem electrostatic accelerator (a Van de

Gxaaff in this case) is to be used as injector, the ion source must produce

negative ions for injection into the tandem. This is possible for many, but
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Table II. Representative Ions for
initial collider operation

Ion

1 1H
2 " c
3
4
5 127j
6

not all, elements. In particular, it is quite difficult to form the needed

metastable ions, which consist of a neutral atom plus one electron, for alkali

and some alkaline metals, and nearly impossible to do so for the noble gases.

As future running at RHIC may well need a broader range of ions than shown

above, a table is given below of several ions which can be produced with high

currents from a negative ion source. Recent work indicates that 2V*JJ can prob-

ably be added to this list [A1/3 (238U) - 6.20].

Table III. Ions available from a high-current
negative ion source

Ion

II
C
0
s
Cl
Ni
Cu
Se
Br
Ag
I
Yb °
Pt
Au

Z

1
6
8
16
17
28
29
34
35
47
53
70
78
79

Al/3

1
2.29
2.52
3.17
3.27
3.87
3.98
4.34
4.33
4.78
5.03
5.58
5.79
5.82
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H I . ELECTRON REMOVAL

A particular annoyauce In accelerating heavy ions is their charge-to-mass

ratio, which is as low as 92/238 - 1/2.59 for 2||u. Thus, the same magnetic

hardware as used for protons is less efficient by this ratio. For example,

fully stripped 2 3 8U in Tevatron II reaches only 386 GeV/u (while protons reach

1000 GeV), equivalent to a 12.5 x 12.5 GeV/u collider (i.e., Yc.m. "
 1 4« 4 ^^

Ay • 6.72). A linac, even with SLAC-type gradients (~10 GV/km) (which are

unlikely due to the variable P structure needed), would require 26 km of

linac to produce 100 GeV/u 2 3 8U, plus a 1- to 2-km injector linac to produce

fully ionized 2 3 8U at 0.5-1.0 GeV/u. Therefore, an alternating gradient

synchrotron seems to be the best machine choice, given present technology.

The initial problem in accelerating heavy ions, after producing a low-

energy beam from an ion source, is getting rid of the electrons. Removal of

the final, K-shell electrons becomes particularly tedious with increasing Z.

For example, consider the kinetic energy per nucleon at which gold,

must traverse a thin foil to remove a given number of electrons.

Table

T/u
(MeV/u)

0.11
2.0

35
100
500

IV

q

17+
40+
70+
78+
79+

For 238U, 950 MeV/u is required to remove all 92 electrons with 90%

probability. AB each stripping is only 102-15% efficient for very heavy

ions, one must minimize the number of strippings. One is then faced with at

least one major acceleration step with q/u < 1/6.

One Is then led to consider a chain of accelerators (numbers are for A •

200 ions): (1) an ion source, producing 1 keV/u, q • 5+ (for linac injection)
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or 1~ (for electrostatic generator Injection) Ions; (2) an Injector, e.g., a

linac or electrostatic generator, producing 2- to 10-MeV/u ions and followed

by a stripping foil producing q ~ 35+-70+ ions; (3) a booster ring of 15-20

T»m producing 0.5- to 1.0-GeV/u ions which can then be fully stripped; (4) a

pair of intersecting accelerator-collider rings of bending strength, Bp,

somewhere between 50-1000 T«m, depending on desired peak final energy.

For the specific case of RHIC, the injector chain will be as follows.

The numbers given are for gold, 197Au.

Table V

Output Output Kinetic
Accelerator Charge State Energy (MeV/u) Feature

Ion source

Tandem

Booster ring

AGS
*

RHIC

1"

33+

79+

79+

79+

0.0013

1.1

321

10,715

10M05

>100 |iA instantaneous

make q > 0; form low
emittance beam

10~10 torr; produce q/A -
Z/A ions

further acceleration (to
Y > 10); reduce dynamic
range required of col-
lider superconducting
magnets to feasible
value

find piasma; go to
Stockholm

The injector layout is shown in Fig. 1

The first of the q2/A effects affecting performance for heavy nuclei

appears at injection into the booster ring. If one runs the collider in

bunched beams mode (which is desirable for head-on collisions, shortest refill

time and smallest magnet aperture), then the number of ions in one booster

batch is the maximum number of ions in one collider bunch. (Injection into

the collider using stripping to "beat" Liouville's theorem, as is done with
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COLLIDER

HEAVY ION
TRANSFER TUNNEL'

(XANDEM VAN OE GRAAFF
HEAVY ION SOURCE

Fig. 1. Injection system for collider.

H~ injection into proton rings, does not work due to too much energy loss,

emittance growth, and added momentum spread.) From the space-charge limit at

injection,

for A « 200, q «= 40 ions, one has a limit eight times lower than for the same

kinetic energy protons. As the injector is ~40/200 • 1/5 as "efficient" per

unit length as for protons, the P2Y3 factor will hurt even more. For example,

for 1.1-MeV/u 1 ^ A u 3 3 + ions filling an acceptance of e - 50 % mm«rad, % -

1.1 x 109 ions per booster batch.
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The vacuum requirements during the stripping stages of acceleration are

quite severe, arising due to the atomic-scale cross sections for electron cap-

ture and loss by low velocity (8 < 0.5) partly ionized atoms. Any ion chang-

ing its charge state during acceleration will fall outside the (momentum •

A/q) acceptance of the synchrotron and be lost. The cross sections vary

roughly as

Capture * Z° q3 F 6 *loS8 - Z
2-* q"* P"2 ;

for example, for 2j^Pb 3 7 + at 8 * 0.134, o-capture *
 6« 5 Mbarn/molecule of N2,

and o"iO8g » 20 Mbarn/molecule of N2. For a one-second booster cycle, this

leads to a vacuum requirement of 10~10 to 10"11 torr at 20°C.

IV. COLLIDER PERFORMANCE

Once the beam is safely injected into the collider, the following ques-

tions can be addressed: What luminosity (L) can be achieved, and how does it

vary with A and T/u? What are the transverse and longitudinal dimensions of

the luminous region? Can the crossing angle be varied, and what is the result-

ing decrease in L? How does L decay with time, and how does chis scale with

L and % ? What loss processes must be considered? What backgrounds are pres-

ent (e.g., beam-gas)? Are there multiple interactions per bunch crossing?

Most importantly, how often will one see a plasma event?

Turning the last question around, we can ask for the expected cross sec-

tion for plasma production and use this, together with expected running times

and number of events desired, to estimate the needed L* Plasma production is

expected for "head-on" collisions, b < 0.5 fm, meaning for A - 200 + A = 200

collisions, where b,,^ - 2 r A « 2 x 1.25 x A
1/3 fm • 14.6 fm, 10"3 of the

cross section is "head-on," or 7 mb. Asking for 1000 events in 1 day »

8.64 x 101* seconds leads to l^±n " 1.8 x 102lt/BR cm"2 s"1. For a branching

ratio BR - 5%, one needs L ^ n > 3.6 1025 cm"2 s"1, not surprising in view of

the large cross section available.

One can then estimate L for bunched beam collisions,

Nl N2 B frev
4it Cy* o"n* f '

where N^ are N2 are the number of particles per bunch in the two beams, B is
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th

/
i

the number of bunches per beam, frev
 is tne revolution frequency, ORty*

 m

£w PJI t7*
—*— are the horizontal, vertical rms beam sizes, e{j is the normalized
6 it

emittance, and PH y* are the lattice p functions at the intersection point.

The factor f • (1 + p 2 ) 1 ^ 2 , where p - -s—j , a • crossing angle, and 0% m rms

bunch length. We immediately see that L is proportional to y for head-on

collisions. Consider, then, the following values which are representative of
- 10 n mm»mrad, E » 100 GeV/u,RHIC: (B • frev) - 1/224 ns, PH,V* * 3 m,

head-on, collisions and

for 197Au. This yields

N2 = 1.1 x 10
9 particles/bunch, our earlier value

Linitial " 9.3 x 1026 cm"2 s"1 ,

well in excess of our "bottom-line" acceptable value from above. Even at

10 GeV/u, one expects only an order of magnitude less luminosity, still above

our minimum requirement.

In RH1C, it turns out that the luminosity as a function of ion species

is largely determined by the injection space-charge limit in the booster

ring. However, this limit happens to "dovetail" rather well with the

restrictions on the number of ions per bunch in the collider which arise due

to intrabeam scattering. Table VI gives initial luminosities at top energy

Table VI. Initial collider luminosity at top energy

Proton
Deuterium
Carbon
Sulfur
Copper
Iodine
Gold

vr

B

x 109

100
100
22
6.
4.
2.
1.

4
5
6
1

I7/A
Eif &

(GeV/amu)

250.7
124.9
124.9
124,9
114,9
104.1
100

Luminosity
(cm"2 sec"*

Crossing Angle
0.0

1.2
11.9
5.8
4.9
22.6
6.7
1.2

2.0

0.28
2.8
1.4
1.2
5.7
1.7
0.30

)

(mrad)

x 1031

1030

1029

1028

1027

1027

1027
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for the reference set of beams for RHIC. Note the "penalty" of about a fac-

tor of four in luminosity associated with operating at a nonzero crossing

angle of 2 mrad. However, the reduction in size of the luminous region may

well be worth the inconvenience of lower L.

V. LOSS OF LUMINOSITY

A number of loss processes contribute to the decrease in L with time.

Many of these are either much smaller problems or do not exist for pp, pp, or

e+e~ colliders. Several of these processes arise from nuclear fragmentation

or electron capture sources: (1) The simplest is electron capture from

residual gas, leading to vacuum requirements of 10~9 torr at 20°C. (2) Beam

gas background limits the acceptable pressure to a few percent of this.

(3) The geometric cross section for nuclear reactions is 6.6 barns for A •

200 + A » 200 collisions, much larger than the 45 mb encountered for pp.

(4) The relativistically contracted electric field of one nucleus appears as

a several MeV virtual photon field to a nucleus in the other beam, giving

rise to reactions of the form Y + A * n + (A- 1) via the giant dipole reso-

nance, where a scales as Yc.ra. an^ reaches 70 barns for U + U at Yc.m. " *00«

(5) e+e~ pair creation in the K shell, with subsequent e + ejection and e~

capture, causes beam loss due to the change in magnetic rigidity. This cross

section increases with y and as a large power of Z (possibly ~ Z 7 ) , reaching

perhaps 100 barns for U + U at Yc.m. - 100.

Making a crude estimate of beam lifetime, if we have L • 1027 cm"2 s"1,
olo88,total " 200 b» and 50 bunches of 109 ions/bunch, then R - La » 2 x

105/second will be lost and T - 109/bunch - 50 bunches m ?Q

ously, L - 1029 cm"2 sec"1 causes lifetimes of less than 1 hour, which is not

acceptable.

For the case of RHIC, the reaction rate dominates the beam lifetime for

ions with A < 100 amu. For A > 100 amu, it is found that Coulomb dissociation

and bremsstrahlung electron pair production dominate the beam half-lives. The

following table gives initial reaction rates X • •=— -rr » I being the beam in-

tensity, for the set of reference beams for RHIC. Note that these are beam

loss rates, meaning the luminosity half-life is half the beam half-life shown
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in the right-hand column. Also note that the Coulomb dissociation and brems-

strahlung pair production are larger than the nucleus-nucleus reaction rate

for 1 2 7I and i97Au. In fact, for 197Au even the beam-gas nuclear reaction

rate exceeds the beam-beam nuclear reaction rate.

Table VII. Initial reaction rate X r=— -j— and total half-life of ion beamsI at

Beam

P
d
C
S
Cu
I
Au

Beam-Gas
Nuclear
Reaction

M

P - 10~10 torr

10~3/h

0.15
0.19
0.36
0.55
0.76
1.08
1.37

Beam-Beam
Nuclear

A on A

10-3/h

0.46
6.0
2.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
0.69

Reaction

p on A

10~3/h

0.46
2.2
3.8
7.0
10.7
16.8
21.5

Beam-Beam
Coulomb

Dissociation

A on A

10~3/h

—
—
—
0.17
4.3
5.2

Beam-Beam
Bremsstrahlung
Electron Pair
Production

\4

A on A

10~3/h

—
—
—
0.04
1.5
10.3

Half-
Life

A on A

h

1100
110
240
360
305
86
40

For very heavy beams (A > 100), the dominant mechanism causing loss of

luminosity is intrabeam scattering (IBS). This, in effect, limits the useful

number of ions per bunch and the minimum useful beam emittances. The effect

arises because particles in one beam Coulomb scatter off one another; i.e.,

the effect corresponds to multiple Coulomb scattering within a beam bunch.

As Coulomb scattering reorients the relative momentum in the center of mass,

IBS has the effect of coupling the mean betatron oscillation energies and the

longitudinal momentum spread. This means the invariant emittances in all

three dimensions will change as the beam seeks to obtain a spherical shape in

its own rest frame momentum space. The effect is known to be the major per-

formance limitation for the SppS collider at CERN.
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The rate is given by

1 n2
 2 Z

1* N bmax
— * — cr0 —5- — Jin H(\i, X2

1 y A2 T b
where r0 is the classical proton radius, Z and A are the ion charge and mass,

N/T is the particle density in six-dimensional phase space, ^(.b^g^/b,,^^ is

the usual Coulomb log, and H is a complicated integral over phase space and

machine properties; the last is zero for a spherical distribution in phase

space.

The results of parametric studies for 1 9 7Au 7 9 + ions by A. Ruggiero of

ANL and G, Parzen of BNL give the following dependences: For Yc.m. * 100,

£jj • 10 u mm'mrad, and Ipeak * 1 ampere (electric), the longitudinal growth

rate scales as

and the horizontal transverse growth rate icales as

For an energy spread a-gfS, » 10"3, these scale with normalized emittance as

tE " £N ar»d ^H " eN • Desiring growth rates of less than (2 hours)"1 for

luminosity leads to the choices ejj « 10 it mm«mrad and OE/E • 0.5 x 10~3. The

luminosity decreases with time due to the emittance increase; the rate of

decrease itself decreases with time, but only after the initial damage is

done. The emittance growth also leads to an increase in magnet aperture

required, thus influencing magnet cost as well as luminosity performance.

The time-averaged luminosity at RHIC has been calculated and varies as

shown in Fig. 2 for 197Au + i97Au collisions as a function of beam energy.

The limits are principally imposed by intrabeam scattering. For the 2 mrad

crossing angle case, the growth in <L> with beam energy is limited above

transition (Ytr » 25.0) due to beam bunch-length blow up. In examining this

figure, it is worth remembering that for o-central » 10~3 enaction»

1.6 1026 cm"2 s"1 yields one central event per second for l97Au + 197Au.
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Fig. 2, Dependence of average luminosity on energy for the case of Au + Au.

VI. MACHINE-EXPERIMENT INTERFACE

One of the most severe consequences cf intrabeam scattering is longi-

tudinal beam blow up. That is, in a bunched beats machine, the bunch length

increases steadily with time. This is a well-known effect at the SppS col-

lider. For the case of Au + Au, it can be seen in Fig. 3 that the rms length

of the bunch exceeds 1 meter after 2 hours for energies greater than 50 x 50

GeV/u. Even at injection, the bunches have rms length of about 0.5 meter.

The full length of the luminous region is then up to /6 times this, depending

on the vertex cuts made, for head-on collisions. For example, for RHIC at

100 GeV/A, Obunch " ^8 cm at 0 hr at 147 cm at 10 hr. As O I R - <*bunch/2s
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°IR - 24 cm (0.8 ns) at 0 hr and 74 cm (2.5 ns) at 10 hr. A 95% contour at

10 hr is then 3.6 m (12.0 nr.) long, requiring that one make vertex cuts for y

(or T)) determination.

20 40 60 80 100

Fig. 3. Au bunch length growth due to intrabeam scattering.
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An experimenter then must either decide whether to run at a nonzero

crossing angle, or to Invest in detector hardware designed to locate the

event vertex, or (preferably) both. (See the writeup on the dimuon experi-

ment for interaction region sizes for the case of 100 x 100 GeV/u Au + Au at

0, 2, 5, and 11 mrad crossing angle.)

The beam half-width is also expected to grow with time due to intrabeam

scattering. Figure 4 shows the case for 197Au at three energies as a function

of time in the arcs of the machine. The expected transverse beam size at the

collision point will be a factor of 5 to 7 times less than shown in the figure,

depending on the choice of low (3* insertion used for a particular experiment.

3 0 -

y-\2

2 4 6 8 10

t (hrs)

Fig. 4. Au beam half-width in the arcs versus time.
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In a bunched—beam collider, one must worry about multiple interactions

per bunch collision, especially in a heavy-ion collider where multipllcites

can exceed 1000 per event. For RHIC, we have a circumference of 3833.8 m and

57 bunches, giving trev =• 12.788 usec and tcrosSing - trev/57 » 224.4 ns. Then

for the case of Au + Au at 100 x 100 GeV/u, using LQ - 1.2 x 1027 cm"2 s"1

and ag • 6.65 barns, we get <N> =* 8.0 x 103 s"1 * 1/559 crossings. This is

acceptable. However, for C + C at 100 x 100 GeV/u, Lo - 5.8 x 10
29 cm"2 s"1

and OR * 1.03 barns, yielding <N> » 5.0 x 105 s"1, or 1/7.5 crossings. Thus,

for light /(beams there is a significant probability of two or more interac-

tions pet crossing, meaning one has to consider either running at lower lumi-

nosity or preparing for multiple vertices. This problem is alleviated a

little by the lower multiplicities expected for the lighter ions, but they

will still be much greater than pp values.

Another parameter available for varying luminosity is the tightness of

the beam focus at the crossing point. This is usually expressed in terms of

the lattice focussing, or p function, at that point, with smaller values of

8* (the value of p at crossing) leading to larger luminosity. For head-on

collisions L « (p*p*)-l/2.

The 6 function varies as the distance, s, away from the crossing point

as P(s) - B* + •§£- . One should ask how small B* should be, as very small 8*

in a machine with a long bunch length corresponds to too short a depth of

focus at crossing and a loss of luminosity. What matters for counting rates

is L averaged over the luminous region, so we average 6(s) over half a bunch

length, A. We find

P - j j£ B(s)ds - p* + | L ,

which has a minimum (hence, largest L) found from

- 0 ,
d8* 3p*

or

^optimum

2

Thus, since for gaussian beams X - /b o%, one has Poptimum " ̂  aX • In

RHIC, for Au + Au at 100 x 100 GeV/u after two hours, one has p o p t - 1.4

meter8.
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For looking at very small scattering angles, one typically uses "Roman

pots" at several meters from the Interaction point. One then is interested

in reaching as small a scattering angle as possible, perhaps as small as

^scatter * * mrad, especially at 100 GeV/u. Then one needs two relations,

the first being

Xi - /p*Pl (slnAn) e s c a t t e r ,

where X^ is the tranverse distance of the particle of interest from the beam

centroid, p* and Pi are the lattice functions at the crossing and detector

positions, and Aji is the betatron phase advance between those two positions.

One tries to arrange for Au to be an odd multiple of n/2. Then one needs the

relation

Y
the transverse "beam stay clear" aperture required by the machine designers,

inside of which experimentalists may not place hardware (set m = 10). Then

one needs

^scatter

As ejj, the normalized emittance, m, and y (Lorentz factor) are fixed for a

given operating energy, only {3* is variable. To reach small ^scatter* one

needs large (3*, giving a luminosity penalty! The following table gives

values for RHIC (1984 proposal) to reach 9 - 1 mrad for 100 x 100 GeV/u,

197Au + 197Au#

Table VIII. High (3* insertions for small-angle scattering

t (For a * 100 mbarn)
Y (hours after fill) p* (m) <L> (cm~2 s"1) Rate (Hz)

30
30

100
100

2
10

2
10

11.7
18.9

30.0
46.7

5.7
3.6

1.9
1.4

102*
102*

1025
1025

0.57
0.36

1.9
1.4
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In designing an experiment at a collider, one often wants to provide for

hermetic coverage of the interaction point. This can be a pressing matter at

a heavy-ion collider if one wants information on the projectile fragmentation

cones. At some point, however, one runs into magnets associated with the

machine lattice and can extend the detector no more. It is useful then to

ask how far from the crossing point one would like to have those magnets. For

the accelerator physicist, this distance L is preferably kept small, because

as noted above, the lattice £3 function grows quadratically with L as f3(L) »

P* + L2/P*» meaning larger L requires a larger quadrupole magnet bore. This

is a major concern for superconducting magnets.

The experimental physicist who wants to measure quantities as a function

of rapidity y would likely want to use a detector segmented with an average

segment size AR. The smallest angle which can be seen is 9small ~
 R/LIR> R

being the detector inner radius about the beam pipe and L I R being the free

space in the interaction region. Using pseudorapidity, we have y * -An tan9/2,

or R/L - 2e~v. Taking derivatives, which for the detector inner radius would

yield the detector size, we get

L

where yc is the rapidity corresponding to the cut-off angle. Thus, we write

^IR ~ 5 A — » meaning experimentalists wanting to see high rapidities at

the cutoff are exponentially greedy. If one sets AR « 5 mm, Ay » 0.1, and

yc « 5.5 (appropriate to 100 x 100 GeV/u), one has LIR(RHIC)
 > o#1 m» Nine

meters are provided in the standard KHIC lattice.

RHIC will require quite some time to refill with fresh stored beams, as

shown in Table IX. Most of the time is needed to test how well the ring

resets after an extended run at a given energy. In particular, one has to

worry about magnet hysteresis in kickers, steerers, and the superconducting

dipoles and quadrupoles. For low-energy runs, little magnet drift is

expected and set-up times can be correspondingly shorter. The RF system

must be cycled; the steering in each interaction region checked; beam

scrapers adjusted; and luminosity measured. One expects little impact of

this setup on A6S operations, only an occasional pulse being needed while
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RHIC parameters are adjusted and checked. One envisions a set of supercycles

as used at the CERN PS to accomplish automated switching of the A6S, its

booster, and the relevant injector (linac or tandem). (It must be noted that

considerable study is being given to reducing these values with the goal of

attaining a refill time of less than 15 minutes.)

Table IX. Set-up cimes in hours

Refill

Cycling of magnets
Injection adjust.
Stacking and ace.
Beam optimization
Beam cleaning

Total

Switch-On

0.5
1.5
0.25
1
n/a
3.25

30-100
GeV/amu

0
1
0.25
1
0.25
2.5

12-30
GeV/amu

0
0.5
0.25
0.5
0.25
1.5

5-12
GeV/amu

0
0
0.25
0.25
0
0.5

Lastly, a few other issues deserve mention.

(1) Detectors using magnets need to consult with the accelerator persons

about compensating the effects of their magnetic field, be they solenoid,

torodial, or (especially) dipolar in shape. There are always focussing

effects due to fringe fields, even if there is no beam deflection.

(2) Detector preamps have to be shielded from the beam's electric field.

One should not use a nonmetallic pipe (e.g., to provide a small number

of radiation lengths) without some sort of metallic coating.

(3) The beam has to be scraped periodically. A particle which is scattered

at the interaction point one time but stays in the ring may come around

the ring and hit a detector later.

(4) Beam-gas interactions promise to be a challenge. Given the length of

the straight sections (~200 m), one has to at least shield against the

secondaries, even if one has good vertex identification.
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VI. SUMMARY REMARKS

It appears RHIC will provide an ample supply of head on, b < 0.5 fm,

events for all ion species. For light ions, say A < 50, there will be plenty

of luminosity, and the effects of intrabeam scattering will not be of much

consequence. The rate limiting step in that case will likely be injector

performance, experimental data-rate capabilities, or the need to suppress

multiple events per bunch crossing. Some modest work on kicker development

can alleviate the last problem by loading more bunches around the rings.

For heavy beams, A > 100, intrabeam scattering and a number of large

reaction rates will lead to luminosity decay times on the order of a few

hours. Some taxing of apparatus will occur arising from the need to localize

event vertices in a machine with very long bunches. However, the beam trans-

verse emittances will always be such that crossing regions with transverse

dimensions on the order of 1 mm can be achieved.

The machine has no problem operating with nonzero crossing angle or

unequal ion species. For the latter, equal kinetic energies per nucleon have

to be used in order to avoid having the bunch crossing point precess around

the circumference due to differing speeds of the two ions. Operating near

the transition energy (~23 GeV/u) is not possible due to the inability to

provide sufficient RF voltage to contain the beam momentum spread, but this

should not prove a major gap in the study of plasma events. Operation with

one beam in RHIC and a fixed internal target will bridge the gap between AGS

experiments and RHIC collider experiments. The target can be either a gas

jet or a very fine metal wire or submillimeter diameter pellet. The last

option can provide superb vertex localization (<100 ji).

RHIC poses interesting new problems for accelerator builder and experi-

ment builder alike. A glimpse back into the state of the universe before

hadrons coalesced should be well worth the effort.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At the quark matter conference at Bielefeld in 1982 it was stated by the

"large solid angle detection group" that a 4lT heavy ion general spectrometer

could be built with existing technology. At Quark Matter '83 at BNL the equiv-

alent working group investigated this subject further and concluded that track-

ing of all particles coming from a collider event poses severe problems. This

working group considered those ideas again, this time specifically for the

RHIC collider, and pursued the concept of full 4n coverage for various global

observables together with the measurement of a smaller number of particles

with good particle identification and resolution using external spectrometers

which cover a limited solid angle.

This report summarizes the results of this working group which was

divided into two subgroups. One subgroup addressed the problem of providing

coverage of the central region with a Global Detector. Their findings are

reported in Section II. The other subgroup was concerned with instrumenting

the apertures in the Global Detector and the design of a "slit spectrometer".

Their results are given in Section III. Section IV summarizes our

conclusions.

II. THE GLOBAL DETECTOR

The total transverse energy and charged particle multiplicity are primary

candidates for global observables in an event. However, transverse energy

alone does not differentiate between a reaction comprised of many soft nu-

cleon-nucleon collisions and a reaction with a few hard scatterings.

*This research supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract No.

DE-AC02-76CH00016.
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Therefore this working group considered the design of a calorimeter with fine

granularity and a separate multiplicity detector for charged particles. Such

a combination is expected to provide the following information for the global

event characterization:

• Nc (charged particle multiplicity)

• dNc/d9d<I> (number of "speckles" or clusters)

• Ey, dE/dyd(b for electromagnetic and hadronic energy flow.

From these data the reaction plane can be established and, using the aver-

age Ej, per particle, the temperature in the event can be determined. In addi-

tion the entropy can be extracted from the number of produced pions in the mid

rapidity region. Further use of the global detector information, such as

studying jets, will be discussed below.

The central calorimeter must be kept as compact as possible in order to

avoid energy leakage resulting from pion3 which decay into muons, as well as

to minimize the total cost of the detector. The shower size in the hadronic

calorimeter is of limited importance since most of the time a calorimeter cell

will be hit by more than one particle. However, the detection of jets was

considered to be of high priorit}r and influences the geometry. Furthermore,

the slit spectrometers put further restrictions on the design of the system.

One must also allow sufficient space for the central multiplicity detector.

All of these requirements place a constraint on the inner radius of the

calovrrneter. It was decided that radius of 70-80 cm would meet these require-

ments without placing overly stringent demands on any element of the system.

II.1 Multiplicity Detector

The mean charged particle multiplicity for central 197Au x 197Au colli-

sions at 2 x 100 GeV/nucleon is expected to be on the order of 3000 based on

estimates from HIJET. The multiplicity detector must be designed to handle

several times the mean value, e.g. <Nc> «r 10000. To accomplish this, the area

of 4TT must be subdivided such that the double-hit probability remains small in

each cell. A typical cell size for a standard detector would be in the range

of 5 x 5 to 10 x 10 mm. The detector must also be thin, so that small angles

of incidence do not require large cells or result in multiple cell hits by a

single particle. At least 10* cells are required to keep this multihit proba-
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bility below 10%. Three types of devices, described below, were considered

for the multiplicity detector.

II.1.1 Single Layer Drift Chamber

The number of electronic channels can be minimized by using a drift cham-

ber employing a pad readout coupled to flash ADC's. A drift distance J*5 cm

would result in a drift time ̂ 3 Psec and would allow particle-pair separation

J*3-5 cm in one direction and ̂ 10 cm in the other. Such a device, shown in

Fig. 1, could also contain a gated grid if required. A multiplicity detector

of this type, with low noise amplifiers on each pad and a CCD readout would

cost roughly $170 per channel ($30 amplifier, $120 readout and $20 mechanics).

Approximately 6000 pads C*6 * 10 /space-time cells) would be required to cover

the pseudorapidity from -2 £ H <2 with a multiplicity of 6000 charged parti-

cles and would have a double hit probability ^10%. The cost would be $1M,

with an additional $600 K required for an end cap multiplicity detector.

II.1.2 Streamer Tubes

A multiplicity detector containing 3 x 10* cells using the Frascati

streamer tube design is presently under construction for the WA80 experiment

at CERN. A detector of this type, shown in Fig. 2, could also be employed in

the RHIC detector. Streamer tubes are low mass devices providing signals of

^50 mV into 50s? with no amplification. However, once a streamer has developed

at a location on the wire, an area ̂ 3 mm is dead for about 2 VIsec. Due to the

low luminosity at RHIC, this would not present a serious problem. The readout

of the short streamer signal (̂ 50 ns) would be done with 1 x 2 cm pads outside

the steamer tube itself. Prompt multiplicity signals for triggering within 80

ns can also be generated. Stretched signals are sent to shift registers which

can be read out after a trigger decision is taken. Only a few cables are

needed to feed the signals from 2.5 x 10* pads to the readout controllers.

The box-like geometry of a RHIC detector considered here would result in

^10 5 pads, the smallest of which would have a dimension of 5 * 10 mm. The

cost estimate for such detector is «^$700K (2M DM) based on actual costs for

WA80.
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II.1.3 Silicon Pads

A box of Si-pad detectors was considered as another alternative but only

if the diamond in the interaction region could be kept small. The number of

channels would be^10 and readout techniques utilizing time delay would be

mandatory. From the viewpoint of radiation damage the silicon detectors could

operate reliably at a luminosity^10 '. However, beam halo and especially

beam conditions during filling and tuning could cause a serious problem. Re-

search and development in this area should be followed closely in order to

give this alternative further consideration.

In summary, one can say that there are at least two techniques available

today to measure the charged particle multiplicity at a relativistic heavy ion

collider if the distance to the diamond is «/*70 cm. Such a detector would give

a double hit probability of less than 10% for events with 3 times the mean

multiplicity of a central collision based on the multiplicity estimated from

HIJET.

II.2 The Calorimeter

A calorimeter with the ability to measure separately electromagnetic and

hadronic energy is desirable-in order to allow the detection of possible

enhanced photon radiation from a heavy ion collision. Furthermore the

expected physics of these collisions requires that the calorimeter be able to

measure a soft mometum spectrum in the central region, as well as a harder

spectrum in the forward direction. We considered the following parameters in

the design of such a calorimeter.

* wall thickness (i.e., number of absorption lengths)

• energy resolution

• electromagnetic vs hadronic energy response

* segmentation and readout

II.2.1 Depth of the Calorimeter, Resolution and e/ir Response

The depth of the calorimeter is determined by the shower containment

required for a good determination of the total and transverse energy. The

large multiplicity in the events make the fluctuations between energy carried

by neutral pions and charged pions very small. Hence the influence of the eh
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ratio (i.e., the ratio of the calorimeter response for electrons to that of

pions of the same energy) is also small. The large energy deposit for central

collisons also results in good energy resolution for measuring the total

energy. The energy resolution scales as 1/VE~, where E <r 2000 GeV in the re-

gion |r)| < 2. Hence, the large energy deposit and multiplicity reduces the

intrinsic calorimeter resolution to a level below that of the expected system-

atic uncertainties. However, one has to ensure that the fluctuations in the

leakage are at an acceptable level. To estiamte this effect and to simulate

the calorimeter response, a simple Monte Carlo model of the calorimeter was

constructed. The geometrical shape was a cylinder with end caps containing a

10 cm radius hole for the beams. The cylinder was 7 m long and had an inner

radius of 1 m (the results would be similar for an inner radius of J* 70 cm).

The electromagnetic showers where simulated by a point-like energy deposition

and the hadronic showers used a parameterization given in Ref. 1. The electro-

magnetic (hadronic) energy resolution was fixed at 16%/VE" (37%/VE) and the e/TT

ratio to 1.11. The ]i/e-ratio was set to 1.3. The calorimeter response was

studied for different calorimeter depths in two regions: a) in the whole cyl-

inder, and b) in the central region, |n| < 2. HIJET was used as the event gen-

erator. Figure 3 shows the affect of leakage as a function of calorimeter

thickness. The solid lines shows the amount of leakage which decreases from

20% (16£) for IX thickness to 2% (0.05%) for a 10X thick calorimeter for re-

gion a (region b ) . However, the fluctuation of the leakage is less than 1%

even with a IX thick calorimeter. Therefore, there would be no problem from

leakage for the global energy resolution with a calorimeter as thin as IX (̂ 20

cm uranium), given the momentum spectrum from HIJET events.

The calorimeter Monte Carlo was also used to study the detailed structure

of the energy flow. One can compare the generated dET/dn with the measured

dE-p/dn for individual events. Figure 4 (a-e) shows two events measured with

an apparatus with a thickness of 1 to 5X. The dotted line is the actual trans-

verse energy and the solid line is the measured transverse energy which shows

that there is no significant difference between the produced and measured Ey

for these two typical events for a calorimeter thickness between 1 and 5X. In

addition to the effect of calorimeter leakage these comparisons indicate the
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precision with which one can expect to measure dÊ /dri on an event by event

basis.

One concludes therefore that a thin calorimeter is adequate to measure

the Ef flow for RHIC events comprised of a number of soft nucleon-nucleon

collisions. We chose a conservative figure of 3.5^ for the calorimeter thick-

ness to allow for an increase in the average Pf per particle for events in

which a phase transition may take place or rare events where large fluctua-

tions on dEj/dn may occur. The end cap calorimeters would have a thickness of

5-6\ to provide better containment of the more energetic particles in the for-

ward direction.

II.2.2 Identifying and Measuring Jets

The measurement af jets also requires good energy containment from the

calorimeter. Jets would show up as local energy fluctuations above the under-

lying event both in rapidity and azimuth. However such fluctuations must be

distinguished from other random fluctuations such as high local soft particle

density. This can be accomplished for charged particles using the information

on the charged particle multiplicity in the same region, thus measuring the av-

erage energy per charged particle. Fluctuations due to a high soft photon

mulitiplicity cannot be identified in this way, but will show up as a large

electromagnetic energy deposition. A more detailed study would be required to

define the minimum energy above which jets could be distinguished from these

types of fluctuations.

The jet cross section could be measured by studying those events where

the jet energy is carried by a single high momentum 1T° , as has been

demonstrated at the ISR. With this technique a detailed comparison of the sin-

gle and/or two TT° cross section could be made for different event types at

RHIC. Such a measurement would require a separate 7T° detector consisting, for

example, of two azimuthally opposite electromagnetic calorimeters having fine

granularity and covering a limited region in azimuth and a large region in ra-

pidity.
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II.2.3 Segmentation

The segmentation required for measuring dEj/dydij> is coupled directly to

the shower size in the calorimeter. For a compensated uranium-scintillator

calorimeter the hadronic shower is contained roughly in a cell of 10 x 10 cm,

whereas for iron-scintillator, the cell size is 17 x 17 cm. At a distance of

J*70 cm from the intersection, the uranium-scintillator calorimeter would allow

a segmentation in Arj and Ac|> of about 0.2. For an iron-scintillator device,

the distance to the calorimeter face would have been greater than 1 meter to

achieve the same resolution. Therefore, the requirements on the spatial reso-

lution favors the uranium-scintillator design in order to make the whole sys-

tem more compact and allows the outside slit spectrometers to be closer to the

vertex. In addition, the uranium compensation is highly desirable for good

hadronic energy resolution.

II.2.4 Tower Geometry and Readout

Existing concepts for collider detectors (e.g. CDF, D0, and R807) were

considered for the tower geometry. It is anticipated that reconfiguration of

the slits would be desirable. This rules out any liquid argon design because

of the complexities of the cryogenics and mechanical structures. Next, de-

signs with projective geometry were rejected because they do not allow changes

in the distance from the detector to vertex. Finally we chose a rectangular

box-like structure as was successfully employed in experiment R807 at the ISR

and which is now in use again in a fixed target configuration in NA34 and

WA80.

Figures 5 and 6 show the complete global detector. The central part from

-2 < T) < 2 is subdivided into 2280 electromagnetic and hadronic cells

measuring 10 x 10 cm2. Each tower has 4 cells of 10 x 10 cm2 in both the elec-

tromagnetic and hadronic sections. Each cell is read out on one side only by

a wavelength shifter, light guide and photomultiplier. No attempt is made to

do position determination within the 10 x 10 cm2 cell.

The end cap calorimeter has the same granularity in the electromagnetic

section, but 4 times coarser granularity in the hadronic part. In this region

a Pb/Fe type calorimeter was considered to perform adequately since the spec-
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trum of the particles is expected to be much harder. A total of 2 x 800 elec-

tromagnetic and 2 x 200 hadronic towers would cover the area from 2 <|tl|< 4.4.

II.2.5 Cost Estimates

The actual costs for the construction of the calorimeters for WA80 at

CERN were used as a guideline for the following estimates.

At a price of $15 per machined kilogram of uranium, the cost per 20 x 20

cm^ tower for the uranium alone would be $5,500. An additional $4,500 would

be required for 8 photomultipliers, scintillator, and electronics. A total of

570 towers is needed for the central calorimeter for which the total cost

would be $5.7 M. A possible saving of $800,000 could be achieved by

subdividing the towers into only 2 cells of 10 x 20 cm.

The end cap Pb-Fe-scintillator calorimeter would be the same as used in

WA80 and would cost less than $2.2 M.

III. INSTRUMENTATION OF APERTURES IN THE GLOBAL DETECTOR

A second subgroup considered the kinds of experiments which could be done

utilizing apertures or slits in the global detector. The calorimeter can be

considered as a nearly hermetically sealed energy measuring device covering

most of 4TT in solid angle with a collection of relatively small openings for

carrying out individual experiments. All experiments share the same informa-

tion from the central detector for triggering, measuring energy flow and

studying global event properties. Different experiments can also share infor-

mation with each other to study, for example, correlations in different re-

gions of phase space within the same event. The detectors and even the

calorimeter itself could be reconfigured as the need arises based on new or

different physics requirements. In this sense, the central detector can be

viewed as a permanent facility serving a multitude of users.

III.l Possible Slit Configurations

Table I gives a complement of slits for the central calorimeter covering

various regions of phase space suggested by Willis.^ There are two narrow

slits Kov possibly more than one of each) at forward rapidity appropriate for

studying the fragmentation reg,Lon. Another slit is located at moderate
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rapdity with a narrow Ay acceptance and larger A<|> coverage. There are three

slits centered at y = 0. One is a so-called "Mills Cross," in analogy to the

interferometry array used in astrophysis. With this slit, one could imagine

studying two particle interferometry in two dimensions (longitudinal and

transverse) simultaneously without having to cover a large solid angle. This

would be done to obtain a measure of the longitudinal and transverse source

size within the quark gluon plasma. Another slit has moderately large accep-

tance in both A9 and A<j> (10° each). This slit would be suitable for studying

inclusive single particle production and multiple particle correlations in the

central region. Finally, slit 6 has a large rapidity coverage and narrow A()>

acceptance. This could be used for studying rapidity fluctuations such as

those predicted by Van Hove.

Slit

1

2

3

4

5

6

Possible Slits

A<(>

0.2

0.5°
20°

90°

2°

10°

1°

TABLE I

for a Central Calorimeter
£6

2°<9<8°

8°<9<20°

3O±O.5°

89°<e<91°

45°<9<135°

85°<e<95°

20°<9<160°

An
3.2X10"5

4.4xlO"4

3.0xl0~3

5.5X10"2

5.5X10"2

3.0x10-2

4.3X10-2

Detector a t

<y>

3.7

2.2

1.3

0

0

0

0

RHIC

Ay

2.08

0.93

0.35

0.35
1.76
0.18
3.46

This arrangement of slits was studied using HIJET to simulate Au x Au cen-

tral collisions at 100 GeV/A per beam as expected at RHIC. Table II gives the

average charged particle multiplicity, transverse momentum and total momentum

for particles reaching each slit. One can see that due to the small solid

angle coverage, the total charged multiplicity in each slit is actually quite

small even though the total multiplicity per event is extremely large. This

is due to the fact that at RHIC one is in the event center of mass and parti-

cles are spread over much of total available solid angle. This offers a con-

siderable advantage over fixed target experiments. However, one should keep
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in mind that HIJET predicts only the "uninteresting" events, and that the

multiplicities for events in which the plasma is produced may be much higher.

Charge

Slit

1

2

3

4

5

6

Particle

<tW

0.2

0.5

0.8

8.4

1.5

2.2

TABLE II

Multiplicities

(Au x Au 100

<y>

3.04

1.92

1.15

0

0

0

and Average Momentum in Each Slit

GeV/A from HIJET)

<PT(GeV/c)>

.378

.351

.360

.402

.402

.381

<PTnT(GeV/c)>

5.97

1.56

.723

.429

.402

.778

One also notices that the average momentum of particles, particularly in

the central region, is very low. At y ^ 0, the momentum spectrum is just

given by the P T distribution and has an average value =*400 MeV. This implies

that standard techniques for particle identification (dE/dx, TOF and Cerenkov

counters) should be quite adequate. Again, one may wish to be prepared for

interesting events to have harder spectrum, so any spectrometer attempting to

do particle identification should have adequate mass separation up to several

GeV.

III.2 Physics Considerations

A variety of physics questions can be addressed to any or all of the

above-mentioned slits. Each slit can be thought of as a port or external beam

where experiments can be carried out, and therefore the physics emphasis could

change with time, starting off with simple experiments at first and getting

progressively more complicated or specialized as more is learned about the na-

ture of the heavy ion collisions.
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Several basic physics topics were considered as fundamental and the mea-

surements straightforward enough for a set of first round external spectrome-

ter experiments at RHIC. These are

1. Measurement of the inclusive single particle spectrum for identified

charged particles as a function of P>p.

2. The study of strangeness enhancement, primarily through the measure-

ment of the K/JT ratio in central collisions.

3. The study of multiparticle correlations, particularly the measure-

ment of the two particle correlation function for pions and kaons.

Higher order multiparticle correlations were also considered, such as

"speckle interferometry",^ but was considered as too ambitious for a

first-round experiment.

4. Measurement of the production of high P-j single particles (in particu-

lar 7T° 's).

5. The study of the production of soft photons (EL, - 10-100 MeV).

The list is not complete but contains many of the topics now being

addressed by fixed target heavy ion experiments at the AGS and at CERN. In

particular, the question of single electrons and electron pairs was not

considered as a first-round experiment, not because of lack of interest but be-

cause of the level difficulty. This subject is however addressed as a feasi-

bility study in a separate contribution to this workshop.

It was felt that it was not possible to consider all possible physics

topics for all slits within the time scale of the workshop. Instead, we

concentrated on a specific experiment for one slit to study most of the items

listed above. This design is discussed in the next section.

III.3 Slit Spectrometer for the Central Region

Our subgroup decided to design a spectrometer for the central region with

moderate solid angle coverage (&<!> " 10° , A9 = 10° , i.e. slit 5 in Table I) to

study items 1-4 listed above. Item 5 could be included by the addition of a

thin converter in front of the slit. We drew on experience from the design of

the External Spectrometer in NA347 and from AGS Experiment E802.8

We considered as given, the inner and outer radii of the central detector

which we assumed would be minimized for the most compact design. We took
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rinner = ^0 cm an(* r = 150 cm as design parameters. We next considered

the problem of the long intersection region produced by the small crossing

angle and space charge blow-up effect of the beams. At zero crossing angle,

OjU, the spread of the bunch along the beam direction in the intersection re-

gion, increases from 24 cm just after injection C2?= 1.2 x 10^7) to 74 cm

after 10 hours (5?= 4.3 x 1026) (see Table IV in Appendix 5 of the convenors

report for the Dimuon Spectrometer working group). This extraordinarily long

beam crossing was thought to be unacceptable in order to k e n the slit size

small and limit the rapidity acceptance of the spectrometer. We assumed a

worse case of aj^ - 25 cm for our purposes, which could be achieved by having

a crossing angle =2 mrad with only roughly a factor of 3-4 decrease in luminos-

ity.

Several underlying principles guided the basic design philosophy. First,

the spectrometer should be kept short in order to minimize the number of kaons

which decay before they can be identified. This motivated the use of a TPC de-

vice located just outside the slit as shown in Fig. 7. The TPC is located in-

side a magnetic field and would provide tracking as well as dE/dx for particle

identification in the low momentum region. The dE/dx information would not be

used for particle identification for higher momentum secondaries (i.e., one

would not attempt to use the relativistic rise information from the TPC). The

magnetic field would point along the beam direction and bending would be in

the vertical plane in order that all particles produced in the plane trans-

verse to the beam would have the same path length along the length of the mag-

net independent of the vertex position.

It may be possible to place the TPC and magnet inside the slit, thus fur-

ther reducing the path length for kaons to decay before they are measured.

This would require a calorimeterized magnet which would replace part of the

central calorimeter. However, the problem of background from the edges of the

slit is difficult to estimate and would require a separate detailed study

before this possibility could be pursued further. The question of background

from the edges of the slits is discussed in more detail in a separate contribu-

tion to these proceedings.'

Figure 8 gives the charge particle multiplicity distribution for slit

5 for central AuxAu collisions fvom HIJET. The average multiplicity is
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<ncjj> s: 1.5. With reasonable segmentation, the TPC should be able to cope

with substantially higher multiplicities (at least a factor of 10) from events

in which the quark gluon plasma is produced.

Figure 9 gives the momentum spectrum for particles in slit 5 from HIJET.

Most low momentum particles would be easily measured in the TPC. A downstream

part of the spectrometer was added in order to better measure the higher momen-

tum secondaries. The downstream p'art consists of two tracking chambers for

improved momentum resolution, a Ring Imaging Cerenkov Counter (KICH) and time

of flight (TOF) system for particle identification beyond the region where

dE/dx can be used, and a calorimeter at the end. The following sections de-

scribe each component of the spectrometer in more detail.

III.3.1 TPC

The TPC would measure 50 x 50 cm in the transverse direction covering the

magnet aperture by 100 cm in length. An example of such a divice is shown in

Fig. 10. The readout would consist of 50 samplings along the length, each

consisting of 170 pads measuring 3 x 10 turn. The momentum resolution is given

by

where

Cf_ = position resolution for each sampling

L * length in meters

B * magnetic field in Tesla

N * number of samples

For cur device, with a 10 kG field we obtain

The effective two particle cell size would be -5 mm along the drift direction

and »10 mm in the bend direction. This would be more than adequate for the
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multiplicities expected. Particle identification by dE/dx would give k/n sepa-

ration up to -500 MeV

111.3.2 Magnet

The magnet would be a conventional design with a size large enough to ac-

commodate the TPC (50 x 50 x 100 cm inside dimensions). The maximum field

strength would be 10 kG.

111.3.3 TOF

The time of flight system is required for particle identification in the

0.4 - 1.5 GeV range. The required time resolution is -300 ps. Two options

were considered for the design. The first was a conventional scintillator-

phototube array located at a distance of 4 i. A segmentation of 15 x 15 cells

would allow up to 20 particles to be identified with a 40% probability of dou-

ble occupancy based on a calculation done for E802. The second option

considered was a BaF2-scintillator array read out using a low pressure wire

chamber containing TMAE. Since the detector could work inside a magnetic

field, it could be located at 2.5 m just beyond the TPC and magnet while still

achieving good time resolution. The decay time of the fast component of BaF2

is -600 ps (faster than most organic scintillators) which when coupled to the

low pressure chamber should give a time resolution equal to or better than

what could be achieved with phototubes. In addition, the chamber would uti-

lize a pad readout which would allow a high degree of segmentation. This type

of detector is currently being developed and is certainly a possibility on the

time scale of RHIC.

III.3.4 Tracking Chambers

Two tracking chambers are used to provide better position and momentum

resolution for higher momentum secondaries. The chambers could be either stan-

dard drift chambers with 0 * 200 pm resolution or planar TPC's. They would

provide a momentum resolution of Ap/p<_ 1% • p.
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III.3.5 Ring Imaging Cherankov Detector (RICH)

The RICH detector is used to provide particle identification in the 1-10

GeV range. This would employ a design similar to DELPHI and SLD^ but would

use only a single liquid radiator (n » 1.2, 2 cm thickness). The Cherenkov

ring would be proximity focused to a converter containing TMAE + CH^ at 1 atmo-

sphere. Photoelectrons produced in the TMAE would be drifted over a distance

= 1 m to a planar TPC readout device. The DELPHI collaboration predicts 3D k/ir

separation over the momentum range 0.8-8 GeV, and k/p separation from 1.5-12

GeV. Multiplicity should not be a problem since the number of particles above

threshold in this momentum range should be low.

111.3.6 Calorimeter

The main purpose of the end calorimeter is to provide calorimeter cover-

age for the solid angle exposed by the slit. It also provides the capability

for measuring very high momementum particles by measuring their total energy

and for measurirr; neutrals. The construction could be a conventional iron

scintillator sampling design having modest (-20 x 20 cm) segmentation. Ths di-

vision into separate electromagnetic and hadronic compartments would also be

desirable to remain compatible with the central calorimeter.

111.3.7 Costs

Table III gives an approximate cost estimate for this external spectrome-

ter.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This working group has arrived at an experimental design which allows the

measurement of several global quantities of events produced at RHIC and to

study the details of these events in slit spectrometers which yield informa-

tion on single particle observables. This proposed experiment features modu-

lar structures which permit easy changes in geometry to meet the various phys-

ics goals without requiring totally new instrumentation. Compared with experi-

ments being planned today (e.g., for LEP) this proposal is quite a mode3t one.

The detector is designed to make full use of the available data rates
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Cost Estimate

TPC

Magnet

Drift chambers

TOF

RICH

Calorimeter

General Mechanics

Computer

TOTAL

Table III

for Slit Spectrometer

Mechanics

Electronics

Coils

Iron

(including

electronics)

Mechanics

Electronics

(separate from the

central detector)

$ 400K

800K

100K

200K

150K

200K

200K

100K

250K

200K

250K

$ 3M

expected at RHIC, while giving up the idea of detailed tracking over 4TT of

solid angle.

With one outside spectrometer at a cost of $3M, $8M for the calorimeter,

$1M for the multiplicity detector and $2.5M for a dedicated computer system

(e.g., VAX 8600), one could instrument in a powerful way one of the intersec-

tions at RHIC. This facility would allow easy modifications and add-on spec-

trometers at a later stage.

Finally, after arriving at a design which would be feasible within a rea-

sonable budget and with proven technologies, we comprised a list of several

items which would require further study for future planning:

a) The vertex determination within the calorimeter must be done with

fast, intelligent processing of the calorimeter and multiplicity

signals.
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b) Further halo studies are needed to determine the background coming

out: of a slit into the external spectrometer (e.g., photons fromTT°'s

etc.)

c) More study is needed on'how to measure soft photons in the slit spec-

trometer using a converter.

d) No consideration was given as to how to instrument the other slits in

the global detector.

e) Further study is needed on the proposed two TT° detector.

f) For the forward region, an inside uranium-silicon minicalorimeter

might shed light on exotic collisions where meson clouds are shaken

loose and could be observed at small forward angles.
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MULTIPLICITY DETECTOR BASED ON DRIFTCHAMBER
F O R I T I I < X ( 2 )

x BEAMS

PADS WITH AMPLIFIER AND
E.G. CCD READOUT

PADS WITH AMPLIFIERS

'GRID { IF NECESSARY )

DRIFTLENGTH: -5cm
DRIFTTIME :~3 | jsec
PARTICLE PAIRSEPARATION :~3-5mm IN DIRECTION

(~ 10 IN OTHER)

Figure 1 Multiplicity detector based on a drift chamber.
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MULTIPLICITY DETECTOR BASED ON STREAMERTUBES
FOR { T ] ) 5 i ( 2 ) E.G.WA 80 DESIGN

ELECTRONICS AT THE
DETECTOR

WIRE

STREAMERTUSES WITH SMALL PROFILE - 5 m m x5mm
ALLOWS TO MAKE PADS ~ 5mm x 10mm (OR LARGER)
DISTANCE TO BEAM ^50 cm

ALLOWS MULTIPLICITY TRIGGER WITHIN 120nsec OR FASTER

PARTICLE PAIRSEPARATION >5mm TYPICAL 2CELLS

Figure 2 Multiplicity detector based on streamers tubes.
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Figure 4
dE-p/dri for two Hi'jet events.
The dashed line is the actual dET/dr|
and the solid line the measured dET/dr|.
a) One absorption length thickness.

Two absorption length thickness.
three absorption length thickness.
four absorption length thickness.
five absorption length thickness.

b)
c)
d)
e-)
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EM-HAD. CALORIMETER

4.4<T}<2

ENDCAP

MULTIPLICITY
DETECTOR

2m

CENTRAL

URANIUM
3.5 Xi

10x 10cm2 CELLS
2280 EM )
2280 HAD. J L t L L b

2 < n < 4.4

ENDCAP

Pb/Fe
6Xi

10x10 cm2 EM
20 x20cm2 HADRONIC
-800 EM CELLS
-200 HAD. CELLS

Figure 5 Side view of Global Detector
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FRONTALVIEW
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•

1
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\
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MULTIPLICITY
DETECTOR (~105CELLS)

OFFSET
FOR BEAMPIPE

Figure 6 Front view of Global Detector



SLIT SPECTROMETER
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Figure 7a) Side view of the Slit Spectrometer covering slit 5 (A0
A(j) • at 10°, centered at y » 0).

7b) View of the Slit Spectrometer along the beam direction.
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Figure 8
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MULTIPLICITY

Charged particle multiplicity distribution for slit 5 generated by
HIJET for Au x Au collisions at 100 GeV/A.
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Figure 9. Total momentum spectrum of charged particles in slit 5.
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Figure 10. TPC similar to what would be used in the slit spectrometer1

(courtesy of C. Gruhn, who discussed such a device in a talk gi
at this workshop).



CONCERNING BACKGROUND FROM CALORIMETER PORTS

N.J. Digiacomo

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico

Any detector system viewing a port or slit in a calorimeter wall will

see, in addition to the primary particles of interest, a background of charged

and neutral particles and photons generated by scattering from the port walls

and by leakage from incompletely contained primary pa/ticle showers in the

calorimeter near the port. The signal to noise ratio attainable outside the

port is a complex function of the primary source spectrum, the calorimeter and

port design and, of course, the nature and acceptance of the detector system

that views the port. Rather than making general statements about the overall

suitability (or lack thereof) of calorimeter ports, we offer here a specific

example based on the external spectrometer and slit of the NA34 experiment.

This combination of slit and spectrometer is designed for fixed-target work,

so that the primary particle momentum spectrum contains higher momentum parti-

cles than expected in a heavy ion colliding beam environment. The results

are, nevertheless, quite relevant for the collider case.

Figures 1 and 2 give the geometry used in this study showing a 10 cm

slit built into a urpTvum-scintillator calorimeter wall (see ref. 7 of the pre-

ceding convenors report for more details). The present calculation uses •* com-

bination of the GEANT3 tracking program and the TATINA internuclear cascade

program to follow low energy protons (5, 2.5 and 1 GeV/c) and pions (2, 1, 0.5

GeV/c) through the slit and nearby calorimeter. The resulting particles are

tracked and a determination is made as to whether they intersect the fudicial

detector volume defined in Fig. 2. The primary protons and pions intersect

the calorimeter and slit at 9Lal> = 20 degrees and 0 v e r t = 1«5, 2.0, 2.5 and

3.0 degrees. Thus, the background generated will be a combination of primary

particle multiple-scattering and shower leakage (dominant for energetic pri-

mary particles that enter the calorimeter near the entrance to the slit). Par-
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tides are no longer tracked when their momenta are less than 300 MeV/c for

protons or 150 MeV/c pions and electrons.

The number of protons, charged pions and electrons seen in the fiducial

volume per 1000 events (i.e., 1000 primary protons or pions at a given inci~

dent momentum and angled are shown in Table 1. The momentum distributions of

protons and charged pions seen in the fudicial volume for 5 GeV/c protons inci-

dent at various 6 v e r t are shown in Fig. 3

Table 1

Number of p,ir~,e~ seen in the active detector volume (defined in Fig.l)

per 1000 events. (P >300 MeV/c, P >150 MeV/c)r v p 7r,e

A Incident protons: 6 (p/ll/e)

3° 2.5° 2.0° 1.5°

5 GeV/c 26/13/1 65/18/1 17/46/8 436/63/18

2.5 15/2/1 46/5/0 136/15/5 627/24/7

1 1/0/0 32/4/2 181/7/7 346/26/2

B Incident pions:

2 GeV/c

1

0.5

evert
0/7/0

0/6/0

0/4/0

(p/ir/e)

4/27/1

2/36/0

0/30/0

21/70/7

4/144/0

1/206/1

42/528/5

18/400/0

0/382/0

Examination of Table 1 indicates that there is little background problem

in general for slower primary particles. One must of course have sufficient

pointing ability to distinguish particles multiple-scattered in the slit (see

for example the 9 t = 1.5 degree spectrum in Fig. 3). The background

generated by the inadequately contained showers presented a problem for

energetic primary particles that encounter the calorimeter near the slit en-

trance, as the resulting spray is quite broad in momentum. In a collider envi-

ronment, however, one does not expect the fast particles encountered in fixed

target work, and such background should be small. Questions of rate aside,

the aforementioned pointing ability is also important in distinguishing shower

leakage from particles that have passed cleanly through the slit.
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The problem of port-related backgroung will receive a more thorough treat-

ment in the near future as the NA34 experiment enolves. A complete Monte

Carlo is in progress, including a simulation of the effect of large local

multiplicities due to clustering or jet-like behavior occurring in the vicin-

ity of a port or slit. The present calculations indicate, however, that the

problem appears tractable.
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Figure 1. External spectrometer considered for background calculations based
on the NA34/HELI0S experiment (Plan View).
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INTENSITY INTERFEROMETRY MEASUREMENTS IN A 4iT DETECTOR AT THE PROPOSED RHIC

William A. Zajc

Physics Department

University of Pennsylvania

Philadelphia, PA 19104

ABSTRACT

The requirements imposed on detector design by intensity interferometry

measurements in a colliding beam configuration are briefly discussed. The

envisaged detector consists of a number of small "ports" in an otherwise her-

metic 4TT detector. The detector requirements are then determined by the mean

momentum and multiplicity in each port. Expected rates and the required momen-

tum resolution are specified for each port. Also discussed is the possibility

of measuring different dimensions of the source through apertures of varying

aspect ratio.

I. INTRODUCTION

This report is a working document exploring intensity interferometry mea-

surements of 100 A"GeV Au + 100 A*GeV Au collisions at the proposed Brookhaven

Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider. Rates are calculated in the context of W. J.

Willis's conceptual design for a 4it calorimeter equipped with sampling ports

(see Appendix A of these proceedings). Since each port measures a different

kinematical regime, the issues of acceptance and particle identification are

discussed case-by-case. A calculation of expected fluctuations in total

multiplicity for a minimal model of A-A collisions is presented as an appen-

dix.

II. THE EVENT GENERATOR

To calculate the event rate into various phase regions, it is necessary

to have some model for the assumed event structure. For purposes of consis-

tency within and without our working group, I have chosen to do this via a

HIJET-influenced longitudinal phase-space model. By this I mean that the
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assumed rapidity distribution dnch/dy is taken to be that of HIJET (for cen-

tral Au + AU collisions at a per nucleon Vs = 200 GeV). The p distribution

is assumed to be independent of y and given by

aj - a pte
 pt ,

where a = 2/<p >. It is now trivial to obtain the momentum spectrum if we

know the mass of the particle. To first order, we can assume the n/all ratio

is a constant >^85%, independent of the generated rapidity. A more sophisti-

cated analysis could vary this ratio as a function of y, but is not necessary

here for these crude estimates.

These assumptions give a good description of the pion momentum spectrum

over all of phase space, which is the necessary input to a rate calculation

for nearby pairs. The algorithm, while ignoring all correlations induced by

HIJET, is also extremely fast and cheap. I have neglected fluctuations in

total event multiplicity, since they are expected to be small for nucleus-

nucleus collisions (see Appendix). If there are in fact large fluctuations in

total multiplicity (as in the pp case), these can only improve our two-pion

event rates (while imposing more stringent requirements on the multi-particle

capabilities of our spectrometer).

It may be worthwhile to ask to what extent can we decouple our calcula-

tions from HIJET predictions. Since the only place HIJET enters is through

the assumed form for dn ./dy, I have plotted in Fig. 1 the relative probabil-

ity of obtaining a charged particle at some rapidity y in HIJET to the

corresponding ISAJET probability. Event generators with different predictions

for this ratio may simply rescale the following event rates by the appropriate

factor (at fixed rapidity, it is of course the ratio squared for pair rates).

It is interesting to note that, relative to pp collisions, HIJET predicts

"pileup" at 90°, a depletion at intermediate values of rapidity, and another

enhancement (actually, a lessening of the depletion) at the beam rapidities.



III. THE SAMPLING SPECTROMETER

W. Willis has proposed a conceptual design for a 4ir calorimeter equipped

with a number of sampling "ports." These ports would allow particles in some

small phase space region to escape the calorimeter and have their momenta

analyzed by precision magnetic spectrometers located beyond the interior

calorimeter. In effect, the conventional geometry has been turned inside-out,

albeit in small regions only. In the following sections, we will describe the

multiplicities, rates, etc., for each slit separately. Before doing so, some

general remarks are in order:

First, the multiplicity distributions are not given, only the means.

This is not the limitation that it might first appear to be, since the proba-

bility per particle of falling in a given port is some constant, so that the

distributions must be Poisson fin the absence of any large scale fluctuations

in total event multiplicity). This is a consequence of our assumption of a

random phase-space population, but seems to agree well with the observed HIJET

distributions.

Second, I have calculated the expected pion-pair rates per event into

each port. This is done for an uncorrelated distribution, so that any actual

Bose-Einstein correlations will only increase the rates. I have assumed that

typical source sizes of 5 fin will be of interest; this implies that we wish to

populate the region of pion-pair phase space with | pj - P2I < 40 MeV/c. As

a rough rule of thumb, pairs with relative momentum out to about 3 times this

value contribute to our knowledge of the correlation function, and hence to

our knowledge of the source size. The number of pion pairs per event within

this region is calculated for each port. This number has been further broken

down into the number of such pairs which also satisfy either the requirement

q < 20 MeV/c or q.. < 20 MeV/c, where z and t refer to the dimensions along

the beam axis and transverse to it. Pairs that satisfy one of these condi-

tions are those that are most effective in measuring the orthogonal source

dimensions. That is, pairs with q. »** 0 are most effective in measuring the

z-dimension of the source, and vice versa.

Finally, at this point I would like to draw the reader's attention to Ref-

erence 1, which is a copy of a similar study for a fixed-target heavy ion ex-

periment. Much of the lore and nomenclature for Bose-Einstein experiments
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that are presented there remain relevant to this work. In particular, the dis-

cussion of the required momentum resolution may be carried over directly

(since some of our ports have momenta spectra characteristic of a lower energy

fixed-target machine). Because the source size sets an absolute scale in the

problem of «** 40 MeV/c, we must design spectrometers that have absolute momen-

tum resolution of this accuracy (more specifically? the uncertainty in the mo-

mentum difference between close-by tracks must be less than this value). This

presents no problem for those ports centered near y = 0, but becomes a formida-

ble problem as we go to more forward rapidities. Also note that since

|q| «r | p|AR , a fixed requirement on | q| and | p| increasing as m *sinh(y)

implies very stringent requirements on angular resolution at forward angles.

The next two sections contain additional information on expected momentum re-

solution for each port.

111.1 Results for Port 1

This port samples a very small region of forward phase space:

• Angular Coverage: A<j> = 0.2°, 2° < Q < 8°, or 2.65 < n < 4.0

• Mean Multiplicity: 0.20

• Mean Momentum: <|p|> * 3.8 GeV/c

• Pion pairs per event: < 10

• Pion pairs per event with q < 20 MeV/c: not measured

• Pion pairs per event with qt < 20 MeV/c: not measured

Remarks: It is clear that the size of this port is too small for any

interferometry-type measurement, barring the presence of tremendously strange

multiplicity and/or rapidity fluctuations. In an effort to overcome this, I

also calculated rates for an "enlarged" version of this port. The

corresponding parameters appear below.

111.2 Results for Port 1 (Enlarged)

The i> aperture has been enlarged to give a mean multiplicity of about two

pions per event.
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• Angular Coverage: A<t> = 2.0°, 2° < 9 < 8°, or 2.65 < Tl < 4.0

• Mean Multiplicity: 2.18

• Mean Momentum: <|p|> =3.7 GeV/c

• Pion pairs per event: (5.0 ± 1.0) x 10

• Pion pairs per event with q < 20 MeV/c: (7.5 ± 4.3) * 10
z -3

• Pion pairs per event with qt < 20 MeV/c: (1.5 ± 0.6) x 10

Remarks: Figures 2 through 4 were obtained from runs using the enlarged ver-

sion of this port.

111.3 Results for Port 2

This port also suffers from poor event rate in the region of phase space

available to two-pion measurements:

• Angular Coverage: A* = 0.5°, 8° < 9 < 20°, or 1.75 < n < 2.65

• Mean Multiplicity: 0.54

• Mean Momentum: <|p|> = 1.7 GeV/c

• Pion pairs per event: (1.3 ± 0.6) x 10

• Pion pairs per event with q < 20 MeV/c: (5.0 ± 3.5) x 10"
z -4

• Pion pairs per event with q < 20 HeV/c: (5.0 ± 3.5) x 10

Remarks: This port could also benefit from some enlargement. See Figs. 5

through 7.

111.4 Results for Port 3

This is a port in <|) at fixed 9:

• Angular Coverage: &$ - 10°, 0 " 30 » 0.5° or n J1 1.43

• Mean Multiplicity: 0.87

• Mean Momentum: <|p|> = 0.77 GeV/c

• Pion pairs per event: (1.08 ± 0.16) x 10~

• Pion pairs per event with q < 20 MeV/c: (3.0 ± 0.9) x 10
z -3

• Pion pairs per event with q < 20 MeV/c: (1.8 ± 0.6) x 10



Remarks: This port measures predominantly in the transverse direction at an

intermediate value of rapidity. The momentum spectrum is sufficiently narrow

and low so that no elaborate techniques are necessary to obtain adequate momen-

tum resolution. See Figs. 8 through 10.

III.5 Results for Port 4

This is a cross-shaped port in (J> and 9:

• Angular Coverages

fA<J> = 2°(g>45° < fl < 1.35°) © f 4 5 ° < * < 135° <x)Aft = 2°")

• Mean Multiplicity: 7.8

• Mean Momentum: <|p|> = 0.45 GeV/c

. Pion pairs per event: (5.99 ± 0.12) x 10

• Pion pairs per event with q,, < 20 Mev/c: (2.53 + 0.08) x 10~
z -2

• Pion pairs per event with qt < 20 MeV/c: (5.1 ± 0.4) x 10

Remarks: This port achieves good rates in both qfc and qz, although

instrumenting it with a single-design spectrometer may prove quite difficult.

Also note that although a priori the <)> and 0 slits have roughly equal solid

angle, the useable two-pion rate into the <j> slit is 5 times larger than into

the 9 slit. See Pigs. 11 through 13.

III.6 Results for Port 5

This is a square chunk cut out at 95° in the CM:

• Angular Coverage: A* * 10°, 85° < fl < 95°

• Mean Multiplicity: 2.0

• Mean Momentum: <|p|> - 0.41 GeV/c

• Pion pairs per event: (1.09 ± 0.05) x 10
_2

• Pion pairs per event with q < 20 MeV/c: (6.78 ± 0.41) x 10
Z ' -2

• Pion pairs per event with qt < 20 MeV/c: '„ .08 ± 0.16) x 10
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Remarks: This port is by far the most amenable to simple instrumentation,

since both the average momentum and the average multiplicity is low. See Figs.

14 through 16.

III.7 Results for Port 6

This is a long narrow cut in A:

• Angular Coverage: A* = 1°, 20° < B < 160°, or -1.75 < n < 1-75

• Mean Multiplicity: 4.2

• Mean Momentum: -<|j>J> = 0.62 Gev/c, with a long tail

' Pion pairs per event: (1.00 ± 0.05) x 10

• Pion pairs per event with qz < 20 MeV/c: (1.35 ± 0.18) x 10~2

• Pion pairs per event with q < 20 MeV/c: (2.3 ± 0.23) x 10

Remarks: This port has a very large range of momenta that must be dealt

with! See Figs. 17 through 19.

IV. ESTIMATING MOMENTUM RESOLUTION

In the preceeding anal>sis, the resolution in |q| was presented on a

port-by-port basis as a function of |q|. Here I present the details of this

(admittedly crude) calculation of the single-particle momentum resolution.

For each momentum vector p, I have assumed that the major error in

determining its momentum comes from the error in finding its magnitude

p = |p|. The resolution in p is assumed to be given by

2
h ((0.02)2 + (0.02p)2] ,
p (2)

where p is in GeV/c. This form results from the addition in quadrature of a

roughly constant multiple-scattering term to a spatial resolution term of the

form

f

MfeHr)p " VBL/ VL / * (3)
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